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■!■• Mid-course into the Ihird United Nations Develqroient Decade, developing

Africa's economic and social development record is substantially worse than in

the 1970s o The intensification of the development crisis had galvanised African

Governments into adopting AfricaDs Priority Frograirme for Economic Recovery

{A#FERy;'1986*1990; APPER was subsequently endorsed in resolution S-13/£jo£

1 O\aiel986 by a special session of the United Nations General Assembly ~on Africa's

ecoriCBFLLC and social crisis which adopted the United Nations Programme of Action

for itfrlx^'B'Boanomic Recovery and Development 1986-1990 (UH-EAAEFD)-.; -

2. Among developing African countries g the economies of the 27 least developed

countries (IUCs), which are characterized by formidable structural deficiencies

have been hardest hit in the milisn of the current development crisis in the

region,, Hith their extranely low per capita income estimated at an average of

$158 in 1985, the African UOCs find it difficult to raise adequate savings
necessary for development financing. Uiey depend on single export cormodities

wkich face inelastic dorand and declining prices in international markets.

Industrial production is limited to a few iiport-substitute processing activities
with very high iir$»rt-content, a condition vAiich exerts pressure on meagre

foffeigh exchange resources to import raw materials and spare parts* Inadequate

physical and' social infrastructure present major impediment to the maxiinization

of their economic capacities, particularly with respect to production structures.

Aid flows on concessional terms have dwindled considerably forcing these countries to

contract h^avy debtwhose servicing absorbs an average of over 30 per cent of

export earningso . v.

3. It was in this context that the special United Nations meeting or.

adopted the Substantial New'Programme of Action (SHPA) in 1931. 1!he Sl-3PA:aims at

promoting the structural changes necessary to overcome the extreme economic

difficulties of tfte'IDCs. Ihe UN Programmer'for Africa's Economic Recovery

contains many of the priorities identified and recommendations made in the SNPA

vtiich makes it imperative for the African IECs to implement the programme

expeditiously so as to ensure adequate economic recovery and growth.

4O This review seeks to analyse the economic and social conditions of the African

IECs against the background of the aforenentioned crisis* It comes in two parts.

The first part gives an overview of the socio-economic conditions of African IDCs

as a group while the second part deals with the economic and social profile of

each of the' 27 African LDCs. ■ ■ ■ ■ .

.1. GLQEftL EVEimnON OF EOCHSOUC AMD SOCIAL CONDITIONS

A. Overall growth performance

5- 'fEhe economic recovery vfoich begun in the African IBCs during 1985 continued

"in 1986U Real CBP (1980 prices); -grew by 4.2 per cent in 1986 as against 0>7 per

cent in 1985O- Ihis growth performance is largely explained by the recovery in

agricultural, activity1 after the devastating drought years of 1982-1984, in
absolute terms, GDP (1980 factor cost) of the African IECs rose from $US40.6

billion in 1985 to $US 42O3 billion in 1986. This trend was reflected in a per

capita incone increase of a modest 1,6 rxsr cent in 1986 as against a decline

of 1=9 per cent in 1985-
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6. The above achievesnent was attained under difficult conditions characterized

by? declining prices of major export commodities of significan e to the IDCs?

substantial drop in capital flews which reduced the import capacity of the IDCs

and l^d to downward revisions of their investment programmes? the increasing

external debt burden and the persistent deterioration in the external payments

position. However, the dire consequencies of refonn measures undertaken by most

African LDCs was cushioned by favourable climatic conditions. Rainfall was

abundant and well distributed producing substantial crop yields in most of these

countries o She recovery in agriculture also had a strong linkage effect on agro-

, industrial activities contributing substantially to the overall increase in value

added. ' ...

B* Hajor development problems and policies '

7;o On the whole, the return of normal rainfall helped to improve agricultural

production significantly in isost African LDCs. However, the sector continues to

experience the same constraints, al besit desertification? strong population

pressure on cultivable land, inadequate investaaent in agriculture, etc. laspite
of falling world prices for such major conmodities as cpffeeand cottonf African

IDCs were unable to diversify their production base,"

8. The overall- food situation iirproved although some^ of the countries are

experiencing substantial grain deficit because of difficulties in reconstituting

seed stock, as well as excess demand induced by high population growth o Ohe

delayed effects of the drought conditions in recent years will continue to be

felt for two or three more years. I&is implies that substantial food aid would

have to be secured while efforts are made to rehabilitate national capabilities

for food production. In 1987 for Gxamplep Ethiopia would need some 1*2 million

tons of food aid while Comoros vri.ll depend on food aid to meet 80 per cent of

its food heeds. :'' ■■■■■■■

9O The manufacturing sec±or is also plagued by hi^i transportation oost,

especxally the landlodcad countries, which make their industrial products un-

cdmpetitive= ^he sector is affected by difficulty in securing spare parts and

rgw materials because of limited foreign exchange, Stoease. is also the precarious

cash-flow problems of existing industrial plants, in public financeP the revenue

base is extroncly narrow which engenders relianceon external resources and

increased recourse to the domestic banking system to finance chronic budget

deficits o liie external indebtec&iess of the African WCs constitute a major

iinpediment to attaining adequate recovery and economic growth. In general, the

external payments crisis had deepened as a result of the combined effects of
deterioration terns of trade, falling prices of primary commodities and decline

in capital inflows and1 unrequited transfers,

10. To cope with these various iinbalances, several African IDCs had formulated

and are impionenting recovery plans? stabilization and/or adjustitient programmes

by. higher tranche conditionality arrangements with the IMP and the

Bank, r&ie expressed objectives of these programmes is to rehabilitate and
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expand the major production sectors „ and the restoration of balances in najor

rtacrp-econoraic aggregates such as the fiscal and external accountso Substantive

differences and skeptism remain, however s on the rationale of the policy instruments

afcd reform packages perscribed by the IMF. ^ese programmes., in the absence of

the.muc^-prorrased increased inflow of external financing, have resulted in

sharp cuts in imports* investments, budgets and, social outlayso Hence p sane IDCs

have shown reluctance to forge ahead with, the iinplemeritation of these policies

because of their concern to safeguard the social gains achieved and to avoid

further destabilization of their econonies.

11. Notwithstanding their lew per capita income, several African IDCs were able
to achieve domestic savings rates above 10 per cent of GDP (Comoros „ Jdalawi,

Niger and Togo) r and in a few cases exceeding 15 per cent (Botswana 7 Guinea and

Lesotho) during the period 1980-1984 „ To further improve mobilization of domestic

resources, they have implemented measures to create a flexible tax system which

is more broadly based and steps arc: boon taken to improve their tax administrations.

Measures have also been initiated to improve the efficiency of public sector

enterprises„

12. The dovolcprent and mobilization of human resources, through eradication of

adult illiteracyj expansion of public education including vocational training,

and development* of entrepreneurial capacities, is an important element in the
development plans and. prograitnes of the African ITCs. Majority of them decreased

their illiteracy rate between 1980 and 1985. In food and agriculture, the

African I£Cs have taken steps to increase production and productivity, inter alia,

increasing the use of the rrorket mechanism,, mobilizing the rural population and

diversifying production. In sptie of all these positive measures, the development

prospects of the IDCs1 remain bleak due to the extremely adverse external

environmento

C. Expenditure on O3P

13, Deflationary measurers under various adjustment programmes had negatively

affected the growth in public consumption during 1985-1986, At 1980 prices,

public consumption decreased by 3 per cent from $US6O43 billion in 1984 to ". V
$US6.24 billioti in .1985. In 1986, a l.oiper cent increase was recorded at a

level of $US6O31 billion. Private consumption increased by 3.6 per cent in 1986

as ccngared to 1,1 per cent in 19S5<, These modest expansions in domestic

consumption freed resources for investments which rose from an equivalent of

13.1 per cent of GDP in 1984 to 15^5 per cent in 1985, Such performance can :!;

also be ascribed tos the reallocation of public resources to investment as a1'

natter of priority? and the slight increase in imports occasioned by a rise in

exports fran 4O2 per cent in 1985 to 7.6 per cent in 1986O

14c Domestic dorend increased by 2Q6 per cent in 1985 and 3 = 5 per cent in 1986

while the demsstic savings rate levelled off at some 5.6 per cent in both years'*

In nine of the African IDCsp final consumption levels clearly exceeded GDP.

Cape Verde and Lesotho recorded rates equivalent to as much as 125.0 and 204.1

per cent of GDPP respectively,, 'Ihese were financed through substantial private

transfers mainly remittances from nationals working abroad.
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Do Public finance

15, The budgetary situation in African. IDCs deteriorated in 1985-1986 due to a

drastic decline in revenue collected jJrccm customs duties, a principal source of

receipts, next to indirect taxation, in these countries = Provisional estimates

.based on information available on .21 ..countries 1/ show a budget deficit of about

$UE2.27 billion in 1985 as cc^patGO. to $UE2.22 billion in 19C4O Ohis trend

resulted frorc a revenue decline of &JS5.87 billion in 1984 to $U55D13 billion in

1285 vfoile expenditure fell frcra |U3£c09 billion to $US7.40 billion. Estimates

for 1986 indicate a deficit of about £UO3,54 billion. On average,, 68.5 per cent

of the financing of these deficits \svro secured from external sources and

borrowings from the domestic banking nysteins.

16. In general, the revenue structure of tte African LDCs for the fiscal year

1986 VKis 63.3 per cent fraa indirect luxation and 35 per cent from, international

trade taxation. With respect to esqxsnditure, 77.5 per cent was appropriated for

recurrent expenditure of vfcich 11O3 per cent was allocated to educations 4.9

per cent to healthf 5O8 per cent to agriculture, 0.6 per cent to transport and

oatKiunications arid 40,7 per cent to repayment of public debt.

E, External tradeg balance of paymentsr and external debt

17 o In spite of the good crop ye^rs of 1305-1986, the African UDCs recorded

substantial deficits in their eternal accounts, Exports increased from $US8.5

billion in 1905 to $UES«9 billi; n in 138fi \*hile the inport bill consistently rose

dmspite of the drop in feed inserts zi£. -considerable decline in oil prices. Ttital

irrports is estlvated. at $U:112nl billion in 1905 and $US13.4 billion in 1986.

■Bais resulted in a trade balance deficit of $US3O6 billion in 1985 and $034,5

billion in 1986, Except for iavourabie world market prices for coffee in 1985-

1986, prices of the main cavort c_;n_:;dities ci interest to African IBCs were on

the decline. Cotton prices fell by 26 pcir ctint£, cocoa prices by 11O2 per cent,

iron ore by 1,9 per centf urani\ra by 17,-' per cent and bauxite by 2.5 per cent*

18 o Tb& widening cf -tine crack; balance deficit, in African LDCs was occasioned
by domestic production short fali? especially of agriucltural products)1 and the

decline in world dem?jid eno. or:.\:r.--.-. xo;: primary camo±ities0 According to

preliminary estimates? the trade ■■^ilaricu dificitc was up by 31 and 25 per cent

in 1985 and 1986 respectively leading to an increase in the current account -

deficit fran $US4.9 billion in 1D85 to f;;U35.7 billion in 1986. Tis a result of
these devc^loT.xnent? the overall balcuico o£ paymait stood at $US1<>47 billion in

1985 as^aoainst $US2.2 billiai m 19^s

1/ Botswana, Burkina, Faso, Burundi,, Central African Republic^ Chad,

iSquatorial Guinea, Ethiopia* Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Lesotho^ f-1alawi,

Bfeli,^Mauritania, Niger, Hwtnda, Sao jtorne and PrinclpG, Sierra Leone, Sudan,

Tanzania, Togo and Uganda,
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19 o The external payments problems have been aggravated by mounting external debt

obligations which increased from a manageable level of $U5l»9 billion in 1970 to

$US561 billion in 1975 and &JS13.3 billion in 1980. In 1982, the total outstanding

debt of African IDCs had reached a level of $US16O1 billion and as at end-1984 it

stood at $US26O3 billion with debt service payments absorbing about 25 per cent

of export earnings., BCA. preliminary estimates indicate that the eternal

indebtedness of these countries would be about $US28 billion in 1905 and around

$US39 b811ion in 1986. Although these amounts might seem to be irodest in absolute:

terms as corpared to the debts of other developing countries, they continue to

exceed 50 per cent of C3)P on average. Over 90 per cent of the African LDCs1

external ddsts consist of medium and long-term debts.

20 o Debt service payments in 1984 amounted to $US1=3 billion o rIhose arising

from non-<X3ncessional debts have continued to form the main part of African LDCsr

total debt service payments. Although sane'debt relief has been provided by

some DAC member countries for their CDA. debt to majority of the IDCs under Trade

and Development Board resolution 165 (S~IX), the debt 'service" brcblem remains
critical for all African IDCs. The problem has been exacerbated by a sizeable,

proportion of non-commercial debt and by the significant increase in the multi

lateral debt which is not under the purview of resolution 165 (S-tX) and is subject

to multilateral reschedulings. Since the adoption of the SNPA in 1981P a number

of LDCs have had recourse to the Paris and London clubs to reschedule their

official and cormercial debts. Moreover? a number of them had to ask for several

reschedulings in order to cope with their increased debt liabilities, However,

these reschedulings have also proved to bo inadequate as they only provide

temporary relief and do not entail a diminution of debt stocks and eventually

adds to the debt burden.

Fo Sectoral performance

l0 Food and agriculture

21. Agriculture remains the dominant sector and a major determinant of overall '

economic, growth in African ITCso The sector contributes an average of over ■ •

50 per cent of GDP, accounts for about SO per cent of export earnings and employs

the bulk of the labour force, ihe adverse impact of severe drought conditions/

since 1982, led to a substantial shortfall in agricultural cutputp vdiichf in real

terms, is estimated to have declined by 1O2 per cent in 1982P -2O2 pea: cent-in

1983 and -5.2 per cent in 1984.

22= Crop yields were satisfactory despite torrential rains viiich affected cash

crops in Tanzania and Ifialawi and the locust infestation (particularly in the Sahel

region) of some 350f000 hectares in Mali and 400,000 hectares in Niger, Inspite of

the improvement in overall food production,, several LDCs have reported considerable

grain deficit due to excess donand from high population growth 0 For

instance, cqtgqIs deficit for Botswana is estimated at 160,000 tonSj 660,000 tons

for Cape Verde, 26,000 tons in the Caxxos, 130,000 tons in Guinea, 100,000 tons

in Mauritania and 40,000 tons in J
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23» Lessons franthe drou ht had cornpelled African LDCs governmants to adopt

ineasures aimed at stimulating agricultural production. These include increased

investment in agriculture vMch is supplemented by external emergency and. short-

term assistance for rehabilitation activities; substantial hikes in producer

prices and the introduction of guaranteed, floor pricesj better credit facilities:

timely delivery of inputs and expanded research in high yielding crop varities.

These measure:: combined with favourable climatic conditions, especially the return
of nonral rainfall, helped to resuscitate agricultural production in 19S5 with

value added in real terms (I960 prices) increasing by 0.5 per cent. In 1986P

overall agricultural output is esttated to have increased by 5.5 per cent.

2. Industry

24. During 1985-1986, this sector grew by 2.6 per cent in real terms.
There was an upswing in the activities of nanufacturing industries (+3.4 per cunt

in 1986 as against +2.2 per cent in 1985)s of the water, gas, electricity sector

(+6.2 per cunt in 1986 as compared to "1.4 per cent ir: 1985). There was a declining

trend in extractive industries (+1.6 per cent in 1986 as against J5O2 per cent

in 1985) e building and public works industries (+0.7 per cent in 1986 as against

+lo4 per cant in 1985).

25 „ apart from agriculture,, extractive industries are extremely vital to overall

economic growth parformance in African LDCs ■ Because of their capital-intensive

nature most of the countries contracted substantial loans for investments in oil

exploration and drilling and the development of mineral resources „ However, the

expected returns from these investments have been minimal due to the long-gestatior.

periods required as well as the sluirp in vxxld prices for key minerals F other than

diamond and gold* Thus? Benin (oil), ioauritania (iron and copper) e Rwanda

(cassiterite) P Sierra Leone (bauxite and iron) and Togo (phosphates) wsre corpellcd

to down grade their investrrent programmes taking into accoiint the shortfalls in

projected government incase, On the other hand/ the recovery in agriculture had a
positive impact an agro-industrial output.

26. The irajor obstacles to industrial development in African LDCs still remain?

the inadequate level of new investment and re-investable resources; the small

size of domestic markets, insufficient outlet and low purchasing power for

manufacturers? under-utilization of existing production capacities 'which are

caused by a shortage of foreign exchange to provide a regular supply of raw materials

and spare parts; the lack of technical and managerial personnel? and the fact

that most of the countries, being land-lcdkedF have higher production costs.

A good performance was exhibited by the industrial sector of Mali vfoich reformed

its parastatal sector, provided substantial line of credits for operating funds

of existing industries and improved energy supply through the canmissioning of

the Selingue dam. Performance was equally good in Ethiopia where the recovery of

agriculture triggered off a recovery in industrial production.
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Go Iitpleirentation of the Substantial New Prograirme of Action

27c Twenty countries^-' have opted for UHHP round tables vfoile Guinea, Somalia,
Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda are being assisted by the VJbrld Bank to organize

consultative group meetings. As of 31 December 1986, 17 countries had organised

review 4/ meetings. During the 1985-1986 period, three countries,, Cape Verde, Mali
and Togo held a second round of meetings to secure financing either for economic

recovery programmes or medium-term development plans. . i

28= Based en Jtoundtable (FT) experiences, the UNDP had recently introduced

significant changes to iirprove the HT process. «In the new format, the roundtable

process is viewed as a recurrent cycle, a continuing process of consultation,

information and negotiation with the donor carmunity. It focusses on tv*D groups

of closely related events? the roundtable conference and its related activities

on the one hand? the, sectoral and general prograppe consultations, on the other.

The Roundtable Conference takes place in a major European city and participation

in this meeting is restricted to the principal funding partners* n An assessment

of the. new format is premature at the moment since it has not been put into

effect, but suffice to state that «the utilization of additional resources for

the LDCs from traditional as well as new donors should remain the central task

of country review excerciseso»

29. Recent estimates on financial flows to African LDCs indicate that total

net disbursement (in current $US) was around $5.3 billion in 1984 rising to

$6.1 billion in 1985 mainly as a result of increases in emergency relief and

funding of structural adjustment programmes* Concessional loans and grants

amounted to $5.8 billion in 1985, up by 18 per cent over the 1984 receipts of

$4.9 billion, Oiile non-concessional flows rose fran $396 million to $415.1

million. Itie major source of development finance for African LDCs is still DAC

official development assistance (OQA) 8 DAC bilateral and multilateral flows as

a proportion of total financial flows vas 78 per cent or $4.2 billion in 1984 and

84 per cent or $5.1 billion in 1985 (see annex III).

30. On the other hand, total OPEC concessional loans and grants (non-concessional

flowsaare negligible) to African IDCs have declined harply in recent years, from

a peak level of $660ol million in 1983 (highest attained since 1975) to $309

million in 1985, This decline is a reflection of the inpact of lower revenues

from oil exports on OEBC's aid budget a In fact, the fall in oil prices is expected

to be translated into further cuts in OPSC aid in future years.

3/ Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cape Verde, the Central African

Republic, Chad, The Comoros, Djiboutie Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, the Gambia,

Guinea-Bissau, Lesotho, r-3ali, Niger, Swonda, Sao Tome and Principe, Sierra Leone

and Togo.

4/ Namely; Benin, Burundi;. Cape VErde, Central African KE£ublicf Chad,

Oomoros, Djibouti, Equatorial Guinea, the Ganbia, Guinea? Guinea-Bissau, Lesotho,

Malawi, Mali, Rwanda, Sao Tome and Principe and Togo.
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Ho Medium-Term prospects

31. Should the good rainfall continue in 1987 and the economic recovery efforts
begun in most African LDCs be maintained, the group's GDP qrowth rate (1980 prices)
is forecast to be around 4,1 per cent. Ohis perfoxrance would be largely
attributable to enhanced agricultural production with an increase in value added
at Jo7 per cent, and increases in manufacturing output which is expected to grow

5V ***" °mt" rmese ^^^ forecasts nay be affected by the worsening eKtemal
debt repayment obligations at a time of considerable drop in external assistance
which is absolutely necessary to support investment activities. It is, therefore,
absolutely necessary for international support measures to be stepped up in areas of
strengthening the idcs export capacity go that adequate foreian exchange earnings
could be realized to meet iitport requirements especially of capital goods which are
needed iri rehabilitation of the key productive sectors. Industrialized countries
should also endeavour to ease the debt servicing burden of African IECs which
could provide a temporary relief and release resources for development finance in
the African WCs,
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1= OVES&LL GXOT2H PEREORENCE

32. The difficulties that public enterprises and extractive industries underwent
slowed down economic growth.,in 19S5 and. 1986 despite a clear iirprovement in
climatic conditions and an upswing in tertiary activities which followed the
reopening of the border with Nigeria. Over the same period, the public treasury
faced severe constraints particularly as a result of dwindling profits fron
PANOCG - the Pan Ocean Oil, Company Ds drilling of the offshore petroleum deposit
of SHM5, Bse trade balance deteriorated as it became more difficult to find
markets for the Onioboio cement complex o CDP qrowth (1980 prices) was estimated
at 4 per cent in 1935 and 3O9 per cent in 1986 as corpared to 5.3 per cent in

II „ MfiJOR DEVSLCK-JFMT PSDBL^B AI-D POLICING

33 e Despite the return of normal rainfall and intensified assistance and
iTsnagemant together with the recent pattern of denationalization, the situation
in nearly all productive sectors deteriorated during the period under review In
agricultural production for instance, Benin was faced with the followina problems s
ix) environmental degradation coupled with creeping desertification **iidh continued
to_reduce cultivated land, now acccuntina for no more than 29.3 per cent of the

~SL * ar9a? Ui) low stora^G ^ processing capacity for such crops such as
cotton and sugarcane; (iii) unrenunsrative prices for farmers; (iv) unpredictable
markets and? #v> the aging of palm plantations. These problems were worsened by
tne remoteness of producing areas and the structural deficiencies of certain
co-operatives„

. Produ^tion was held back by the fall in petroleum

1'te Of the danestic ™*et and the inisnaraqement of "existina
2? ^ed $aixis frcm exploitation of the offshore' petroleum .deposit

far below the revenue estimates anticipated to off-set the substantial loans
contract^ to develop that resource. The oil contract does not sear, to favour

^^^?1^ ^y *** liCenCG granted to PAf30C0 <which ^ replacing
a 100 per cent !*aragian-cwned subsidiary) ms withtown.

?«n^? Oil ?r?ce^i1^ bv ^e Soci^fce rationale de l5in<auStrie du corps gras
■^K?1 difriculties relating to heavier fixed charges, indebtedness
and dwindlong operating funds, These financial constraints were worsened by
the misappropriation of substantial public funds.

^! u lnconB Seneratingr sectors aonehovr conprcmised
^^ tt achlGve sustained growth and equilibrium in" the trade

oollectivi^t^n was broadened. Substantial deficits
rpr d ttl

ws?S^^h^l^ af oollectivi^t^n was broadened. Substantial def
were recorded by public enterprises and parastatals. As a result, thev were
unable to mjke the necessary input into the state bucket. ^steaSfv^rfthere
fore revised downwards while the decline in the country's ^S^f
ciiiranished its capacity to honour its cornmitrants,
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37= In the face of such disequilibriaP the authorities took a nuntoer of measures to
revitalise directly productive activities. Those ireasures included the raising of

producer prices, reduction of the number of middlemen in the distribution circuits,
the consolidation of debts contracted, by those public enterprises that could be
salvaged and the raising of credit ceilings. It was also noted that the activities
of the Centres d8action regionale pour le dgyeloppement rural (CARDER) in
agricultural extension and the creation of production factors, the mobilization of
rural savings and agricultural loan recovery ware intensified. A programne is
being carried out to rehabilitate the oil palm industry. In this connection,, the
organizational structure and financing of SCNICOG will be reviewed, oil presses
will.be rehabilitated and their stocks reconstituted, The way this industry is
organised and managed will be revanped and. oil plantations will be rejuvenated.

38. oJie petroleum sector is also undergoing a ccnplete chancre with the beginning
of the third phase in the development of the SE:^ deposit in'connection with which
seven new wells are to be drilled o Sie idea is to revitalize the sector so that
it can bring substantial revenue into tho treasury, help to improve the trade
balance and provide for the training of nationals" in this field „

39 - The Gcvemmant's carmitment to econorric and financial recovery, coupled with
its need for external financing, has resulted in the preparation of a three-year
plan (covering 1986-1989) with the assistance of the VTarld Banko The priority
objective of the programne adopted is to re-establish the macro-econcmic balance
in public financing and foreign trade through; (i) a drastic reduction in public
spending with particular reference to recurrent expenditure? (ii) the winding up
of ailing enterprises; and (iii) reductions in the staff of public services."
This-will be effected through automatic retirement of civil servants at the age of
o5 after they have served 30 years and restrictions on new recruitment o Such
measures should lead to the rescheduling of the foreign debt and the granting of
loans under a letter of intent agreement with the IMF.

in. hotmoture an gdp

40 • The domestic spending pattern shows a resurgence in public expenditure in 1986
after,twp consecutive years of decline and a private consumption increase of 4 4
per cent in 1965 and 5.0 per cent in 1986. And yet, the share of final consumption
as a percentage of GDP remained relatively stable at 100 per cent in 1985 and

101.1 per cent in 1SS6. The decline in the investment rate continued as a result
of the squeeze in public investment. The rate was 10,9 per cent in 1985 and 10.8
per cent in 19&6. The resource deficit anounted on average to the equivalent of
11.4 per cent of O)PD
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IV. PUBLIC FHJONCE

41. 2he, total revenue and expenditure in the budgets for 1935 and 1S86 was
established at CFAF 50.8 billion atnd C?AF 57.0 billiorvrespectively,. Of these
amounts, recurrent revenue accounted for ;PAF 45O1 billion and CFAF 52.7 billion
respectively. On average, as much as 43.5 per cent of these resources were made
up of custons revenue viiile recurrent expenditure (83.6 Der cent of viiich went to
pay staff costs), accounted for about 43.1 per cent of total expenditure.

42 * the available budget implementation statistics show that about 7S per cent
of the estimated revenue ms realized in 1985 and 72.3 per cent in 1986 as against
81.6 par cent in 1934. Such relatively high achievement rates have been due to
average annual increase in. customs revenue of about 11.2 per cent x*iich followed
the resunption of border trade with Nigeria. £bout 59.6 per cent of the estimated
expenditure vas inplenentexL Several financial appropriations were revised downwards
during the financial years under review. It should be noted that since 1984, no
budget line has been allocated for investment expenditure.

43. On the whole, the national budget shewed a surplus of CF?F 1.1 billion in
ly85 and CF£F .7.4 billion in 19R6. rails favourable situation is at the same time
precarious, bused as it is on external trade; Apparently, it does not take into
account all th& external payments nblirrntions of the Gcvemnent such as public debt
which would have made for a CFAF 27.7 billion deficit in 1905 anc a CFAF 23 1
billion deficit in 1986„

Vo EXTERtKL TRM3EP BTJ*ftNCE! OF PMMEWIS OT) EXTERNAL DEBT

44 Q she latest available statistics on external trade cover 1981 and 1982.
However, estimates based on custms revenue show a deepening of the trade deficit
frcm CffAF 84.1: billion in 1985 to CFAF 91.7 billion In 1986 as against CEBF 64.2
billion in1984 o During the sane period, the rate of coverage of inperts by exports
fell fron 19OS per cent to 19O6 per cent as against 28.3 per"cent in 1984.

™'\ 'mis Patttarn roflects the trend in export revenue which, after dropping by
;i ^ Cent ^ 1985 aE a result of ^e fall in revenue derived fran such oil

seeds as palin fruit, palm kernels and sheanuts by about 46O3 per cent, went up by
nearly IS per cent in 1986. Export earnings for 1985 and 1936 therefore amounted
to cfaf 20.7 billion and CTCF 22,4 billion,respectively.

46 Inports continually declined froa 1981 to 1964 before'rising frcm CFAF 104 O8
billion in. 1985 to CFSF 114.1 billion in 19B6e This upswing can be ascribed nainly
to the purchase of capital goods for projects vhich began to be executed durina
the period under review and to the substantial inflow of consumer items rr^ant for
re-export that occurred from the tint border trade with Nigeria resumsdD

*7. In 1985, the overall balance of payroents deteriorated into deficit particularly
because of s (i) the sharp decline in net nan-nonetary capital inflcvre? (ii) the
slo^cwn in transit activities which adversely affected the services balance and;

JF* ^S unrG(3Uited transfears. Ohe deficit vas expected to be about
in 1985. ahat figure should double in 1986.
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* • Benin *;; external trade imbalance was also worsened up to 1985 by the qrowiua
burden.a£ pjblic debt. As of 31 December 1984, the total c*itstandi4 dobt"*as
^™^at ^ ll?A bUlion « ^ at 328 C

, the total c*itstandi4 dobt*as
^ ll?A bUlion' « ^ amount, 32.8 per cent was Contracted by

^ and sem^Uc enterprises. 2ho situation resulted from the ccnirltarcnts
entered into ^order to compensate for the loss of revenue fron petroleum and to
Tt }^]llT*l~?ff °Lresources derived from the special amortization tax at CF3F

o:8^^.r
^SST^JKas °TOa to ^47*7

VI. CHCTORZa PFKPQBt-fffl-ICE

A- Food and agriculture

49

oent Of GDP-" ^ contrition of the rural sector'to value
011^ 718 ^ t ^ f ^rV "iUMai ^-^ as roiicwss AUtt per cent caning from agriculture- 21

cent fran aimral husbandry and 6.3 per cent from forestry and fishing. 'm reaJ
the average annual growth rate wns 3.4 per cent,

50. r>«^ the peirod under review, farming conditions significantly iirproved
- r2rurr\of no^^nal rainfall o Cultivated land areas"were accordiiKrly
o. and major integrated rural d-rjalopnent projects initiated in the

■oUo Proouction of the major food crops therefore increased

Par millet and sorghum, the 74,800 tons produced showed an increases

400'300^ J^ T? / ' ^ 400'300 ^^ P^*1^ reflectedln^L^
per cent v*ile for yams the yield of 657,400 tons represented an increased

e^rfcr^sSSIs
i+95'l *** oent) ^ 73'^tens for palm fruit

has been built at SAVE, naticml. ginnW capacity i

a 2°2ftant rise ^ ^^"ti-0 demand *ich led to substantial
and the resumption of cattle inportation

fOUCWd a ^ ^^^

-She value added of this sector, which-provided an .average' 9.1 per cent of

l^ff 1 ^l«w«T tta beginning of petroleum drilling in 1983
6 ^r «*^i issl^fS aLT

beginning of petroleum drilling in 1983. The

^ f CC^a3 deSpite ^ ^ProvanenTta supplies for
process palm products and the rehabilitation of thi=

sugar capleK. 5he factors responsible ares (i) the lack of^S°
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53. Crude oil production wont up by 11.1 par cent to 500,000 tons \Aiile the
production of cakes and oils fran palm fruit and kernels rose from 23,519 tons

to 31,435 tons, The buisness turnDver of SCNIOOG therefore increased by 4.7 per
cent as against an increase of 21.2 per cnet for the textile and leather industrieE
Zkrtivities in other industries have been virtually stagnant „ The prospects for
growth in this sector are promising„ Indeed, Benin has substantial deposits of

marble (6 million terns), iron (266 million tens) and phosphates (5 Pillion tons),

vxio jMHManmiotf of she substahtial nh* programme of aotkit

54." Benin submitted to its first donor roundtable a programme costing CFAF 600
billion for an investment period covering 1983-1987. Assistance pledges amounted

to some CFZVF 138 billiono Ihe data available on external aid flows as of, 30 June

1986. indicate total net disbursements of about 5US282.9 million from 1983 to 1984,
Of this amount, $USlll.9 billion was disbursed in 1383 and $USl71o0 million in
1984o Bilateral aid accounted for 37,3 per cent in 1983 and 2.1 e5 per cent in
1984O Ih'is reduction was made in favour of non-concessional aid v^qeg export

credit share rose from $US7=4 million to $US 68 .'6 million „ me ranber countries

remain the major sources of aid flows* 76„4 per cent in 1983 and 96.6 per cent in

1984 of total net disbursements , Official development assistance (CO2\) accounted

an average for 68O8 per cent of grant dbd 31,2 per cent of leans. Met

disbursements for 1965 and 1986 were expected to have risen by 24=2 and. 6.7 per

cent respectively. The corresponding arrunts are ?UP212.4 million and ?US226*6

millicn respectively. In addition tr- the threxj-year econonic recovery prograrrcf

sectoral fcllovMap consultations 'n the rVnrx rr.undtable are being held.

VIII, MEOTJMEFK PBCSPBCTB

55. ^e reoovery effort being made should enable investment to pick up in 1987
and the downward trend in dejrestic savings to be reversed. Itoe targets for each

of these arc 17.7 per cent and 0.4 per cent of GDP, respectively. Iho trade

deficit wsuld amount to some 18.3 per cent of GDP as compared 12 = 0 per cent in

1986O On the whole, C3DP growth will decrease slightly by about 3=4 per cento

Similarly„ with external public debt servicing amounting to $US94.0 million or

9..8 per^.cent o£ -j^ae earnings from the export of goods and servicesc the 1987

figure would decrease by 6.3 per cent as 9pnpared to 1986= *~ -

- - --# ■ ■■ «■'
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BOTSWANA

P. OVERALL GROWTH PERFORMANCE

56. According to official preliminary estimates real GDP grew by 19.4 per cent
real terms in 1983/84. Spearheading this growth was the mining sector which grew by
35.2 per cent. Although the growth rate of GDP is expected to decline significantly
from the very high levels of 1983 and 1984, aggregate output grew at a satisfactory
pace in 1985, This is partly attributable to the improved market conditions for
diamonds with sales increasing by 13.2 per cent over the 1984 sales to reach USgl 823
million in 1985.

57„ The downward trend in the rate of inflation observed in 1984 was reversed during
1985.^ As measured by the urban and semi-urban consumer price index, the year-on-year
rate increased from 5.8 per cent in December 1984 to 10o5 per cent in December 1985,
Annual inflation rates in 1985 is estimated at 8.7 per cent compared with 7.5 per cent
in 1984. Price developments during 1985 were influenced mainly by rising import costs.

II. MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS AND POLICIES

58. Landlocked with 80 per cent of its trade dependent on South Africa (RSA), Botswana
is acutely vulnerable to economic developments in RSA as well as the political tension
m the Southern African sub-region. The country's landlockness renders it entirely
dependent on its neighbours (RSA and Zimbabwe) for vital trade and communication routes
and whatever disruptions on these links can seriously jeoparidize economic prospects..
Foreign exchange earnings heavily depend on a narrow range of exports, notably diamond.
Attempts at diversification is constrained by the relatively small domestic market which
faces strong competition from more advanced neighbouring economies. The Pula was
devalued by 15 per cent in early 1985 and had continued to weaken against major world
currencies. Thewe excahnge rate movements whiah greatly affected developments in the
external sector, influenced the overall economic and financial conditions in Botswana
in 1985/86.

59. Botswana's susceptibility to drought seem to be nurturing a permanent feature and
its macro economic effects (on the balance of payments, and government revenue and
expenditure) is. quite significant. In particular, the impact of the drought on the
agriculture sector which resulted into a substantial shortfall in domestic food supply
and beef .utput had warranted the diversion of large foreign exchange earnings into
increased f«od imports•
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"0° The Government's basic strategy under the National Development Plan (NDP 6) -
1985-1991, is t*'achieve rapid and large returns from capital investment'In mining,

and to reinvest same into productive activities so as to diversify the production

base; Accordingly, the government has given the highest priority to productive

employment creation and rural development. Agriculture is being rehabilitated and

greater emphasis'is placed on smaller mining and prospecting operations. The other

areas of focus include the up-lifting of Botswana's entrepreneurs by providing credit,

management and financial services and the dissemination of modern technical know-how,

III. EXPENDITURE ON GDP

61« T#tal consumption expenditure as a proportion of GDP increased slightly in
1985/86 due~to the impact of South Africa's high rate of inflation on the BrJterwana

economy. While publie eonsumption remained relatively stagnant in 1985/86 compared to

the previous years, private consumption as a percentage of GDP increased t« around 60

per cent as against 55 per «ent in 1984/85. Gross fixed capital formation at 7270.9

million in 1983/84 reached P508 million in 1985/86 (at current prices) which is due

to the heavy investment by the Government under NDP-6.

IV. PUBLIC FINANCE

62, An outstanding feature of the Government budget for 1984/85 a*d 1385/86 has been

the simultaneous expansion of revenues, expenditures and Government cash balance»o

The growth in revenue was significantly higher enabling the Government to accumulate

cash balances with the Bank of Botswana. Two key elements underline the budget

proposals for fiscal 1986/87: (i) The continuing vulnerability of Botswana to natural

hazards and external economic forces: (ii) The future circumstances in which t>ie

economy will operate since the projected »ate of growth in expenditure is expected to

be higher than th«se of revenues during the course of NDP6 because mineral revenues

which have been the most-buoyant element ia overall Government revenues are expected
to decline in real terms. ■ ' '*

63c Total revenue in 1986/87 is estimated at PI,195 million an 18 per cent increase
over the revised actual for 1985/86. Total expenditure is estimated at P902 million

which is higher than the P878 million indicated in the budget and 17 per cent iw>re than

the incurred expenditures in 1985/86i Recurrent expenditures is estimated at P522

million of which salaries and wages will absorb P203 million and interest-and debt

payments another P28 million. Development spending is estimated at P316 million, up

15 per cent on the 1985/86 expenditures and P64 miJJiion in loans to parastatals. The

overall budget surplus is estimated at p293 million.
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Y, EXTERNAL TRADE, BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND EXTERNAL DEBT

11 *£* tevms exports rose from P880 million recorded in 1984 to P-1,371 mil-lion

^ STe ^ ^G PUla l fi ?
? J £ p million recorded in 1984 to P-1,371 mil-lion
£L ttq ; i^ STe ^ ^G P-Ula ValUG of-eKPorts is partly explains? by .a*.increase in
the US dollar value of diamond and nickel cooper-mate and by the sharp, depreciation of
the Pula in terms of major world currencies. Over the same period,, the value of beef
exports rose from P95 million to ?102 million. However, throughput at the Botswana
Meat Commission- (BMC) dropped f*bm 239,000 heads in 1984 to 220,000 heads in 1985 and
consequently, BMC could only"meet about 60 per cent off the country's 18,900 tonnes beef

6«o?rt.??°ta T° the EEC'n Total imP°rts is estimated to have ^rown by 27.6 per cent from
p895 million in 1984 to Pi,142 million in 1985.

+no^^.°n ?ervices account continued to deteriorate from P135 million in
to P241 million in 1984 and P310 million in 1985. However, following a good trade

surplus and, an increase in transfers , -the balance on current account rose t^P266
mHli$?yi^ 1985 from, 13- million recorded in-1984. The net inflow of capital is
estimated aty]?210 million in.1985 compared to. P144 million i«-1984. The overall
balance of payments,surplus in 1985 reached P50Q,-million from the low level of P165
million recorded, in the-previous year. . .■ ■ «,

^iQQI external P^iic debt ..increased from P^Tnillion in 1984 to P684 million
in 1985 or in dollar terms, a 16 per cent increase from $280 million to g326 million.
Government debt, including borrowing on lent to parastatals stood at P463 million in
1985. The debt service ratio rose slightly to 5.9 per cent in 1985 as compared to
5.7 per cent in 1984 Total foreigh reserves, excluding gold, is estimated at $909
million by mid-1986 which could provide an import cover for some two years.

VI. SECTORAL^ PERFORMANCE

(a) Food and-

fnd 1:983/R4 ZA T II ' ^ OT1 a"VGrage declined by 8-9 P^ <*nt between 1979/80
and. 1983/84 reflecting the impact of the sought.,:. Food grain production was 19,000
tonnes in 1984/85 which, though double that of 1983/84 production, represented only
about 10 per cent of Botswana's requirements. For 1985/86, cereal harvest is expected
to show a.substantial.improvement with output estimated, at 31,000 tonnes but this
would stiU.leave a grain shortfall, of-160,000 tpnnes to be. met by food aid and ~'
commercial imports. Beef sales were down,.io 14,983 tonnes in 1985 as against to'18,700
tonnes in 1384, due to,substantial reduction in throughput at BMC. 'As part of the

^tTaTt'S'^l°V? ■t°iP-r°mate araLle ^ricultur1^ producer prices were significantly
7"k? ne last-?yeaM» In 1985 the Government introduced the "Accelerated
Arable^Programme". Under ■ this scheme farmed are assisted to deStump up to *

HnH T ? ^ ' ?n^hirevdrought power for ploughing (P50/ha), for row planting
and for weeding (P5/ha). Other supporting services include the provision of

fertilizer; funding the erection of fences; water development and crop protection
SSS-P??tS- ?rOW5 1?custi had reached plague proportions but the Government used
specially equipped aircraft trucks and teams o'f cnemical sprayers tS battlS th?pests.
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(b) Mining

68. The index of mineral production reveals that mineral output expanded by 17,4
per cent in 1984 but declined by 2.3 per cent in 1985. Diamond production declined from

12.9 million.,to 12*7 million carats. The world market for diamonds firmed in 1985 with ■'

sales of US5519823 million an increase of 13.2 per cent over 1934.. Total output of

copper-nickel matte was approximately 52,000 tonnes in 1985. Production of coal also

increased .from just under 393,000 tonnes in 1984 to 437,000 tonnes in 1985. Botswana

has an extensive coal reserves which, in some areas, have been proven to be suitable

for power generation and the operation of the Central Power Station project at Morupule

will boost coal exploitation and hence reduce electricity imports.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEW PROGRAMME OF ACTION

69. Botswana had opted for a UNDP Roundtable but no meeting has been convened to date,

Based on official figures, Botswana's total estimated cost of its public investment

programme (PIP) for 1986-1990 is #142.2 million of which available resources (domestic

and external) anticipated during the period is estimated at #50.1 million leaving"

a resource gap of some 292.1 million to be funded by external aid. However, the net

inflow of official development assistance to Botswana has: been on the decline since

1980 while debt commitments (both concessional and commercial) have increased over the

past six years. Although debt service payment are within manageable proportions, yet

external assistance, particularly with respect to debt re-scheduling, would be required

under NDP-6 in order to implement the PIP and to put the economy on a firmer base

toward recovery.

: . - ■ ' VIII. MEDIUM-TERM PROSPECTS

"70« According to official estimates, the annual average rates of growth of Real GDP
during NDP-6 (1985-1991) is projected to be around 4.8 per cent which is lower than the

average attained under NDP-5. This pessimistic estimate is on account of an expected

slow growth in the mineral sector (an average of 31% of GDP under NDP-5) projected at

3.5 per cent per annum (.29.5 per cent of GDP under , NDP-6), Notwithstanding the
country's susceptibility, to drought, agriculture (7% of GDP under NDP-5) is projected

to post an annual average growth rate of 6.5 per cent under NDP-6 which is plausible

depending upon the viability of the irrigation schemes which become operational in
1988. ' , . . .
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BURKINA FASO

I. OVERALL GROWTH PERFORMANCE

*

71- the economic performance of Burkina Faso in 1985-1986 shows a clear upswing
in growth following three years of recession. GDP (1980-prices) declined by an

annual average of 3.5 per cent between' 1^82-1984, In absolute terms, GDP increased"

from CFAF 287.7 billion in 1985 to CFAF 305;! billion in 1986 or an increase of around

6 per cent.

72 o Despite strong population pressure, the good performance of the economy could

be attributed to the step up in assistance to the rural areas in terms of increased

resource concentration and higher producer prices; improvement in climatic conditions

and gains made in building-and-public~works-related activities,

II. MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS AND POLICIES

'°'1 . The recent restructuring efforts made by Government-of the country h'ave laid

the basis for easing the major constraints to the economic and social development

of Burkina Faso. Among (the major developmental problems facing the 'ccfuntry are:

the vulnerability of the agricultural sector to the vagaries .of the weather; the

low level of productivity resulting from traditional farming, methods; r. high

population pressure on cultivable land and; the near-total: dependence.-of the country

on the cotton industry. Farmers purchasing power remained low despite th,e increase

in the producer prices ,-of the .major crops. There is also, a drift frpm. the rural .

areas despite the incentives given to reverse the situation.

'4. External trade continues to be adversely affected by the landlocked nature of
the country. The narrow revenue base also makes it difficult for the Government to

substantially increase the volume of its resources needed^;~for investment. Quite a

number of industrial enterprises ran into supply difficulties both in terms of raw

materials and energy.

75 • The Governments remedial action had as its priority for. 1984-1985, s.ocial
rehabilitation and economic recovery under the people's development programme which

was costed at CFAF 160.7 billion. Most of the planned investment was devoted to

community facilities for collective use and production equipment: school and

university infrastructures were expanded, the intake" capacity of health centres were

increased as were transport and communications infrastructures. Many more distribution

and marketing structures were set up and production capacity increased. The plan was

implemented within a decentralized framework with effective participation of local *

people in the identification, selection, implementation and financing of projects.
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760 Since 1986, a five-year development plan has been in effect. The priorities
of the plan^are to: . (1) upgrade food availability by increasing local production
and processing; (ii) develop-power production through the Kompiehga dam and the
water schemes of the Bagre region; and Ciii) open up the country through the

trans-Sahelian railway. One of the main aspects of the agricultural policy is to
encourage the more rational use of fertilizer in the production of such cereals as
sorghum,

III. EXPENDITURE ON GDP -
m

77° .During 1985-1986, the share of the main components of demand, expressed as a
percentage of GDP, remained stable. The average was 17.9 per cent for public

consumption.; 99.1 per cent for private consumption and an average investment rate
of 9.5 per cent. The chronic lack of savings noted during the period led to

substantial recourse to foreign financing both to sustain the level of consumption
and to cover the volume of investment. Such financing was the equivalent of
approximately 26.5 per cent of GDP per year.

78o In real terms, the various aggregates picked up with average annual growth
rates of +4.5. per cent for private consumption (as against 0.8 per cent from 1980

to 1934), +4.3 per cent for public consumption (as against -1.3 per cent) and +9.0
per cent as against -6.3 per cent for the resource deficit. The commencement of
certain major infrastructural construction works, coming under the five-year
development plan, raised capital formation from CFAF 12.0 billion in 19.85 to CFAF
24.8 billion in 1986.

IV. PUBLIC FINANCE

79, The latest data available is on the 1985 budget. They indicate that revenue
collected amounted to CFAF 13.2 billion, an increase of 16.2 per cent compared to
1984. Budgetary income for 1985 and 1986 were calculated at CFAF 70,4 billion and
CFAF 82.3 billion respectively. Of this amount, 75.9 per cent on average comes from
fiscal revenue. Over the same period, current expenditure rose by 13.2 per cent
from CFAF 67.6 billion to CFAF 76.5 billion while capital expenditure declined from
CFAF^9.9 billion to CFAF 5.8 billion. The estimated deficit for 1985 was CFAF 7.1
billion financed from external resources backed up with inputs from State agencies
and remittances from nationals working abroad,

V. EXTERNAL TRADE, BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND EXTERNAL DEBT

80. The pattern observed from 1982 to 1984.when the trade balance diminished was
reversed from 1985 onwards with a trade deficit which rose from CFAF 128.6 billion
to CFAF 157.7 billion in 1986 as against CFAF 8*.9 billion and CFAF 76.4 billion in
1983 and 1984 respectively. The rate of coverage of imports by exports which had
been as much as-31,3 per cent in .1984 fell to-IS.8 per cent in 1985 and then to 14.8
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per cent in 1986. These trends can be ascribed to an average annual decline in export
earnings of approximately 11.4 per cent resulting in particular from the fall in
cotton prices (which accounted for 55 per cent of export earnings ) and the reduction
in deliveries of sheanuts. Imports, dominated by food products and capital goods
increased on average by nearly 29 per cent per year under the impulse of the growing
Frain deficit and the commencement of major infrastructural construction work on
dams and railways.

81- According to the preliminary estimates, the external payments deficit which
had declined to CFAF 1.6 billion in 1985 worsened in 1986 to as much as CFAF 87.7
billion. Such deterioration is due to the deficit in the merchandise trade balance -
which widened by 17.8 per cent (from CFAF 74.5 billion in 13-85 to CFAF 87.7 billion
m 1936) while the-services balance rose from CFAF 48.3 billion to CFAF 51.8 billion.

32. The current account balance had deteriorated sharply because unrequited transfers
which stood at CFAF 96.0 billion in 1985 and CFAF 100.4 billion in l^coTereT on
average, only 75 per cent of the deficit in the goods and services balance. Over

pp?rS?fqP^??' n^ °apital fl°WS virtually stagnated at an average annual level of
Uhk 2b.b billion with an average growth rate of only 0.6 per cent per year.

83. ^ These imbalances in the external payments position has been worsened by a
growing public debt. Total external- indebtedness is at &JS 700 million in 1984
increasing to jSUS 847.9 million and $US 978.8 million in 1985 and 1986, respectively.
Debt service payments rose, from gUS 35.3-million in 1984 to #JS 44.0 million in 1985
increasing to gUS 39.8 billion in 1906.

VI. SECTORAL PERFORMANCE

A, Food, and Agriculture

fid

Agriculture is the dominant sector in the Burkina Faso economy contributing
an average of approximately 46.8 per cent of GDP annually. Value added in real
terms increased from 5.1 per cent in 1985 to 9.4 per cent in 1986. This favourable
performance resulted from the improvement in climatic conditions which made it
possible to increase areas under cultivation and to increase the use of agricultural
inputs. Marketable production increases have been +11.2 per cent for seed cotton-
+75.7 per cent for sesame seed and +4.2 per cent for sugarcane.

85. For food crops, the improvement in production conditions has been backed up
with the raising of producer prices and increase of financial resources of the
national gram board (OFNACER). Howerer, the grain deficit widened by 38 per cent
during the .1984-1985 farming season as a result of the 1.8 per cent drop in millet
and sorghum production. Linstock population had been depleted through the widespread

. slaughtering carried out in 1984 in order to limit losses from the dronpht.- The
earnouxs, livestock sub-sector contirmes to be an important source of foreign

exchange, bringing in about 24.7 per cent of export revenue.
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B. Industry

.86•._..; The contribution of the industrial sector to GDP averaged 18 per cent with an
average: annual growth rate of 9,1 per cent. This trend could be attributed to those

■manufacturing industries that bonefitted from the improvement in agricultural re

covery.: Textile, and sugar industries, had a turnover increase of 14,3 per cent and

4 per cent»:respectively... Together with, the substantial gold deposits that exist,

the reactivation of the Poura gold mine offers, favourable prospects for tb«

development;of extractive industries. As to the building and public works sector

which accounted for about 13,5 per cent of■ industrial value aaaed, the growth rate

came to 9.2 per cent per year with the commencement of construction work on the

Kompienga dam., the trans-Sahelian railway and a new community housing programme,

■ ' VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEW PROGRAMME OF ACTION

87c Burkina Faso will hold its first roundtable meeting with donors during the
first quarter of 1987, Using the latest figures on aid received since 1981, it

would appear that net total disbursements from 1981 to 1984 totalled #US 810.7

million or an annual average of gUS 202.7 million. Bilateral aid accounted for

■about 71 per cent of total aid with as much as 99,4 per cent of it .coming from

DAC member, countries*. Total official development assistance (ODA) amounted.to

£US 774,1.taillion. Annual flows of this type of assistance b-aYe however been

■ declining by 6.9 per cent per year. . . .. -. .,,

88o;. Net flows of multilateral aid which accounted for approximately 29 per cent

of; total.,aid:averaged some £US 58,7 million per year. It also decreased from 1981

-to: 1983,by 1.4.per cent per year. All in all, cumulative overall commitments

decreased by.15,4 per cent particularly with the writing off of the unconsolidated

portion of certain loans. ODA provided to Burkina Faso consisted, of 77*5 per cent
grants and 22.5 per cent loans.

'■';■' . ' ' ■ VIII. MEDIUM-TERM PROSPECTS

89 „ ^.Shpiild- the social restructuring .and economy recovery efforts be sustained and
good climatic conditions continue to prevail, the GDP growth rate.in real terms

should rise in 1987 by about 4,6 per cent. The situation of trade with the outside

world will remain.unfavourable with a trade deficit rising by-4.6 per-cent. ■ The

resource transfer-, expected after the donor roundtable should make it possible to

restore the balance in current payments.
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BURUNDI

I. OVERALL GROWTH PERFORMANCE

30* Burundi's Economic Recovery that was signalled in 1984, when coffee earnings

rebounded strongly from the 1983 depressed world prices, was maintained in 1965

though under severe pressure on resources for external payment obligations. In

real terms-, the overall GDP grew by 6.2 per cent in 1985. The main stimulus '

came from the agriculture sector which grew by 7*5 per cent in real terms in 1965. -

The service sector also contributed moderately to the good performance but the

manufacturing sector continued to perform-poorly, mainly as a result of a fall

in value added by wood, paper, chemicals and construction industries. ■

91O There was a slight upward movement in consumer prices in j.964 partly

explained by the devaluation of the Burundi franc in November 1983. On the whole,

the rate of inflation, which ran an average 12.4 per cent between,1973-1983,

declined markedly to 3.7 per cent in 19e5 as a result of the government's
austerity measures to redress the imbalances in the economy.

II. MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS AND POLICIES

92D- The Burundi economy is predominantly agricultural having the second highest

population density in Africa* an extremely weak infrastructure and narrow

government revenue base.1 The economy is nverdependent on coffee which, accounts

for 65 per cent of export earnings, 10 per cent of GDP and 25 per cent of government

revenue. Gross imbalances emerged in the economy in 1983, when low world coffee

prices coupled with unfavourable weather conditions engendered a cut in domestic

coffee production by almost 20 per cent resulting Into a drastic reduction in
foreign exchange earnings. Debt service had-swelled from 6 per cent of export
earnings in 1981 to about 20 per cent in 1985.' The drain on.foreign reserves

had cut import cover to just one month, - .

S3- To redress these problems, the government had requested the assistance of
the IMF and IBRD to work out an economic restructuring package designed to tackle

the country's over-dependence on coffee earnings," reverse the deteriorating trend
in GDP growth and tackle the debt service repayment obligations. The Economic

Recovery PrograrTme (ERP) focuses on measures for medium-term restructuring to

diversify away from coffee as well as restore short-term equilibrium in the
balance of payments. Annual increases in producer prices have been introduced

along with.-a more flexible exchange rate management (the Burundi Franc was devalued
■ by 15 per cent against the SDR in July 1986) and stringent control in public. :
sending. Other measures include adjustment-of interest rate to adequately reflect

domestic credit conditions and a review of the investment code to creat a more

market-oriented economic environment.
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94O The fourth development plan (1983-1987) calls for total investment of

Bufr 107.4 billion (at 1961 prices), 55 per cent of which is expected to be

financed from external sources. Investment of Bufr 24.2 billion is envisaged

for the agricultural sector C23S) and Bufr 19,4 billion for the industrial

sector.. The aim is.to exploit the inter-linkages between the two sectors

through agro-based industrial activities such as the planned USS53O million

sugar refinery at Rutana in the South.

III. EXPENDITURE ON GDP

95. In 1985, total final consumption represented about 97.6 per cent of GDP in

real terms, a slight improvement compared to the 1964 level of 98.1 per cent.

Government consumption expenditure increased by 15.7 per cent while private
consumption rose by 4.6 per cent in 1985. Gross fixed capital formation

decreased from US2191.1 million in 1984 to US3184.5 million in 1985 which is
evident of the decline in the investment rate from 18.6 to 16.6 per cent.

IV. PUBLIC FINANCE

56° The overall budget for 1986 was set to Bufer 20,029 million. A balanced
budget is anticipated since revenue is estimated to grow by 11.5 per cent while

expenditure will increase at a lower rate of 5.6 per cent relative to the 1985
figures. The growth in revenue is heavily, dependent upon the expectant higher
export.receipts that would accrue as a result of the prevailing favourable world
market condition for coffee and the suspension of the ICO export quotas. The

development budget is set to Bufr 3.5 billion, a low level since 1979. This
budget will be financed by borrowing from the Central Bank: 57.1 per cent, from
other institutions: 14.3 per cent, and from capital subscription to development

banks.

V. EXTERNAL TRADE, BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND EXTERNAL DEBT

9?* Exports increased by 16.1 per cent from US2144 million in 1984 to US2167.2
million in 1965 while imports grew by 2.9 per cent to reach US2324.7 million in
1985. This trend led to a substantial improvement in the trade deficit occasioned

by higher coffee receipts whose export tonnage rose from 21,643 to 24,482 tons.

98c Projections for 1986 show that coffee revenue will continue to rise implying

increased foreign exchange earnings and a substantial reduction in the trade
deficit, provided that import restraint continues. Besides the chronic trade
deficit since 1980, Burundi still faces a constant outflow on services, but
the 1983 and 1984 surpluses on the capital account were more than sufficient to

offset the deficit on the current account of the balance of payments.

99= By end-1985, total disbursed public debt outstanding had reached US2390 million,
32 per cent of which is owed to the World Bank. A vast majority of the loans

were acquired on concessionary terms. Dn the basis of corrmitments to end-1984,

average debt service is estimated at 31.3 per cent up to 1986 and 34 per cent

between 1986-1989.
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VI. SECTORAL PERFORMANCE

A. Food and Agriculture

100. The agriculture sector still remains the backbone of the Burundi economy

employing about 95 per cent of the labour farce and accounting for 85 per cent

of export earnings. Nonetheless, only about 25 per cent of the total land area
is under cultivation, of which 90 per cent is devoted to subsistence food crops
and the rest to cash crop, mainly coffee. Domestic food production is still not

sufficient to meet the country's requirement and the government continues to

import substantial amounts of cereals. The most important food crops are bananas,

pulses, sorghum, maize, rice, cassava and sweet potatos. Production of cash
crops was quite encouraging in 1985 as coffee output increased from 26,163 tons
in 1984 to 40,000.tons; tea'from 3,445 to 4,100 tons and. cotton Clint) from

6,532 to 7,150 tons.

B. Manufacturing Industry

10JU The manufacturing industry which accounted for 8.4 per cent of GDP in 1986
is characterized by light consumer industries, notably in food processing. The
government's industrial policy consists of exoloiting the inter-linkages between
the primary and secondary sectors through tht establishment of agro-based industries
and the creation of an investment climate that would attract foreign private
investment. The major obstacles to industrial development remain the inadequate
level of investment and the acute shortage of foreign exchange to import raw

materials.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEW PROGRAMME OF ACTION

10? The Second Round of donor's meeting was organized by the government in 1984
at which donors agreed in principle to assist in providing the external resource
requirements for the country's public investment programme which is part of the
Five Year Plan (1983-1987). by end-1965 the External Financing Component, 56 per cent
of the total cost of the investment programme, had not been completely realized.
Under the UN-PAAERD (1986-1990), Burundi's-Financing Requirements for its National
Recovery Programs is estimated at US2912.4 million, of which US2584.2 million iS
the estimated likely available resources_expected to come from external sources.

This leaves a resource gap of US2328,2 million.

103, Between 1981-1964 external aid to Burundi from QECD and OPEC increased by an
average of 5 per cent. The principal source of aid is thejEEC which had earmarked
ECU 108 million under Lome III"to be expended as follows: ECU 86 million in grant,
ECU 10 million in soft loans and ECU 12 million in risk capital ventures.

VIII. . MEDIUM-TERM•PROSPECTS

IP-i The firmness of world coffee prices in 1986 had contributed immensely to
forstering the economic recovery that was started in 1984. The suspension of _
the IC0 quota system and a continued up surge in world coffee prices_is expected
to boost Burundi's export earnings performance and create a positive impact on
overall GDP grwoth. However, according to ECA preliminary estimates, real GUP,
estimated to post a growth rate of 3.3 per cent in 1986, is projected to drop

to 2.1 per cent in 1987.
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CAPE VERDE

I, OVERALL GROWTH PERFORMANCE

105= Cape Verde "has maintained a positive real growth rate and a high level of

investment in spite of its limited natural resources and the Dersistent drought.

GDP at 1980 prices increased by nearly 4 per cent, from #U5 78 million in 1984

to #U5 81 million. This performance is attributable to massive external aid which

helped to reduce the balance-of-payir.ontG deficit and to a cautious management of

national resources. The economy is Geminated by services (trade, transport and

administration) wKich acrount for approximately 42.3 oer cent of GDP, The rural

and the secondary sectors contribute 24.6 and 22.4 per cent, respectively, of value

added.

II. MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PR"'.:~^IS AND POLICIES

106„ The insularity of Cape Verde, the wide dispeision of its territory over about

ten rocky arid islands unfit for cultivation., the preat distance separating it from

the continent and its sahelian climate are all natural handicaps difficult to

surmount for such a small country having nc natural resources. Its climate is such

that the country is exposed to persistent cycles of drought. The rocky nature of

its soil and the irregular rainfall both limit the agricultural potential and hence

the country is faced with a chronic food deficit which has to be offset by ever-

increasing food importSo. •

107o Furthermore, Cape-yerde^s facing serious distribution problems due to the

dispersion of the territory and to numerous bottlenecks due in particular 'v

inadequate infrastructure and transport equipment., These constraints hamper trade

between the various islands and with the outside world„ The overall budget balance

has been in constant deff.cit since 19803 Likewise, the trade balance is characterized

by increasing deficits but these are more than compensated by remittances*from

nationals working abroad9 transfers and grants6

108 „ Most of the measures taken to solve the above-metnioned problems are contained

in the first development plan, 1982-1985 whose main objective was to develop socio-

economic infrastructures. The bulk cf the investments will benefit the rural

sector, transport, communications,, health and education. Industry and services are

expected to spearhead the expected growth. The'plan does not, however, give

agriculture an esse'ntial role ,in overall economic growth.

109- Originally, total spending under the Dlan was expected to amount to C.V.Esc.
22.1. billion at 198"2 .rices( A^ ording to the latest revised estimates, expenditures
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incurred for the first three years of the plan were estimated at C.V. Esc. 11.3

J~n^T al 1982 prices" The Srowth targets in the plan include a 12 per cent growth
of GDP and an 11 per cent contribution by the manufacturing sector to GDP. The
Government adopted a policy of financing regular expenditure from internal revenue
without resorting to domestic bank borrowing and limiting capital expenditure to
projects likely to be financed by external concessional loans. During 1986 a new
plan was prepared to build on the performance of the previous plan.

Ill, EXPENDITURE ON GDP

110, Gross domestic expenditure increased in real terms by 5.7 per cent in 1985
A review of the structure of total expenditure reveals two' main characteristics of
the Cape Verde economy. The first is linked to total consumption and gross capital
formation which are unusually high compared to GDP. In 1985, as in 1984 total

consumption was 25 per cent higher than GDP. Gross fixed capital formation was more
than 46 per cent of GDP m 1985. Consumption and investment increased by 4.8 and
8.4 per cent respectively. The second aspect has to do with the dependence of the
country on remittances from nationals working abroad and on foreign aid to offset
its considerable deficit and maintain consumption and investment at a higher rate
than domestic production.

IV. PUBLIC FINANCE

; Public finance in Cape Verde consists mainly of the regular budget of the
central administration featuring t&e expenditure for the fiscal year and

2?e S?'1 budSet which accounts for public investment. With the introduction «f
the 198 2-1985 development plan the rl bdt ih i

? plic investment. With the introduction «
8 2-1985 development plan, the regular budget *as either slightly in excess as

it was in 1982 and 1983, or balanced as it was in 1984. The overall 1985 budget
amounted to C.V. Esc. 7£41 million made up of C.V. Esc. 2,249 million in recurrent
revenue and C.V. Esc. 5,292 million in grants. Expenditure was C.V. Esc. 8,832

TwZ'T- WhlCh -'V# ESC* V89 mUliOn W3S recurrent expenditure was C.V. Esc. 8,832
b,b43 million was.capital expenditure and investment. The reiult was an overall
deficit »f around C.V. Esc. 1,291 million.

V. EXTERNAL TRADE, BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND EXTERNAL DEBT

112. From 1980 to 1984, exports declined fron C.V. Esc. 366 trillion to 270 pillion
while imports rose from C.V. Esc. 3,239 million to 7,300 million. The trade balance

fl111^"8 °adily during the Perii°d,from C.Ve Esc. 2,873 million in 1980 '
to 7,030 million m 1984. In 1985, there was a marked imorovement and according to
initial available estimates, the deficit fell to around C.V. Esc. 3,633 million? ■
The current account balance has benefited from the positive balance of the services '
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account artd unrequited transfers, which have on average covered more than 50 per cent

of the trade balance deficit. According to "available information the current account

balance was C.V, Eec. 19243 million in surplus during. 1965,

113oThe outstanding external debt cf Cape Verde decreased from US$112.2 million

in 198U to US$108.9''nillion in 19^5- Debt service \tzs stylized around US$2 = 7
nillion per year or'19 per cent cf expert e-crninrs.

VI. SECTORAL PERFORMANCE

A. Food and Agriculture

114 o The agriculture sector contributes an average of 21.6 per cent to GDP. The

uncertainities of the climate and the lack of arable (' eriountinfr to less than 10

per cent of the total land surface area ) are serious obstacles to

agricultural development. The main crops are maize, beans, sweet potatoes and

bananas. In 1985, the rainy season was somehow normal. The recovery in food crops

was however weak and food requirements was estimated at 660,000 tons.

115E Fisheries contribute 5 per cent to GDP but they are handicapped by inadequate

means of production. The potential is however enormous and is estimated at 50,000

tons per year whereas the present catch is only 9,000 tons. Cape Verde derives

approximately 70 per cent of its export earnings from fishing. The value added from

livestock represents approximately M-,7 per cent of GDP but this seat1*? also suffers

from the effects of the drought. There were heavy losses ^n 1983 and in 1984. In

1985, there was a slight improvement in the reeon8tltut3.au of the herds.

B. Industry

116O The most important activity in this sector is the extraction of salt, pozzolana
and gypsum. Overall, the contribution of such industries to the economy of Cape Verde

is very modest (around 0,2 per cent of GDP). The limited size of the market, the

lack of natural resources and qualified manpower are major obstacles to the industrial

development of Cape Verde. The contribution of the existing, manufacutring industries

(fish refrigeration, beverages and textiles) which was around 2.4 per cent of GDP has

not improved since 1983,

C. Tertiary Sector

117o The tertiary sector accounts for the bulk of the economic activities of Cape

Verde with 53 per cent of GDP in 1385 and a real growth rate of around 5 per cent.

The development of transport, communications, tourism and trade was one of the

priorities of the 1982-1985 development plan.
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VII. 3MPLEMENTATICN CF THE SOBSTSNTIAL NEW PROGRZUME CF ACTION

118. Within the fraitework of the implementation of the substantial New Programme
of Action, Cape Verde organized a second roundtable with its development
partners from 30 Novesrfcer to 3 December 1986. Ihis meeting provided an opportunity
to evaluate the iirpleraentation of the first national development plan and to
submit the second plan for 1986-1990 to the donors. The iirplementation of the
first plan was satisfactory since 67 per cent of financing was mobilized; annual
(33P growth was 5.2 per cent and the overall trade balance was positive.

119o Growth objectives for the second .national development plan are as follows;:
5 per cent annually for GDP and 4 per cent for "public investment. 'Hie investment
programme amounts to $US530 million out of which 90 per cent is expected frcm

external assistance. In terms of camd-tanents, the external assistance requested,
represents an annual inflow of around P.JS9S million. Priority sectors are rural

development and transport.which are to absorb 51- per cent of the investments
and the social sector which will rfxreive 15 per cent of the resources ihe donors
present at the second roundtable have pledged to keep their contribution at least

at the same level as for the 1980-1984 period. Biis should bring in at least
$05298 million cr an annual inflow of US$71*.5 million.

120 o Brphasis was also put on establishing follow-up and evaluation mechanisms
to bring about better co-ordination of. ths assistance and sustained, cc-qperation
among the different funding sources. Ohus, UKICEF will organise a co= ordination
meeting of ncn^-governmental organizations operating in Cape Verde rtiile the EBC?
the ftppf the United States. of,.^r£ca,e umido and FPQ have" been designated as lead
agencies of a follow-up arid co-ordination group for huran resources e food assistance
agriculture, administrative reform, industry and. fishing, respectively,,

VII „ HEDOT3-TEEM PBDSPBCTC:

121. The budgetary and monetary policy' followed by the Government during the
past years has inade it possible to achieve satisfactory results in the overall

balance of payments and public finance. Likewise, the country proiects the
image of a small developing country -ahich in spite of its limited natural resources
and serious structural constraints has been able to make effective use of the
foreign assistance it received. In 1986, the GDP growth rate was expected to be,
in excess of 6 per cent.
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CENTRAL AFRICAN RERTHLIC

I. OVERALL GRCWIH PEPFOM4ANCE

122 D Economic recovery in Central African republic v*uch started in 1954

continued to be sustained in 1986 despite the financial constraints, especially

the persistent budget deficits, and. the heavy debt service obligations o

According to provisional estiiriateEf G^r (at narket prices! recorded a growth

rate''of 3*3 per cent in real terms in 1386, compared to a 2.9 per cent increase

in 1905. Although, the population growth posted an average annual rate of

2*5 per cent during 1930-lSr5f CDP per capita is estimated, to have increased

by C.8 per cent in 1506,- presumably due to the positive results of the economic

recovery programme undertaken during 19C2-1935c

'""""' II, I'^JDR DEVEOOHSEOT PP0ELEM5■'At© POLICIES

123 o -ihe econcny of the Central African Republic is predominantly agricultural

the sector contributing an average of 42 per cent of GDPO But the low population
density, estiratod at 4 inhabitant rxsr JW2, the irregular supply of essential

ii^puts 'notably fertilizers} f rnarketirirr difficulties; insufficient funding

of agricultural undertakingrake it difficult to exploit the full potential of

the agricultural sector and thus constitute a rajor set-bads to econcrric

performance. Being land-lockeds Central African Republic has no direct access

to the sea and hence the very hioh t^ansrort cost limits the competitiveness

of the country's products in international markets0

econorry is also in a dire financial situation largely as a result of

the nountinr external debt burden estiinate<?. at $398 million at end-1986 and the

associated unmanageable debt service obligations v^iich take? up about .31 per

cent of export earnings. "She collapse of world cotton prices (a irajor export

earner;^ in 1905 seriously jeopardised the country's foreign exchange earning

capacity and intensified an already worsening external payments position.

Along with this poor showing in the external sector s the economy continues to

be plagued by a persistent bucrrec deficits \*iich had increased the Government's
reliance on external funcUnCT for recurrent estpenditurec and an unavoidable

recourse to the domestic banl^irig systar; to augment budcretd revenues o ,

125. In July 1906, the ^ovenvrent adcrterl a 16 ranth economc recovery nrograircne

and a policy package that is supported by use of TIF stand-by credit of ?15

millicn and an IBH' structural adjustment loan of £30 ndllion {3XA Credits of

£16 ndllion and ?14 million frcrr, tne Parik's special facility for Gub-Saharan

Mrica) , The rain aiio of the programs is to stlmilate faster growth by giving

priority to agriculture and. progressively liberalize the GconcrnyD
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126c Ine overall -reals include^ increasing public and private donestic savings;
reducing the role"of the public sector to providing basic infrastructure and
social services thus increasing ?rivate sector initiatives in productive activities

Specific rosasurcs will entails inprovenient of public investment prograitning;

tiaht control on rsublic borrovnrsg;: and the reduction of subsidies to farmers

\iiich coincides with a substantial increase in producer prices in 1906. In
iracro-terms, these Treasures are expected to foster an annual increase in real
GDP of around 4 per cent which vould yield a slight positive growth rate in per

caoita terms -

III. EXPENDITURE ON GDP

127 o Total consumption represented about 90 per cent of (TP in 1906. Provisional
Official estimates indicate p. 3 per ctant drop in public consunption on average during
1980~iy^5. However,, a slight increase of 0.8 pr^r cent was recorded in 1986.
Private consur^tion continued to increase at a rate higher than CD? (2 = 2 per
cent per annum in 1980-1935) „ ^ross fixed capital formation v£?.ich represented.
15,9 :ocr cent of T)F in 19fJ6. increased by 7,4 per cent. The resource gap,

representing 5.9 per cent of GT*r vas financed, largely from external borrowings

and orantso

■Tv\ PUBLIC FINRNCE

12Cn "7ith revenue at CPr,. 43,5 billion and actual expenditure ostiirated at CE7\ 45.3
billionF the 19GS budget end.ee vsc vrith a deficit of CPA 1.6 billion v*iix£* vas
financed, by French subvention£ to the budcot, U^ Resources. SI^.BEK cenpensation

Funds and, borrov/ings frcn the doraestic banking system.

129 In 1937 ? the budget envisages total cxpenditurGS of CFR 54.6 billion up
21 hex cent on 19^6, with T&vonua at CPA 46.2 billion. The overall budget
deficit is projected at SS.4 billion, and as in 1986, the Revenue gap would be
rr&t by external sources, including the r?( IHFT rmd BUateral aid. 3he budget
aims at cenbattinq tax, mining and custctns fraud as well as nisallccation of

external aid and

V, EK^SRIKL IKfflE, 3IM^X7' OF

130. 'the declirx: in <?x*x>rts of the rain a<rricultural commodities (cottcnp coffee,
tiirber and tobacco) was, to a lara. extent, offset by increases in export of
mininr nroducts (cianand i^port^ rose by 5 per cer.t and o;old by 2.2 per centj
in 19.;;£ Consequently total excorts increased by 12.8 t>er cent in 19o5 ftile
iir^rts incrcasod bv 5.^ per cent, 'Sius, the trade deficit iirproved^
frox? CPir 11J billion in 19;r;! to C^IF 9,0 billion in 1985. On the v*iola
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deficit on the current account was ^derated by transfers and rroveraents on the
capital account, whichP combing with asternal a.'cl and borrowings, led to an

overall balance of payments deficit of CFI& 63 billion in 1985 as against a
surplus of CFAF 7.1 billion in 19P4. m 1986, the balance of payment is
estimated to record a surplus of CFA 2,6 billion. ■

131. At end-1985? the total public sector external debt outstanding (disbursed*
amounted to US$289.7 million but had ^ -;:n to an unofficially estimated
level of $398 million by end-1986 . Borrowings on concessional terras account
for 30 per cent of the debt and nai-concessiqn£l (commercial) about 39 per cent.
One remaining is short-term debt consisting of IMF1 advances and payment arrears
ana other obligations to multilateral institutions. Debt service, including
repayments to IMF,arnounts to IV: rer cent of export earnings, Total external
debt represents about 43 per cent of GDP viiich iirrolies a beaw burden on the
econany of the Central African republic. ■ " •

At a Paris club negotiation.' the country's major creditors aoreed to
re-schedule 95 per cent of repayment (about §36 million) due by July, 1985 and
December, 1986, over a ten year span including a five-year grace period.

VI, SECTORAL PERPQStffiNCS

-: .; A. Food and Agriculture

133. Agriculture remains the main activity of the country providing a livelihood
tor SO per cent of population, accounting for 42 per cent of GDP and 41 per
cent of export earnings. Between J.980 and 1985, food production increased by only
lo 7 per cent per year due to the drought conditions . Production . _ .

■ ??f?^?f the min staPX3^- ^creased by a mere 0.1 per cent from 257*600 tons
^ ^??ii to 25C 00° tons to 13^-65. Groundnut output reached 81 000 tons
an 1984-65 oar^red to 76 300 tons in .1284-85. ...other food items (maize, millet
sorghum and rice-paddy) also performed poorlyo r However, cash crop production

^SiS^ Ct°ry? increasing by an annual average of 2.2 per cent to 45 516 tons
m 1984-85 in response to a favoatsbls producer price incentive policy adopted
by the government as well as iifproven^nt in extension services. Coffee output
attained 14 700 tons in 19C4-85.. which is still below the 1980-61 level of
15 700 tonsp despite the rise in producer prices = *

134 Ihe livestock potential is enorraous VTifch tb.c anjjcBl popula:tion estimated
to bei 2 million heads of bovines, 8? 00G cvins, 1 irdllion"caprins? 100 000 sheeps
and goats, and 400 000 pigs. Slaughtered J <z-2 in 1985 totalled 40 000 tons
vtfixle catches of river fish ainountea to 15 000 tons. The ptorld Bank has
approved an ID?,;loan of £11.9 miUion for a ^-- . li^stxxk' project designed
to develop a viable institutional frar.iework, "reduce herd disease and over grazing,
and to increase livestock output. The credit covers 32 per cent of the total
project cost of $37,3 r.illi-n, "
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135. Forest cover approximately 34 000 km (3.4 million ha.) in the southwest
of the country and timber exports, predominatly sapele, are a vital source of

foreign exchange. Nonetheless, production decreased by 3.1 per cent per year

from 325.100m3 in 1980 to 268.700m3 in 1985 leading to a substantial decline in
timber exports from 127.600m3 to 64,800tp.3, oartly due to the lack of adequate
investment as the timber comoanies suffered heavy financial losses as a result of
high transport costs.

B. Mining

136. In mining, diamond production amounted to 353 500 carats in 1985 of which
342 900 carats were exported. .Gold production was 248.7 kg. in 1985 against

235 kg. in-1984. The uranium company, ALUSUISSE, has suspended operations of the

joint venture company URCA until an exploration project started in 1980 is completed
to establish the viability of exploiting an estimated 20 000 tons of uranium deposits.

C. Manufacturing

137. The manufacturing sector is relatively small contributing about 7.8 per cent
of GDP^in 1985. It consists mostly of semi-processing and assembly operations
including spare parts production, and other "light consumer industries. The
government had decided to de-nationalize several establishments and hand them over

to the private sector. Overall, manufacturing industries are operating at an
average of 50 per cent below their installed capacities, mainly because of poor

management, low demand for manufactured products, high transportation costs for raw
materials and inputs and shortage of energy.

- _ VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEW PROGRAMME OF ACTION

138 „ The government launched a five year plan (1986-1990) in 1986 whose objectives

include: a projected GDP growth rate of 3 per cent per annum; public investment
expenditures to grow at annual rate of 5.5 per cent and to stabilize at around 15
per cent of GDP at the end of the plan period; restore equilibrium in the balance

of payment through increases in exports by 2 per cent while reducing imports by

2.4 per cent annually; and increasing the country's financing capacity by

maintaining the growth of private consumption at 1.3 per cent and that of public
consumption at 1.4 per cent.

139, All the above policy measures and strategies to attain the Plan's objectives
are in line with objectives of the SNPA. In support of the plan including the .

public investment programme and other reform measures, the government's total
funding requirement over the period, 1986-1990, is estimated at £675.2 million,
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of which, £399,7 trillion may be available depending en tho realization of both
domestic and external co.^iitr.ent,; of £71.2 million an<: 2328.5 million,
respectively. This leav-s a funding gap of $275,5 million. Based on the

Government's dire financial r.eeda in the face of pressures to meet its external
financial obligations, it is aniicipaiad that bilateral donors and multilateral
financing institutions snould supplement whatever meagre resources that may be
raised internally. A UN3P Roundtable meeting with donors is planned for 1986
and provides a forum for firm cornnitments to support the national plan.

VII". MEDIUM-TERM PROSPECTS

.tOOn°^ic Srowt"-1 and envelopment prospect is likely to be impaired in 1987-
f Pg^cu-turQl Production coes not recover to at least levels attained in

: There are .:. ,->uraging signs in the trend of world denand and prices for
diamond an. goj.a (major ■::: JOrt ccmmodities) and with the favourable turn around
in worla cotton pr»c3s in i986, the country's foreign exchange earnings will
improve substantially. Despite a projected surplus in the balance of payment
provisional estimates indicate that real GDP will decelerate to 2.6 per cent in

1986 a- a^ainsv 3,3 per cent attained in 1986 but a Rebound is expected in 1988
with an estimated c ?er cent growth rate which meets the planned annual rate"of
increase m GDP during 1986-1990.
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CHAD

I. OVERALL GROWTH PERFORMANCE

141. Economic performance in Chad has been dulled in recent years because of
disruption caused by the Civil War which, combined with the vagaries of weather

lS'17 thf. l982~1984 bought, had precipitated^ severe Gnomic
crisis

on'aJnJltl: GDThdeCl^ed \* r °?nt aS a rSSUlt °f the imPact of the droughtnagnonture, The returns of the rains in 1985 fostered a semblance of economic

9 oeTcLr T1CUltUral Pr°duCtion Picked «P fading to a real GDP growth £ around
Production\nd°weworif,n T°^ Sh?rtfalls' due to a significant drop in domestic
ca^acitv n/^h T dfn?nd and priC6S' had eroded the *«isn exchange earningcapacity of the country culminating into a substantial cut-back in essential imports
and reinforcing an acute inflationary pressure in the economy. eSSential imPorts

II. MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS AND POLICIES

immsmm
SSS, S .^o S«;sTSuSV

to
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III. EXPENDITURE ON GDP

145t A very stricking feature of expenditure pattern in relation to total available

resources is that total consumption has been consistently higher than GDP since 1982.

As a proportion of GDP, total consumption rose from 109,5 per cent to an estimated

119,5 per cent in 1985 with private consumption alone about 3.7 per cent above GDP.

This reflects a general decline in productivity and the impact of the acute infla

tionary pressures. Gross fixed capital formation had been on the increase since

1982 from 5.5 per cent of GDP to 11.9 per cent in 1985 which indicates the growth

in public investment for the rehabilitation of the productive sectors of the economy,

IV. PUBLIC FINANCE

146. According to the 1986 budget, total government revenue was estimated at CFA

19 billion, a 53 per cent increase over the 1985 Revenue intake of CFA 12.4 billion,.

On the other hand, because of the continued implementation of austerity measures,

particularly with regards to public expenditure control, total expenditure increased

marginally to CFA 22 billion in 1986 compared to CFA 21 billion in 1985. Recurrent

spending, including'a huge defense budget, accounted for close to 80 per cent of total

spending. The overall budget deficit of C^A 3 billion was covered largely by external

funding. In 1987, total revenue is estimated at CFA 17.8 billion, a drop of 7 per

cent compared to 1986 mainly due to an anticipated substantial cut-back in revenue

from the cotton industry. Total expenditure is expected to increase to CFA 25.4

billion which implies a huge increase in the Budget deficit from CFA 3 billion in

1986 to CFA 7.6 billion in 1987. As usual this funding gap will be bridged by

external assistance, notably funds for balance of payment support.

V. EXTERNAL TRADE, BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND EXTERNAL DEBT

147. Chad's external trade is dominated by cotton, which is the major foreign exchange

earner accounting for well over 80 per cent of total export receipts. The cotton

industry has not sufficiently recovered from the 1982-1984 drought and this situation,
coupled with low world demand and prices affected Chadian export performance in 1985.

Consequently, the value of total export declined from CFA 48.6 billion in 1984 to

CFA 36.5 billion in 1985. On the contrary, imports increased by 17 per cent from

CFA 74.8 billion in 1984 to CFA 87.8 billion in 1985. The resultant deficit on the

current account was somehow offset by a significant inflow of capital transfers

including grants. On the whole, the external payment position continues to be
precarious.
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148c According to latest figures, the level of Chad's total external indebtedness
is estimated at £157.9 million as at end-1986 with a debt service ratio of about
11 per cent. With the intensification of internal civil strife, the debt burden is
expected to worsen particularly for those commitments related to Military expenditures.

VI. SECTORAL PERFORMANCE

A. Food and Agriculture

149. As mentioned earlier, agriculture and livestock production have been severely
affected by the drought conditions obtaining in the country since 1982. The situation
had engendered a food deficit estimated at 350,000 tons in 1984/85 alone when output
of rice, sorghum and millet declined drastically. As for cash crop, production of
cotton fell by.3.5 per cent' in 1985/86 to 93,000 tons from 96,363 tons in 1984/85.

The government had increased financial support to "Cotton-Chad", introduced attractive
producer prices and encouraged the extension of acreage under cultivation by 4.4 per
cent. In 1986, IBRD made financial commitments for the rehabilitation of the cotton
industry. The Mamdi Polders irrigated agricultural project involving the irrigation
of 1,800 h.a. for maize and cotton crop production, at a cost of #23.5 million has
attracted financial support from 'ADB/ADF, BADEA and the Islamic Development Bank. It
is expected that the project will benefit about 1,150 farmers, with annual production
of 3,000 tons each of cotton and wheat.

150e The drought had also caused the relocation of herders with their livestock and-
in the process caused a serious depletion in animal population. Consequently, cattle
sales declined further in 1985/86 after a significant drop of 7 per cent in 1984/85
from the previous year's count.

B. Manufacturing *- + ■,-..

151.. The manufacturing sector is relatively small contributing around 6 per cent to
GDP. Production activities is limited mainly to semi-processing of such agricultural
commodities as cotton and groundnuts and also meat products- Due to financial
constraints, industrial production had experienced a set-back in recent years becasue
essential inputs could not be imported. This had resulted in industrial capacity
utilization of only 20-30 per cent, on average. The Government's Economic Recovery
programme envisages a considerable amount of public investment in industry as well as

industry-related activities and provides investment incentives as a means of
establishing an appropriate environment to lure potential investors.
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VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEW PROGRAMME OF ACTION

152O Chad had organized two Roundtable meetings in Geneva, in November, 1982 and

December, 1985 with the assistance of the UNDP. The total cost of the public investment

programme (PIP), presented in 1982 was CFA 153.3 billion for the period 1983-1985*

of which 39 per cent or CFA 59.3 billion was meant for reconstruction activities

including the- rehabilitation of key productive sectors.. Despite donor .commitments,

only 9 per cent of Chadfs aid requirements had been met as at end-1985. During

1981-1984, total aid flows from DAC and OPEC amounted to $323.9 million, or an annual

average of $81 million.

153. The Chadian Government estimates a total investment cost of $392.9 million for

its national economic recovery programme during 1986-1990 but no indication is given

on the likely available resources during the programme period. Under Lome III, the

£SC had allocated EUA 89 million for its aid programme in Chad. In duly 1986, IBRD

approved a loan of SDR 17.1 million for the rehabilitation and maintainance of.the

priority road infrastructure as well as for equipments.

VIII. MEDIUM-TERM PROSPECTS

f

154o Economic Recovery and hence future developments prospects i.i Chad depend
basically on the containment of the Civil War which has disrupted normal life for

several years, and also favourable weather conditions for. the enhancement of agri

cultural production. A boost in domestic production of cotton and favourable world

demand and prices for cotton may have a positive impact on the cotton industry which

usually nets the Government a considerable amount of foreign exchange. With an

expected recovery in key sectors, ECA provisionally estimates that GDP grew by

around 6,6 per cent in real terms in 1986 though a lower increase of 4 per cent is

projected for 1987,
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COMOROS

I. OVERALL GROWTH PERFORMANCE

155O In 1905, the economy of the Comoros grew at a rate of 3 per cent (1980 prices).

This relatively satisfactory growth rate was the result of the good performance of

the agricultural sector. However, per capita income*fell considerably from gUS 245
in 1984 to #US 233 in 1985 (1980 prices).

II. MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS AND POLICIES. . .

156 o The •Government' of the Comoros prepared and submitted to the international
community at the July 1934 roundtable, an economic development programme for the

period 1983-1990 designed to redress the serious development problems, which ^-,

include, inter alia its physical isolation, high population growth rate, the weakness

of the productive sectors and over-dependence on foreign inputs and high transport

costs. The programme, which" costs CFAF 122 billion emphasizes the development of

transport and communications infrastructure to which nearly 40 per cent of the total

amount of financing is allocated. The programme devotes only 19 per cent of the

total expenditure planned to agriculture and fisheries, although agricultural

development and food self-sufficiency are the main priority objectives. The other

sectors of the economy are given less attention: industry gets 4.4 per cent of the

expenditures, construction 7 per cent, services 3.3 per cent and human resources
development 13.5 per cent.

III. EXPENDITURE ON GDP

157O In 1985, final consumption accounted for 84.3 per cent of the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP); private consumption accounted for half of this. In real terms,
private consumption increased in 1985 by 4.3 per cent as against 3.6 per cent on

the average throughout the period 1981-1984. After growing by an average of 2.3

per cent between 1980 and 1984, public consumption declined by about 1 per cent in

1985. This decrease was due to the cut in Government salaries and expenditure in
order to reduce the budget deficit,

158, Gross fixed capital formation accounted for 27 per cent of GDP in 1P85, Its

share of the GDP increased steadily from 22 per cent in 1981 to 26 per cent in 1984.

Over this period, its growth rate was quite high: a yearly average of 5.8 per cent

between 1980 snd 1984 and 6 per cent in 1985. Domestic savings was, however, not

enough to finance investment.
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IV. PUBLIC FINANCE

The budget of the, Comoros was CFAF 19.8 billion in 1986 or £US 50.9 million,
16 per cent less than the 1985 budget. The deficit for 1986 is estimated at 1.6
billion CFAF or 0US4.1 million. The budget of the Comoros, which is very dependent
on external aid, is heavily subsidized by France and some gulf Arab States. French
aid was 24 million French francs in 1986, while the Assistance and Cooperation Fund
(FAC) and the Caisse centrale de cooperation economique (CCCE) paid subsidies of
13 and 54 million CFA francs respec^,;ly to the budget. Such funds were devoted
to developing the rural sector and diversifying agricultural exports, transport rtid
communications, health and training. The bulk of the budget's investment expenditure
is financed from external resources.

160. Most tax revenue comes from customs revenue (import and export-dutie3 and
taxes) and is closely dependent on trends in external.trade. Other revenue, mainly
direct and indirect duties, account for only about 1'5" per cent of the total. Customs
revenue^increased by about 25 per cent in 1986 to 95 billion CFA francs as a result
of the increase, in exports.

V.. EXTERNAL TRADE, BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND EXTERNAL DEBT

161. In 1985, the trade balance of the Comoros was characterized by a considerable
.expansion in exports which amounted to gUS 30 million, an increase.of 7M-.4 per cent

over the previous year when, following a serious drought, exports had shrunk'by 47
per cent. All the agricultural export produce contributed to the increase in the
volume of exports. In 1985 the following were exported: 198 tons of vanilla an
increase of 16.5 per'cent, 600 tons of cloves (an increase of 150 per cent) fetching
628 million CFA--francs in revenue, 70 tons of ylang-ylang (up 12 per cent) and 900
tons of copra (an increase of 300 per cent). However, the impact of this increase
in the volume of exports was somewhat limited by the decline in commodity prices on
the international market.

162. The exports of vanilla, the main export product in terms of value, increased
as a result of considerable de-stocking of vanilla in 1985. The Comorian Government
sold its vanilla at prices below official world prices which were often so high that
vanilla users turned to the cheaper synthetic substitutes. However, most-of the
1985,crops was unsold and increased the volume of stocks.

163.. Imports increased more slowly in 1985, 4.4 per cent, than in 1984, 12 per cent.
They were mainly made up of foodstuffs. Recently, however, the proportion of
manufactured and energy products in total imports has risen considerably from 22
per cent ©f imports in 1982 to 30 per cent in 1985.
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164. The main trading partners of the Comoros are France, the European Economic
Community (EEC), the United States of America and the countries of the Middle East.
The terms of trade continued to decline as a result of the decline in the export

?rX?ooC°f *gricultural Products. Thus, despite the considerable increase in exports
1934. WaS Stl11 3 tradS gaP °f *US 3° million compared to 2US40 million in

165. ^ 1984, the official external debt stood at about gUS 200 million. In 1986
debt^servicing amounted to gUS 7.5 million or an 80 per cent increase over the
previous year. The Comorian Government requested its major creditors to reschedule
its debt and asked France in particular to revise upwards its aid to the Comorian
budget to offset the effects of the devaluation of the French franc in April

1986. In November 1985, the EEC granted the Comoros a loan of 20 million European
Currency Units mainly to finance agricultural projects.

VI. SECTORAL PERFORMANCE

A. Food and Agriculture

166n The agriculture sector accounted for 46.2 per cent of GDP in 1985. It is the
main source of income for 30 per cent of the population. In 1985, the perofrmance
of the agriculture sector was relatively satisfactory as compared to its performance
during the recent years of drought. Agriculture value added achieved a real growth

1985'LH?Conn I* againSu.0;1cper °ent in 1984'' ^e tOtal faction of cereals in1985 was 22,000 tons of which 6,000 tons was maize and 16,000 paddy rice. Other
food crops produced were mainly'sweet potatoes (18,000 tons in'1985), cassava (92 000
tons), coconuts (47 000 tons). Although this represents an increase of abou? 10
20 per cent over 1984, it is still well below current domestic requirements which
are still mainly covered through imports estimated at around 88 per cent of the
demand. Rice imports were estimated at.26,000 tons during the period under review.
There were^smaller increases in production for export crops because of the current
slump in the ma^or markets.

167 Fisheries account for about 13 per cent of the GDP. The sector is-, however
not developed enough and much greater profits could be derived from the 30,000

^lltVAr^tK^^' T-diti^al -thods are still-used for fLheAes
of the lack of equipment. Fish catches in 1985 were about 4,000 tons.

ifttlP^fTnrnnn^ ^ underdeveloped. In 1984, the archipelago had 83,000
cattle and 101,000 sheep, and goats.

B, Industry .?

169. There was a relatively marked growth of u.n per cent in the industrial sector

Zl WhOll ™ ' 85 -COUnt^g f°r 17"5 Per Cent °f GDP' 5'S P- <«« of which came
Idi

Zl l ™ ' 85 -COUnt^g f°r 17"5 Per Cent °f GDP' 5'S P- <«« of which came
from manufacturing industries. Industries are concentrated mainly in the processing
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•f agricultural expert products and In the agri-foodstuffs sector (particularly

drinks). Thus, all the capital equipment and building materials have to be imported.

The new investments code is, however, trying to promote this sector,

170o Building and public works activities increased by 4.7 per cent. After the

initiation of the main projects of the 1983-1939 development plan, there was a

levelling-off in activities in the sector. Similarly, there was a slow-down in the
activities of the energy sector which accounted for 6.9 per cent of GDP formation

during the period under review.

C, The Tertiary Sector

171. The services sector, which accounted for 32.6 per cent of GDP in 1985, had

a relatively low growth rate of 1,9 per cent. The value added of the transport

and communications subsector, however, grew by 4.7 per cent. The development of

transport infrastructure is a priority aimed at making the country less isolated.
Thus, 37 per cent of the development programme's financing is allocated to infra-

structural projects.

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEW PROGRAMME OF ACTION

■172. The Comorian Government organized, in July 1984, a donor roundtable to mobilize
financing for'its investment programme estimated at 122 billion GFA francs. The

sectoral allocation of resources is as follows: 18.4 per cent to the. rural sector;

39 per cent to transport; 14,5 per cent to energy; 13,5 per cent to human

resources; 6.9 per cent to buildings and 4,4 and 3.3 per cent respectively fo^
manufacturing and services. The donors made commitments totalling 48 *

million CFA francs.

173D Total financial flows coming into the Comoros rose to 47.5 and 50,2 million
US dollars in 1985 and 1986 respectively. The contribution of the Development

Assistance Committee member countries, however, decreased by 9.2 per cent in 1985,

Concessionary aid flows accounted on the average for 95.5 per cent of the total.

IX, MEDIUM-TERM

174. There should be a slackening off in the growth of the Comorian economy in the

next few years with the continued implementation of the austerity budget plan begun

in 1985 which resulted in a 16 per cent reduction in the budget deficit although,
a great debt servicing burden persisted in 1986. The ny>st optimistic growth forecast

for 1987 is 2 per cent.
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DJIBOUTI

I. OVERALL GROWTH PERFORMANCE

175O DjiboutiTs economic performance has been very poor for several years. GDP

averaged a very"low growth rate of 0.3 per cent (1980 prices) over the 1981-1985

period. In 1985, GDP dropped by 0.7 per cent in real terms to gUS 249 million.

This decline could be attributed mainly to the slowing down in the activities of

the construction and trade sectors and the stagnation in port and transit activities.

176. In 1985, the population was 360,000 inhabitants. Its growth rate between

1984 and 1985 was about 3 per cent which, in view of the decline in GDP, represented

a substantial decrease in per capita income from gUS 737 in 1984 to gUS 689~ in 1985
(1980 prices)*

II. MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS AND.POLICIES

177O The economy of Djibouti remained seriously unbalanced. In 1985, the service

industries sector still accounted for. 72 per cent of GDP while the prductive sectors
accounted for only a very small portion of the GDP. This state of affairs might be

attributed to the weakness of the Djiboutian economy: . the narrowness of the national

market which offers only a few outlets to industry, the difficult conditions under

which agriculture has to develop such as. the aridity of the land and climate and
drought, the poverty of its subsoil and shortage of qualified manpower.

178, The above*.factors seriously hampered the development of industries and of the
agricultural sector while the strategic geographical position of Djibouti helped to

develop transport, transit and service activities geared to the export trade. The
country has remained heavily dependent on the outside world for the development of
its growth potential.

179. The current economic and social development plan and the investment programme

stress the development of industry and agriculture while strengthening the position

of Djibouti as a major international transit port. However, reducing Djibouti's
dependence on imported food, energy and manufactured goods remains one of the
cornerstones of the programme.

III. EXPENDITURE ON GDP

180, In 1985, final consumption grew by 3,4 per cent more than in 1984 at 1980

constant prices accounting for more than 11 per cent GDP. . Public consumption -

increased slightly by 0.6 per cent in 1985 after declining in the two previous years
reflecting the austerity budgetary measure of the Government of Djibouti. Private

consumption, on the other hand, continued to grow at a steady rate of 4,9 per cent.
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181. The 1985 decline in growth affected investment as gross fixed capital
formation is estimated to have declined by 3.3 per cent to 22 per cent of GDP.

This was attributable to the slowdown in some investment activities of the

development programme which in turn were affected by the decline in external

financing flows to Djibouti.

IV. PUBLIC FINANCE

182; From 1982 onwards, the Republic of Djibouti had substantial budget deficits
of which one of the main causes'was the transfer of the army budget, which was^
formerly financed by the French Government, to the general budget. ■ The austerity
policy which was put into effect after France had scaled down its subsidies kept
the budget deficit down to 350 million Djibouti francs in 1984 and 840 million

Djibouti francs in 1985,

183, ^ 1985, expenditure on capital equipment, which had doubled in absolute

value before the implementation of the austerity policy, had stagnated at its 1984

level, i.e., 5.7 billion Djibouti fran.cs. Recurrent expenditure was also kept in
check as a result of a small increase in salaries of the civil service. Recurrent

revenue did not increase and remained stable as a result of the slump in economic

activity.. ■

V. EXTERNAL TRADE, BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND EXTERNAL DEBT

184, Since 1981, there has been a considerable and steady decline in Djibouti's
exports. Over the 1981-1985 period, the annual average rate of decline was 1.2
per cent at 1980 cons-tant prices. In 1985? exports declined by 1.23 per cent to

23.8 billion Djibouti francs or £US 13.3 million at constant prices. The decline
in" exports was mainly due to the slump in shipping traffic which reduced the ^ •

volume of goods going through Djibouti, The exports of- domestic products, mainly
livestock products such as hide? and skins, barely accounted for 5 per cent of

overall exports.

185, Imports, on the other hand, continued to increase although at a slightly
lower rate than in the past-. In 1985, imports were worth gUS 24.7 million, increasin
at a rate of 2.4 per cent at constant prices compared to ah average of 3.1 per

cent during the 1981-1985 period. Despite this decline in the growth rate of

imports which could be assumed to be solely due to the economic situation,

Djibouti remains heavily dependent on the outside world. Such dependence,

aggravated by the shortcomings of the productive sectors of the economy, is

particularly sensitive with respect to foodstuffs, drinks and electrical and
'•mechanical appliances and petroleum products. Overall, the trade gap widened by
7 per cent to #US 11.3 million despite a slower rise in imports.
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There were substantial deficits in the balance of payments since 1984. - In

1985, the deficit amounted to about 10 million Djibouti francs.- The increase in

the total external payments deficit was mainly due to the stagnation in net.caoital
flows from abroad (particularly from France) and to the exhaustion of foreign

exchange reserves. Indeed, from 19G2 onwards, while the deficit grew, increasinrly

heavy withdrawals were made on the foreign exchange reserves which, due to the
steady decline in exports, did not increase sufficiently to compensate for the

withdrawals. The external debt stood at 20 billion Djibouti francs in 1985,
having increased at 3,5 per cent a year since 1982. The servicing of that debt

amounted to about 600 million Djibouti frances equivalent to 2.5 ^Gr cent of total
export earnings.

VI. SECTORAL PERFORMANCE '

A. Food and Agriculture

187= The rural sector is of little imncrtan#e to the economy of Djibouti since it
accounted for barely 5.4 oer cent of GDP in 1905. This small contribution to the

GDP is attributable to'the unfavourable conditions under which rural activities
are carried out such as drought, a small number of farmers and insufficient

production inputs and the fact that not enough land is cultivated (in 1985, FAO

estimated only 200 hectares of land under permanent cultivation). The performance
of the rural sector declined slightly in 1985; it had an average growth rate of
3.7 per cent as compared to 4.5 r-er cent in 1984.

J.ooa The mam products of the rural sector are livestock products which are the

main source of income ;for more than a third of the.population. Other products
are fruits, vegetables and palm kernels while almost no cereals are nroducedat

all. Fishing is an activity that is booming with considerable potential of about
4,000 tons of fish i>er year.

B. Industry

!<■;§* The manufacturing industry barely accounted for 3.6 ner cent-of GD? in 198 5
with a growth in real terms of 0.9 ner cent. The main industries are concentrated
in agro-based activities (mineral water .and textiles)* The underdevelopment of
industries makes the economy of Djibouti almost totally dependent en imported
manufactured goods,

ISO. Construction and public works declined substantially in 1905 by about 3 per
cent as in 1984 signalling a slowdown in the implementation of the development"plants
construction programme. Limestone, gypsum and .clay mining, which could provide

raw materials to the building sector, grew slowly in 1965 at a'rate of 1.5 r^er cent.
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191= Djibouti's denendence on imported energy did not decrease in 1985. The

development of the exothermal potential concentrated around Lake Assal is not

yet at a stage where it can provide cheap energy. Thus, the energy bill accounted

for 10 per cent of total imports. On the whole, the secondary production sector

employs about 4,500 people and accounts for 22.7 per cent of GDP. The total value

'added of this sector declined by 0.6 per cent in 1985 at constant prices.

C" The ^^iary Sector

192, Most of Djibouti's economy is based on the activities of this sector which

accounted for 72 -oer cent of GDP in 19R5, Most of the activities involved the

transport and transit of goods, banking services and services relating to the

French military presence *

193o Since 1981, there has been a considerable decline in the growth of the

services sector. In real terms, the growth rate in value added of services

declined from 1.6 per cent in 1984 to 1 per cent in 1985. The decline observed

in 1985 was basically due to the poor performances of the trade and transport

sectors which declined respectively by 1.5 and 1.1 per cent. In order to limit

the decline in the trade traffic observed in both the activities of the port and

of the railway linking Djibouti to Addis Ababa, an agreement was signed in April

1985 with Ethiopia whereby Ethiopia undertook to use the port of Djibouti and the

railway-"more frequently thus counter-balancing the competition from other ports

in the region i.e. Assab and Jeddah.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEW PROGRAMME OF ACTION

194«, The Republic of Djibouti organized a donor roundtable from 21 to 23 November
1983 during which an investment programme of £US 570 million or 100 billion Djibouti

francs (DF) was submitted. External financing requirements is estimated at gUS 310

million to supplement the $US 240 million already secured in addition to the gUS 20

million local financing. The pledges for financing were estimated at gUS 170 million.

However, the initial review of aid flows undertaken en 15 Anril 1984, yielded an

implementation rate of only 9.7 per cent. The tendency towards stagnation in

capital flows at their 1983 level observed in 1984 and 1985 seems to indicate that

donors did not keep the commitment they had made during the roundtable meeting.

VIII. MEDIUM-TERM FROSPECTS

Djibouti cannot have a higher and more stable growth as long as its main

activities are heavily dependent on imports and a weak production structure.

Growth will still be negative in 1986 at about -1.5 per cent in constant terms.
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The particularly Slow implementation of the investment programme will not have
the expected effects on the economy as long as external"financial resources are
as difficult as they are to secure. It is feared that the balance-of-payments
deficit will worsen following the decline in financial flows from donor countries.
The budget situation will also remain precarious because of the decline in French
subsidies to the general budget. Growth DrosDects for 1987 are not very bright.
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EQUATORIAL GUINEA

I. OVERALL GROWTH PERFORMANCE

196, Under the various adjustment measures adopted by the Government, the limit

on public expenditure had conditioned overall economic growth performance in

Equatorial Guinea to be strongly linked to aid flows to finance fiscal deficits,

balance of payments, technical assistance and investment. The decline in external

assistance in recent years has, therefore, dissipated a substantial improvement

in the economy,

197, However, since 1980, real GDP ( 1980 prices) had posted an average annual

increase of aroftnd 2 per cent despite agricultural production shortfalls especially

of such main export commodities as coffee and cocoa. The impact of favourable

weather condition on agriculture, which accounts for 40 per cent of GDP, resulted

into an overall increase in GDP by 7,3 per cent in 1985 although a slight decline

to 6,7 per cent is estimated for 1986.

II. .MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS AND POLICIES

198 o The economy of Equatorial Guinea is facing a severe liquidity problem after

the virtual drain on scarce domestic savings and investment funds.. Increase in

export volume during 1980-1984 were counterbalanced by collapse in world market

prices for cocoa and coffee, -the major foreign exchange earners. The cocoa

plantations experienced a shortage of managerial skills worsened.by a mass exodus

*>f expatriate owners. .This led to a stagnation of agricultural prouction,

199= Since 1985, however, agriculture has shown signs of recovery. Coffee

production has increased and with IDA and BADEA assistance, cocoa plantations

have began to be rehabilitated. What is more, the country expects that its member

ship in the franc zone and of UDEAC will help eliminate the smuggling of agricultural

produce into neighbouring countries and provide, it with a much larger market.

200o Also, in 1985, the Government made important institutional changes aimed at

correcting the imbalances through restricted monetary, fiscal and incomes policy.

An agreement with IMF was reached in 1985 by. which the Government would have,

access to SDR 9,2 million for financial and economic stabilization. The agreement

imposes severe restrictions on public expenditures. For instance, it is one of

the conditions that 75 per cent of recurrent expenditure be spent on repayment of

public debt which leaves very limited funds for public investment* The Government

also reached an agreement with the World Bank on a rehabilitation' import credit

aimed at alleviating the unfavourable balance of payments situation while securing

supply of- capital goods needed for rehabilitation. , .
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III. EXPENDITURE ON GDP

201, Total consumption which accounted for 104- per cent of GDP in 1980 re

presented no more than 90 per cent in 1986. From 1983 to 1986, it declined

from 19.7 per cent to 6,3 per cent. Private consumption which had accounted

yearly for nearly 70 per cent of total consumption dropped slightly by 1.1

per cent in 1985 but rose again by 23 per cent in 1986 to gUS54.2 million out

of an estimated GDP of 2US86 million. In contrast, public consumption dropped

in 1986 by 20 per cent following the implementation of the stabilization

programme concluded with the IMF. Gross investment which in 1985 had decreased

by 17.1 per cent as compared to the 1983 figure,, increased in 1986 to 0US 16.3

million. This was slightly less than the gUS 16.9 million of 1983. Exports

and imports accounted- for 30 and 40 per cent respectively of GDPm

IV. PUBLIC FINANCE

202, In 1985, the commercial banking system went to the brink of bankruptcy

owing to serious liquidity problems created by the dearth of savings and

investments. However, the budget deficits of CFAF 1,4 billion in 1984 and

CFAF 58 million in 1985 turned into a surplus of CFAF 401 million in 1986

because of the increases in revenue.

203, Total expenditure decreased by 5.4 per cent. Current expenditure decreased

by 2 per cent and investment expenditure by 24 per cent. Wages are the only

item which showed an increase in the 1986 budget by 9 per cent. Services in-

general, diminished by M- per cent and debt servicing by 29 per cent. Fourteen

per cent of recurrent expenditure was allocated to debt servicing aG compared t*

46 per cent in 1985.

V. EXTERNAL TRADE, BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND EXTERNAL DEBT

204, The trade deficit of #US 8,4 million in 1985 decreased by 7.7 per cent in

1986 to #US 7.7 million. Exports increased by 11.2 per cent and imports by.

6 per cent. Cocoa accounts for 69.7 per cent of export earnings, timber for

24 per cent and coffee for 5,6 per cent. Twenty-five per cent of total annual

imports are generally food products,

205a The result has been a 62.5 per cent increase in the current account balance,

an increase that has been made possible by the 22.5 per cent rise in.services

and the 1.2 per cent decline in transfers. The capital account deficit for the

previous year increased by nearly 294 per cent because of a 16 per cent increase

in public capital inflows and a 50 per cent decrease in the deficit of private

capital inflows. The net balance of these transactions was reflected in a

seven per cent decrease in the balance-of-payments deficit to an equivalent of

7.5 per cent of GDP.
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206= The outstanding external debt amounted to gUS 11 million as of 31 March

1985, Debt servicing was estimated in 1986 at #US 10.3 million or 40 per cent

of export earnings. On 22 July 1985, Equatorial Guinea secured from the Paris

Club a ten-year rescheduling of its FF 246-million of guaranteed debt.

Unfortunately, a substantial percentage" of unsettled foreign commitments are

owed to-the International Monetary .Fund and cannot therefore be rescheduled.

VI. SECTORAL PERFORMANCE

A» Food and Agriculture

207. Agriculture is the key sector of the economy. It accounts for nearly
40 per cent of GDP and generally food production is adequate to meet the basic

needs.of the people. The main food crops are cassava, taro, maize, fruits,

vegetables and palm oil. Equatorial Guinea imports wheat, rice, oil, meat
preserves and other products.

208. Last year, significant raises in producer prices (on average 215 per cent)
made it possible to increase cocoa production by 20 per cent and coffee output
by 279.5 per cent. Although the production of these two main cash crops has
not attained pre-independence levels5 the output has considerably increased.
The^Government is implementing a cocoa rehabilitation project which is aimed
at increasing the land put under cocoa to- 7,550 hectares. In this connection,
farmers^and co-operatives are granted loans. The objective is to raise

production to 800-1,000 kilos per hectare which would mean a rise in production

of 3,340 tons initially and 4,170 tons within twelve years.

209. Most of the plantations are found on the mainland but. in recent years
the produce was smuggled out and sold in Cameroon. By joining the franc zone,
the Government hopes to solve thisrproblem. The vast forest of Rio.Muni
produces high-quality timber. Annual production (69,000m3 in 1983) could.be

.increased to 300,000m3 had it not been for the complexity of administrative
regulations, poor planning, management, transport and the shortage of spare
parts, fuel and electricity. Artisanal fishing:is little developed.-and

commercial fishing is in the hands of foreign companies which operate under
licence for export. Almost all the meat needed is imported.

Bo Industry

210. From 1980 to 1985, the contribution of industry to GDP was in the neighbour
hood, of 12 per cent. Mining makes no contribution to GDP but a petroleum and gas
deposit of indeterminate size were discovered off Bioko in 1984. Preliminary
studies also indicate the presence of titanium silieium, manganese, uranium,
alluvial gold and iron. In 1985, the manufacturing sector consisted of four
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sawing factories that were operational, a plywood and wood-working factory and

a brick-making plant. The remarkable increase in productivity of nearly 19.

per cent in this sector has been due to a 17.6 per cent increase in forest activity,

C. ^Transport and Cpmmunications

211O At the beginning of 1985, the road network was extended te lj24Q km. Of these

roads, 528 km. were hard surfaced while 712 km. were of laterite. Transport and

communications are complicated by the fact that great distances separate the

mainland from the island parts of the country. The country has two major air

ports: Malabo for international-route, aircraft and Bata for small a*r crafts.
In 1985, Iberia, the Spanish airline which was the only carrier flying direct

to Europe via Lagos suspended its twice-weekly flight to Malabo because the fire

safety facilities of the airport were inadequate. The Spanish Government

temporarily commissioned a DCS of its navy to fly the route between Madrid and

Malabo. The only remaining air link to Equatorial Guinea was via Cameroon. A

telecommunications centre has been established in Malabo.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEW PROGRAMME OF ACTION'

Contributions to the three-year economic recovery and development programme

that Equatorial Guinea submitted to donors in April 1982 amounted to #US 74,493,000

or 53 per cent of the financing required. Of this amount, 70 per cent was in the

form of grants. Resource availability has been projected for 1986 at #US 31 million
and J5US 32 million for subsequent years.

213= Unfortunately3 the amounts pledged did not match with the priorities of

the Government, Agriculture secured more than 75 per cent of the amount requested

with 70 per cent -of that 75 per cent allocated to the promotion of export crops,

mainly cocoa. Water, housing and urban development secured very little financing.

From 1983 to 1985, the foreign aid received was $US 220 million or gUS 700

per inhabitant'while the Government counterpart was gUS 8,2 million. The only

problem was<th&t grants decreased from 42 per cent in 1984 to no more'than 15 per

cent in 1965". Early in 1987, the Government expects to organie, with" UftDP support,

a roundtable meeting with its development partners. In accordance with the'new

UNDP format, a comprehensive development plan has been drawn up including sectoral

and macro—economic development strategies and policies.

VIII, MEDIUMS-TERM' FRpSPECTS

214. The fact that it has petroleum in commercial quantities to explore, that

its entry into the franc zone gives it a convertible currency and that it has

become a member of the Central African Customs Union give reason to hope that

Equatorial" Guinea's economic activity will pick up. However, the country should

make it a point to co-ordinate the priority projects formulated with the support

of donors of appreciable economic growth performance is to be achieved in the
medium-term.
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ETHIOPIA

I. OVERALL GROWTH PERFORMANCE

215O The Ethiopian economy rebounded strongly in FY 1985/86 with a growth rate of
11.^tf (constant FY 80/81 prices) which is a significant recovery from the sluggish
growth performance of FY 8H/85 when real GDP declined by 6.6%. _ Good rains combined
with increased resource concentration in agriculture resulted into a 22$ increase
in value added by the sector. This showing along with positive growth rates

posted by two other major sectors: industry by h% and services by k.3%%
explains the recovery in real GDP growth in FY 85/86.

216. The rate of inflation (based on Addis Ababa retail price index with 1963 s 100)
was contained at k.6% in 1986 as against lQ% in 1985. The price of food increased

by about 5% in 1986 which is modest compared to a high price increase of 25% in
1985s the year the effects of the devastating drought started unfolding.

II. MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS AND POLICIES

217 „ Underlying the economic growth performance in FY 85/869 Ethiopia is still
beset with the medium-term repercursior.s of drought-related developmental problems

facing the economy especially the . incommensurate increase in food production
relative to a high population growth rate of 2.9% which has widened the food^

demand-supply gap and hence a surge in prices. Officially5 the food aid require
ments for 1987 alone is estimated at 1.2 million tons to augment domestic supply.

The inpact of the drought may take some three years to subside and for the

economy to recover fully depending on favourable climatic conditions to buttress

the Government's agricultural rehabilitation efforts.

218. Other major problems include the shortage of foreign exchange and the

deterioration in the ,fiscal situation. The Government continues to rely extensively

on external borrowing and increased recourse to the domestic banking system to

finance the budget deficit both of which have contributed to the country's

increased internal and external indebtedness and domestic inflationary tendencies.

219„ To redress these problems;, the Government is arduously implementing the second

sub-Plan. (1986/87-1988/89) of the Ten-year Development Plan (198U/85-1993/9U)
whose main thrust is Agricultural Rehabilitation through increased financial and
other material resources concentration; introduction of guaranteed producer prices;

the provision of high yielding seed varieties; and the dessimination of improved
techniques to smallholder farmers. Various'programmes have also been formulated9

including: the expansion of agricultural research; improvement in livestock
production; resettlement of drought victims in areas suitable for farming
activities; water resource management and favourable credit policies to encourage

investment as well as measures to mobilize domestic resources3 among others.
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III. EXPENDITURE ON GDP

220. The expenditure pattern exhibited in FY 8>*/85 and FY 85/86 showed a continued
upsurge in consumption expenditure relative to total available resources in term

of GDP. Total consumption expenditure accounted for 91-3% of GDP in FY 85/86
with private consumption absorbing 19-9% of this" proportion. The share of public

consumption expenditure in GDP was soKel.-v restrained from 19.5$ in FY 8^/85 to
ll.k% in FY 85/86.

221O Gross domestic savings as a proportion of GDP declined in FY 8U/85 by 1.8$

but recovered slightly in FY 85/86 with an increase of 2.1%. This trend in domestic

savings has been influenced mainly by the persistent decline in real income over

the years which-had dissipated the private sector initiatives to save. The share

of gross investment in GDP has been rather stable at 10$ during the same period

reflecting the decline in public sector investment.

IV. PUBLIC FINANCE

222O The FY 85/86 actual out-turn cf total government revenue is estimated

at Birr 2.U2 billion, an increase of 9% over the revenue in-take of FY 8U/85<

of Birr 2.2 billion. Tax revenue (constituting an average share of 75^ of total

revenue) increased by 11$ which explains the increase in overall Government receipts.

Total expenditure was around Bxrr 3-^U billion in FY 85/86 with recurrent expenditure

absorbing Birr 2.29 billion and the capital account some Birr l.lU, billion. The
resultant budget deficit of Birr 1.02 "billion iTas financed largely from external sources:

External aid: Bin- 187-1 million; external borrowing: Birr 3**0 million; both
of which accounted for 52$ of the resources required to finance the deficits, while

domestic "bank borrowings pro-:^d K;o vcT-di^ny Birr ^91.6 million.

223* The FY 86/87 budget projects total expenditure to increase to Birr-U.59 billion

which is 33.k% over estimated expenditures in 1985/86. Recurrent expenditure will

absorb Birr 2.63 billion while the capital budget allocation is Birr 1.95 million.

As was the case in FY 85/86, 52# of v.he budget deficit is expected to be financed

from external borrowings and aid.

V. EXTERNAL TRADE, BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND EXTERNAL DEBT

224. Coffeee is Ethiopia's najor export earner and as such the size of export

earnings is.heavily dependent en domestic production and external demand and

prices. The Brazilian drought ha?, warranted world coffee price increases in 1986

which resulted into Ethiopia1s coffee export- receipts accounting for 67$ of total

export earnings of Birr 987-7 millic:-: in FY 85/36 up 27.1$ over the FY 8U/86
earnings of Birr 775.1 million.

225O On the other hand9 imports in FY r-v/Co ■ ; ^-'•■c-; about the same at Birr 2.02

billion as in FY 8^/85. This was du-5 to Iov&±- food import on commercial terms and a more

stricter control on imports in general. In viev of this and the substantial gain

in export earnings3 the trade deiicit in IY 85/86 showed an improvement compared

to the huge deficit of Birr 1,273-'* nil lion recorded in FY Sh/8^. Taking into account

public and private transfers and .act services9 which had shown a surplus in recent

years, the deficit en the current nccrvunt improved markedly resulting into a balance

of payments surplus of Birr 350.3 7!iill:"on.
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226. At end-FY 8U/85, total external debt was estimated at Birr 3,336 million,
an increase of 5% over the FY 83/8U debt of Birr 39l83 million.

VI. SECTORAL PERFORMANCE

(a) Food and agriculture

227. The agriculture sector remains the principal contributor to GDP (an average
of U5#)and accounts for 90% of export earnings, With the advent of good rains
and increased financial and material resource concentration in the sectors value

added increased by a resounding 22% in FY 85/86.

228. Food crop production increased by 36$ from U.7 million tons in 198H/85 to
6.U million tons in FY 85/86 although this output falls short of the pre-famine
1982/83 harvest of 7.8 million tons. With an average annual population growth
rate of 2.9#, there is still a considerable dent in the food supply situation^
necessitating an official estimated food aid requirement of 1.2 million tons in

1987.

229. Cash crop production is estimated to have increased by 3h% from 5 million
tons in 198U/85 to 6.7 million tons in 1985/86 largely as a result of increased

acreage under cultivation and favourable climatic conditions. Output of coffee

increased by 30# from 116,300 tons in 198U/85 to 15198OO tons in 1985/86.
Ethiopia stands to gain substantially from coffee price increases in 1987 as
was the case in 1986 since the Brazilian export availabirty is likely to be at

50% which has led to the termporary suspension of the ICO export quotats. The
government announced a new variety of coffee seed known as 7^1F59 whose potential
allows production of 12 quintals of coffee per ha. compared to 3 quintals per ha.

for untreated plantations. It is estimated that the new seed could triple

Ethiopia's annual output to around 600,000 tons.

23Q The impact of the drought is still been felt and it may take another three

years for the economy to recover fully. The government's rehabilitation efforts

are bearing fruits as evident by increases in both food and cash crop production.

However, there are still the problems of inadequate supply of inputs (fertilizers
and high yielding seed varieties); poor infrastructural facilities especially

the distribution network; inadequate incentives to farmers in terms of producer

price increases, an ineffective credit system and in general, low level of

investment.

(b) Manufacturing

231 „ In FY 85/86, the manufacturing sector share of GDP was around 8.1# down
from 8.95S in FY 8U/85. Unlike the agriculture sector, state-owned manufacturing

establishments account for well over 90$ of total output. In absolute terms,

manufacturing output increased by 5-35 from Birr 667.7 million ir^FT-8U/85
to' Birr 703.3 million in FY 85/86. This performance is largely explained by
the trickle-down effects of enhanced agricultural production, particularly of
industrial crops, which made possible the increased supply of raw materials for agro-

based industries.
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232. The manufacturing sector continues to be confronted with foreign exchange shortages
especially for imported raw material - dependent industries as well as for purchases

of spare parts for ailing plants. Also, the government's policy of encouraging

private sector participation has not been buttressed by the necessary credit
facilities and overall incentive structure to lure potential investors.

(c) Mining and energy

233. Ethiopia's mining and energy sectors are still limited to exploration with
very negligible production activity except for gold production and refining of

petroleum. Gold production was 916 kg. in FY 84/85 and 87U kg. in FY 85/86, which

are 2U ana.27#» respectively, below the targetted output of 1,200 kg. for both years.
The country is totally dependent on outside sources for crude oil and in FY 84/85
the volume of petroleum refined at Assab Refinery was 725,000 tons.

234O The combined current capacity of salt production at Massawa (100,000 tons)

and Assab (97,000 tons) of 197,000 tons is expected to be expanded at the Assab Factory
to 170*000 for export to Kenya, Burundi and Uganda.

235. In the energy sector9 major hydroelectricity projects are underway to tap the

hydropower potential of the country. The Melkawahana, with 150 mw capacity and

Gelgel Gibe hydroelectricity projects are among the major undertakings. The govern

ment has obtained an IDA credit of SDK 39.6 million to exapnd firewood plantation.

The project, which will also receive:a government finance of §17.1 million, involves
the creation of 119OOO ha. of new eucalyptus plantation and upgrading of 13,000 ha.

of existing forest. Additionally, IDA has offered an interest free loan of SDK 53.7

million to help toward energy development and rehabilitation over a five-year period
starting 1987.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEW PROGRAMME OF ACTION

2360 The Ethiopian Government had designated the Central Planning Supreme Council (CPSC)
as the focal point for the monitoring of the SNPA :at the national level and had
opted for a UNDP Roundtable mechanism. The CPSC had.prepared a Ten-year National

Development Plan and a Public Investment Programme whose external aid requirements

are estimated at Birr Ul.8 billion. According to latest information, the holding of

the RT meeting with donors is still undetermined.

VIII.. MEDIUM-TERM PROSPECTS

237O The Economic Recovery Signalled in FY 85/86 is expected to be sustained in FY 86/87

with the proviso of continued improvement in weather conditions and the injection

of the 25$ share of planned investment into the agriculture sector. The surge in>

"coffee prices is expected to be maintained in 1987 and the anticipated bqojst,- in coffee

production and hence exports will result into a substantial improvement in-export-

earnings and consequently of the balance of payments position. The Three-year Plan

(1986/87-1988/89) envisages to sustain the Recovery through increasing food production
and combatting drought as well as enhancing <s the foreign exchange earning capacity

of the country. With all the policy measures and necessary reforms put in place,

real GDP is projected to grow at slightly above the 6.3% annual average envisaged in

the Plan.
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I. OVERALL GPO^IH PERFORMANCE

238D In recent years, the Gambian econany has witnessed persistent economic

and financial difficulties attributed mainly to deterorating- agricultural

production as well as the inability of the government to mobilize both
domestic and external resources in support of the national economic recovery

programme. She country.'s economic performance is a function of its principal

export- groundnut- hence the vagaries of weather conditions e notably the

1982-19P3 drought, combined with wide fluctuations in world groundnut prices,

had reduced Gambia's export earning capacity resulting into serious financial
difficulties and contraction in overall economic activity,

239. 3eal GPP declined by 2,3 .per cent in 1934/1985 followed by a fall of as

imch as 8-9 per cent in 1985/1986. The rate of inflation accelerated from

22 to 34 per cent during the sane years which led to considerable drop in
real income.

IIO MAJOR PEVZLCMIENT PROBLEMS AMD POLICIES

240 o rrhe major obstacles to Gairfoiacs economic and development performance is
its mono-commodity\dependent character (groundnut alone nets the government

about 30 per cent of export earnings" i failure to diversify the production
base; huge public sector deficits and the ever increasing external debt

obligations „ In 1982 the government launched the second national development

plan (1901/1982 - 1985/1986) with a planned annual growth rate in real GDP of

5 per cent over the period. Ine main objectives of the plan was to strengthen
the Government's fiscal position^ bring down the balance of payment deficits,

restore price stability and liberalize the trade regime. Implementation of

the plan did not meet with much success as planned targets were not achieved.

241. I'Tew austerity measures were announced in 1985/1986 as part of an Economic
Recovery Programme (ERP) - She policy reforms envisaaed consisted of freeing

the exchange rate? measures to enhance agricultural production and promote
other productive sectors; reform of the Civil Service and parastatals and to

restore a balance in the fiscal situation. By August 1986/all the elements of
the ERP were in place. Ihe Dalasi res floated in February 1905 leading to a
100 per cent de facto devaluation which helped scroehow in boosting export
earnings in local currency terms „ Agricultural producer prices viere substantially
raised in FY1985/86 to encourage production and offset the progressive decline in
farmersE incomes. About 2000 public sector employees were laid off resulting
into a cutback in.public expenditures on personal emoluments and reallocation
of the savings to other budget components.

242O The UIF is supporting the Gambia's three-year macro-economic and structural
adjustment programme covering 1986/1907 - 19C8/1989 with various fund facilities
including a structural adjustment loan. The programme fecusses special atten
tion on pricing and other incentives.combined with a progressive reduction of
administrative controls, streamlining and reform of public enterprises and the
improvement of the quality and management of public investment o
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EXPENDITURE CN GDP

243. SCA"s preliminary estimates, based on official figures3 indicate that total
final consunption as a proportion of GDP was- about 2.4"per cent higher in 1985
at 102.4 per cent but projected to be around 96.6 oer cent in 19861 This
consunption feature is not an indication of increases in quantum terms but a
reflection of the iirpact of inflation which currently runs at over 34 per cent
and also the step-up in unbudgeted government outlays which resulted in an
increase in public consumption by 5 per cent in 1985, Private consumption
declined by 15 per cent in 1985 due to depressed real incomeo In 1985-1986,
gross fixed capital formation as a percentage of GDP tapered off at 24„9 per
cent which implies a slow down in public sector investment*

IV, PUBLIC FINANCE

244. Budgetary performance in FY35/86 was somehow impressive as the government
made strenous efforts to iirprove tax collection thereby boosting current
revenue to D218.08 million. The actual out-turn of recurrent expenditures
\asDlV.2oM million, 12 par cent less than the budget estiirate of D207o5 million,
an indication of the effects of the austerity measures which required stringent
public expenditure control. The development account was also squeezed to '
D83O5 million, 35 per cent below the budget figure of D127.02 million,

245. In FX86/8"7, recurrent expenditure is estimated at D262.5 million in
addition to vfoich a budget line under «exceptional recurrent expenditure* is
earmarked to finance D85 million budgetary transfer to the Ganbian Produce
Marketing Board (GPMB) to meet increases in producer prices? D10.1 million to
service interest payments due to in FY86/87 on overseas private sector loan

guaranteed by the government and Dl million for the resettlement of aovernment
workers retrenched under the EHPO Capital expenditures is projected"at D201.2
million viule receipts by the development fund (mainly from external loans,
grants and a transfer of D2 million from the consolidated account) are expected
^° 3SSSJ;188'2 million leaving a deficit of D13 million in capital spendiro
in Fyo6/B7o

246^ Recurrent revenue is expected to increase further in FX36/87, by 22 per
^Wer/^ T^86 lGVel tO D266*7 Irtillion "**<* ^ves a m^esi budqet
surplus of D4..2 million on the recurrent account if the exceptional recurrent
e^enditure items, are. not considered As in the past, the bSSerdexlSfS
expected to be financed largely from external sources and dorestic bank credit.
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Vo EXTERNAL TRADE, BALANCE OF PAYMENT AND EXTERNAL DEBT

247. The dependence of Gambia Ds external trade performance on a single connodity

groundnut - makes export earnings highly correlated with the vagaries of weather

conditions and fluctuations in world groundnut prices. For instance, the trade

deficit peaked at D230o5 million in 1980 due to poor groundnut harvest that
coincided with high import costp domestic credit expansion and increases in

imports related to externally funded development projects „

248. in 1985, total airport was D43S.3 million while exports amounted to
D208o8 million which implies a negative trade balance of D229.5 million- The
inflow of capital has generally been inadequate to offset the current account

deficit and this has resulted into a persistent balance of payment deficits

and ultimately a run down of reserves to as low as $2.26 million by end-1984
dropping further to $1.76 million by ond-1985.

249 o The total public and public guaranteed medium and long-term external debt

stood at $161 million at end-1984 according to an IBRD estimate. Short term

debt has risen sharply from $23 million in 1903 to $41 million in 1984 and

estimated to have increased further by about 5 per cent in 1985. The total

external liability at end-1984 amounted to $279 million,, equivalent to 140 per

cent of GDPO Debt service payments increased from $7.2 million in 1984 to

$16O3 million in 1985 and according to official estimates, the scheduled annual
debt service for 1986-1990 is around $26 million.

VTD SECTOBAL PERFORMANCE

Ao Food and Agriculture

250. The severe drought of 1SS3 affected overall agricultural production during

the 1984/85 growing season. Marketed output of the major cash crop - groundnut
dropped from 151300 tons in 1933 to 113800 tons in 1984, However, although the
rains returned in 1985, preliminary estimates indicate that groundnut output
fell further to 105100 tons while cotton production decreased from 2496 tons in
1984/85 to 1700 tons in 1985/86= As for food crop, rice production (staple
foodj has been on the decline since 1982 from 39400 tons to an estimated 27200

tons in 1985= For 1984/35 alonef the food grain deficit was estimated at 44600
tons and projection for 1905/86 put the deficit at 5-6 per cent higher than the
previous year.

251. The government recognizes the predominance of the agricultural sector
m overall growth performance and hence an incentive package including substantial

increases in producer prices have been put into effect as a means of enhancing
production o For food self-sufficiency, the Rice Development Scheme - the
Jahaly-Pachaar project - at a cost of $17 million and covering an area of 1500
h.a. - is been executed. It is estimated that the project would yield an annual
production of 10 000 tons of rice or one-third of the countrycs requirements.
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B, Manufacturing

252. T3ie manufacturing sector is relatively small and limited principally to
groundnut crushing, baking, brewingf tanning and brick making. The sector
accounts for under 10 per cent of ODP and contributes about two-thirds of
secondary sector output.

253. in 19?4/85, the manufacturing sector was given a big push by the government
through increased concentration of resources including the provision of fiscal
incentives so as to creat a favourable investment climate as well as strategies
for domestic resource-based expansion of industrial operations. Public sector
investment under the Development Budget for 1984/85 was around D8 million
geared towards the promotion of small scale activities and other priority
light industrial ventures ■>

C, Tourism

254, She tourist industry is a growing sector in the Gambian economy contributing
about 9*7 per cent of GDP on average and providing about 3 000 jcbs. The
increased level of related service activities based on the inflow of tourist
has encouraged the government to substantially raise the hotel bad capacity
from a low of 350 in 1970 to a present level of about 4 000. This expansion
was to cater for a projected tourist market of 35 500 in 1985/86.

VTI „ IMPIE-ffiNTRTION OF T&F1 GUBGT^ITIAL NEPJ PROGRAMME OF _ACTXCN

255. UNDP assisted the government of Gambia in organizing a Roundtable meeting
with donors in Banjul in November, 1984 which provided an opportunity for a
policy..dialogue and ccnmitmsnts for the external aid component of the country's
public investment programme (PIP) - 1984/85 - 1907/88, with a total cost of
D177 million. Follow-up sectoral consultations were held in 1985 for health,
fisheries and balance of payments support. In 1987, the government has
scheduled consultations for the agriculture and water develorcnsnt sectors.
Recent estimates based on official figures puts Garrtia's resource requirements
for economic recovery up to 1990 at $157,4 million of which only $23 million
might be available according to information on canmitments from domestic and
external sources. This leaves a huge resource gap of $134O4 million which
would require a joint gcveroment^orior financial participation..

256o With regards to international support measures, the government and the
£1F had worked out a financing package under the Fund's Structural Adjustment
Facility (SAF) totally $30 million to be co-financed by other bilateral and
multilateral donors. The fund's resources will be used in support of the
economic recovery programs and it inclines: a 13 month standby loan of
SDF£D1 million; Compensatory Financing Facility (CEF) loan of SDR4O7 million
to compensate for falling prices of groundnut; and a three-year SAF loan of
SDP8 million. The World Bank is supplementing the Fund's efforts with an
approval loan package of SDR 14.1 million in support of the Gambia's medium-
term policies.
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VIII. MEDOTHIEFM PROSPECTS

257„ the successful realization of the objectives of the economic recovery

programme and overall prospect of the Garribian econary depends to a large

extent on the performance of the external sector, particularly the level of

foreign exchange earnings frcm exports and the flow of external assistance..
No substantial iinproveinent in vrorld demand and prices for groundnuts is

foreseen in 1987 and the vagaries of weather conditions may prove an inhibiting

factor in boosting domestic groundnut production. Based on this gloomy picture,

BCA projects real GDP to decline drastically by 10e3 per cent in 1987.
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GUINEA

I. OVERALL C-POITH PERF0R1IAJSCE

*.ju. The liberalization and economic stabilization efforts undertaken in Guinea

since the political change cf I98U are beginning to yield results which have yet

to be consolidated, GDP at 1980 prices grew by 0.8 per cent in I98U and by 2.6

and 2.k per cent in 1985 and 1986 respectively. This corresponds to a GDP of

389.8 billion Guinean francs in 1986 (1980 prices) as compared to 380.6 "billion

in I98U.

259= These results remain modest in view of the growth potential and are attributable

to the adjustment difficulties of the productive sector and to structural

weaknesses: centralized planning and collectivization of the means of production

which caused capital flight5 a significant brain drain, the existence cf an over

valued national currency which inpeded foreign trade and a -bloated public sector

whose running required a substantial supply of money, inducing a high rate of

inflation.

II. MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PROBLL^S AIID POLICIES

260, The economy of Guinea is currently facing several critical problems which

have led to the adoption of a National Interim Recovery Programme (NIRP) for the

1985-1987 period. Among the problems are the inward-looking nature of the rural

sector and the drop in agricultural exports, the weakness of the productive

sector9 the price distortions caused by official and unofficial exchange rates =,

the organizational weaknesses of economic development institutions -_, the share

of parastatal spending in the Govcmirent bucket; the volume of public consurrpticn, and
the shortage of foreign currency to finance imports and investments. On the whole,

mining and manufacturing; industries have been accorded top priority in the

development plans undertaken in Guinea since independence, accounting for nearly

50 per cent of all investments made., while rural development, public works and

transport have been neglected for a long time.

261, The agricultural policy adopted has resulted in the collapse of agricultural

exports, the decline of food production and a correlative increase in food imports

whose consumer prices were highly subsidized. With regard to animal production..

livestock marketins was the monopoly of State bodies that bought then below cost

in order to provide affordable meat to the urban population. This distribution

system resulted in expensive meat imports and rationing. Faced with these

constraints,, producers turned to more rewarding external markets 9 thus creating

substantial smuggling of livestock to the neighbouring countries.

262, Overall,, the rural sector is handicapped by marketing deficiencies and poor

pricing, inadequate communications and storage facilities and lew productivity.

Population pressure and the backward agricultural system have led to increasing

soil erosion and an alarming rate of deforestation.
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263, In the secondary sector,, manufacturing output has dropped, "because State-owned

enterprises do not have enough foreign currency to finance their imports of raw

materials, spare parts and capital floods. Existing industries operated at very

low capacity or were simply closed down. All of them are confronted with serious

problems of poor management which add to their runninr costs. The private
manufacturing sector is almost non-existent due to .-previous political restrictions s

and the lack of incentives (very low official prices and an overvalued national ..

currency).

26'* o The policy -.followed in education and the automatic recruitment of graduates

has"burdened the civil, service with underemployed &&& underpaid civil servants, ^hc
State budrx-tf already faced with serirus revenue ,collecticn problems, devoted. 65 to

TO per cent of its resources to recurrent expenditure, more than 25 per cent to

subsidies for public enterprises and very little to investment. Thesg imbalances

in public finances vere compounded by the accumulation of arrears in the servicing

of external public debt which reached a record high of US$86 million in 1985-

265 o The recovery -programme carried cut by the c<:vemirent since ^pril

19-8U aims at promoting structural reforms likely to induce a recovery in economic

activity and to restore the main macro-economic equilibriums while securing the

social well-being of the population. The programme sets a remarkable trend of

liberalization and privatisation highlighted by the closing of several unprofitable

public enterprises and n?d-rbanks, the reduction of the number of civil servants
{the target being 50 per cent), the devaluation and the change of the currency

and the establishment of a system for auctioning foreign currencies. In view of the

unco-ordinated' character of the interventions by Guinea's new external partners,-

these reforms still have to show results in terms of generating lasting growth.

Even if the centralized planning system has been abandoned, a number^of objectives

have been defined at the sectoral level. Thus, the rural sector is to assume

responsibility for national food self-sufficiency,, produce a surplus for export

and provide reliable supplies to the agro-industrial sector.

266o The new industrial policy aims at encouraging private investment in small and

medium-sized enterprises in particular, to compensate for denationalisation. The

role and areas of intervention of the supervisory bodies have also been redefined

so as to rationalize transfers between State-owned enterprises and companies and

the budget. The move to open up the country to the other countries of the sub-

region is expected to make it possible to compile en inventory of an develop the

substantial mineral and hydro-electrical resources available in Guinea while the

rehabilitation and' extension of the existing transport and communication
infrastructure is expected to open up the country both internally, and externally.

2676 The main reform undertaken in 1985-1986 concerned the monetary system with

(a) the .closure of the tnajornational banks:, (b) the changing and devaluation of the

national currency; (c) the establishment of a two-tier exchange rate to promote

external trade (d) credit control and the reduction of paper money through the ^fU*2 of
?cvernment bends at 35 per cent premium per year to reduce domestic inflation. Tnis

reform is part of a structural adjustment programme supported by the V'orld Bank

and the International Monetary Fund, and planned .investments for the 1985-1987 period
amount to US$88H million, of which 25 per cent will be spent on rural developments

28 per cent on transport and communications and 18 per cent on human resources

•development. - . .
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III. EXPENDITURE ON GDP

268. During the 1985-1985 period, the main components of demand repressed. Final

consumption grew by 1.9 per cent in 1985 and 17 per cent in 1986. This trend

is attributable to the reduction in household income, where consumption expressed

as a percentage of GDP stagnated around 63.5 per cent while public consumption

increased by 4.5 per cent per year following the postponement of seme budget cuts

which could not be made on some items of public expenditure. During the same

period the investment rate was around 14.4 per cent and exports increased by 2.7

per cent per year while imports stagnated in volume. Overall, the domestic rate

of savings g»ew from 17.3 per cent in 1985 to 17.9 per cent in 1986,

IV. PUBLIC FINANCE

269. The situation of public finance has remained unfavourable in SDite of the

austerity measures taken and less State intervention. The bulk of expenditure

resulted from the substantial arrears accumulated by State-owned enterprises,

total wages and the servicing of external public debt. The central government

deficit increased by almost 31 per cent in 1985 and by 43,8 per cent in 1986, that

is from 51.3 billion Guinean francs to 73.8 billion. Recurrent expenditure

increased by 53.5 per cent. The deficit in the recurrent budget amounted to

approximately 42.1 per cent of the overall budget deficit. Faced with enormous

revenue collection problems due to a slow down in economic activities and a drop

in income, th« Government resorted to the domestic banking system and to substantial

external aid to finance the deficits which amounted to US$35 million in grants and

exceptional subventions in 1985.

V. EXTERNAL TRADE, BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND EXTERNAL DEBT

270. At 1980 prices, the trade balance showed a surplus of US$13 million in 1984.

In 198 5, there was a deficit of US$8 million which was expected to reach US$43

million in 1986. Imports'which amounted to US$504 million in 1984 increased by almost

3.5 per cent and by 8 per cent in 1985 and 1986 respectively, while exports barely

exceeded their 1984 level and estimated to rec^d a slight increase in 1986. The

worsening of the trade balance deficit is due to a drop in bauxite exports which is

the main'export commodity contributing around 95 per cent of foreign currency earnings

World prices for bauxite dropped in 1985 following the accumulation of unsold stocks

and a slackening of.world demand. Similarly, agricultural production stagnated and

food requirements increased considerably necessitating additional imports,

271. During the period under review, payments which are largely dependent on the

prices of bauxite and the fluctuations of the United States dollar went through

a chronic deficit.. The overall deficit of the balance of payments increased from

US$11.4 million in 1984 to -.US$15.0 million then to US$17.1 million in 1985 and

1986, respectively. This was due to the worsening of the deficit in net unrequited

transfers by US$0.6 million Der year and the reduction in net capital inflows by

1.4 per cent per year (US$7.1 million in 1984 as compared to 6.9 million in 1986).
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272 Ag of 31 December 1983, the total amount of external debt amounted to US$1,551.2
and'the principal disbursed vas US&,1S*.3 million. Debt service as of 31 Deceinber
198U was US$193,6 million includinr nearly USfi^HEilign^n-p^nWJ^l M'- U^at**
in interest due in 198U. This very heavy debt vas used to finance both current
consumer goods and some development projects undertaken after only preliminary

feasibility studies, Strictly speaking, only those loans given to the mining

sector were used in a rational manner but these represented only 8 per cent of the

total oustanding debt.

273. The various monetary and financial measures adopted in Guinea in 19-35 and
1986 have enabled the country to benefit from a stand-by agreement amounting to
US$35 million from the IMF and structural adjustment loans of US$U2 million from _
the World Bank in February 1986 9 in support of economic recovery._ The restructuring
exercise should make it possible for Guinea to obtain a rescheduling of the debt ^
it owes to countries of the Paris Club. The intervention of international financial
institutions enabled Guinea to reduce its arrears to US--86 million at the end of 19o5

VI. SECTORAL PERFORMANCE

A. Food and Agriculture

27I+. The agriculture sector contributed about UO-7 per cent of GDP, with an annual
average growth rate of around 6 per cent in real terms. This performance is
mainly due to the recent expansion of forestry which produced 36.6 per cent of the
value added aCd re^iV^red 1 ^ovth rate of 12-1 ^er cent during, the period.

275. Agricultural production has lapsed behind even after selling to national produce
buying agencies ceased to be compulsory. Thus, the cereal deficit increased from

100,000 to 13O9000 tonnes. With the exception of cotton, the other cash crops

(coffee and oil palm) suffered from declining production and poor marketing in spite
of higher producer prices. The bulk of the harvest was smuggled to the^neighbouring
countries. Finallyi livestock suffered from low-productivity and parasitosis

which reduced the numbers.

B. Industry

276. Guinea alone produces 90 per cent of the bauxite on the continent and has^

more than a third of all world reserves. However, the contribution of the mining
sector to GDP has deteriorated steadily, falling from nearly 22.6 per cent in 19c0 tc 19
per cent in 1985 and 1986. The value added by the sector fell by l.U per cent per

year in real terms.

277. Three mining deposits are currently under exploitation: (a) the Sangaredi
deposit which is exploited by the Compagnie des bauxites de . _

Guinee (CBG) vhose current production is U.5 million tonnes of bauxite and a 100,000

tonnes of roasted bauxite: (b) the Kindia deposits which have been exploited, since
I97U by the Office des bauxites de Kindia (OBK) with the assistance of the USSR and

vith production of 3 million tonnes per yeari
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(c) The Fria deposits is exploited by a joint corporation operated by

Aluminimum Pechinery (France) with a capacity of 700,000 tonnes of aluminia per

year. The facilities of this factory are being renovated to adapt the aluninia,

produced to international specifications. The now installations were expected to

be operational by July 1986. However, estimates for the 1986 production are far

from optimistic in view of the low world demand for bauxite. Guinea is endowed

with other mineral resources. These are diamonds, gold- iron ore (Mount Hiriba) and

uranium.

278. <phe manufacturing and energy sector contribute 2.7 and 1.2 per cent to GDP
respectively and are the focus of the restructuring efforts being made in the

public and parastatal sectors and of the development of small and medium-size

enterprises. . They were affected by (a) difficulties in securing raw materials-.

(b) the ageing and under-utilization of the existing production capacity (c) the
unrealistic prices at which products are sold as compared to actual production

costs; and (d) ineffective management. Manufacturing industries operate at 10 per

cent of capacity and their value added has fallen "annually by 3-9 per cent in

real terms while energy production fell by U.8 per cent until 1986 when the

rehabilitation of the "Grandes chutes" near Kindia boosted production.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEU PROGRAMME OF ACTION

Guinea has opted for Uorld Bank Consultative Group meetings as the framework

for consultation with funding sources. The first meeting was to be held on 23

February 1987- The preliminary step was the implementation of a national interim

recovery programme for 1985 and 1986. which was. intended to induce a GDP., growth rate

in real terms of 7»S and 9.^ per cent respectively. In preparation for the Consultative

Group meeting, a rieetine of donors was also organized in October 19869 with the

objective of securing the necessary funds to implerient the national transport plan.

280. since the-' adoption of the SHPA& aid flows to Guinea have fallen steadily,.
from US$120.3 million in 1981 to US$78.1 million in 1983. In 198U, the trend

reversed with inflows estimated at US$136.5 million... out of which nearly 95 per cent

was concessional aid including 67-7 per cent from, countries members of the

Development Assistance Committee (DAC). Based on those figures, external assistance

for 1985 and 1986 was expected to be US$11*3 and 172.5 million, respectively.

VIII. ITEDIUM-TERM PROSPECTS

281. ^e above-mentioned aid flovs are not expected to maintain the GDP growth
rate in 19&7 a"t its level of 1986. For 1987, a rate of 1.1 per cent in real terms

is expected. This poor performance is due to (a) the slow pace of adjustment of

the productive sector to. the structural reforms;, (b) the continued under-utilization

of existing capacities: (c) the unenthusiastic response of foreign investors to

the call made by the Government and (d) the slow recovery of the mining sector.
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GUINEA BISSAU

CWERALL G

282c In 1985, real GDF growth recorded an increase of 2 per cent to $US151 million

(1980 prices) o Ihe upswing in growth followed the implementation of the 1983-1986

four-year development plan. Overall economic growth is still heavily dependent

on the growth of agriculture whose share of GDP was 53 per cent*

II a MAJOR DEVELOEPffiMT PROBLEMS flHD POLICIES

Guinea Bissau is facing a number of problems particularly the acute shortage

of qualified manpower, consumer goods and foreign exchange. In addition, since

the 1983 drought which had brought down agricultural production considerably, the

country has been facing persistent food deficits, the balance-of-payments

deficit is growing so also is the external debt which is weighing down heavily

or?, the econcw. The persistent budget deficits are at the same time, hindering

public investment*

284. To cope: with this situation of continuing crisis, the government of Guinea

Bissau prepared, under the first four-year development plan for the period 1983™

1286, an overall development strategy designed to stabilize the financial

situation of the country and bring about its economic x^ecoveryc The four-year

plan gave top priority to the productive sectors - In the rural sector, the basic

objective! vas to attain food self-sufficiency and increase in export earnings.

Activities in this area ore supported by those in transport, trade and finance

that constitute the rain components of the investirsent programme „ The overall

strategy of the plan is expected to be iirplemented in three phases s (a> Economic

and financial stabilization; (b) National economic recovery; (c) Self-reliant

economic development.

285. The Government had taken the • following measures^ (a) it devalued the Peso
by 100 per cent and. initiated a gradual weekly depreciation aimed at reaching

2C0 per cent devaluation in foreign currency terms? (b) increased the producer

prices of agricultural products by an average of 70 per cent? (c) reorganized
the two irajor state marketing enterprises - Arnazens do Povo and SOOTUJ and

(d) distributed in the rural areas certain basic consumer items obtained through
balance-=of-payments assistance.

III. EXPS-3DITUK3 ON GDP

286 o In 1985, private consumption increased by nearly 19 per cent and public

consumption by about 1.4 per cent, As a result of the financial stabilization

measures implemented by the novomnentp there \vbs a slight recovery in invest

ments v^iich? nevertheless, accounted for only 1606 per cent of Q)P at current

priceso t'&ports, *hich wert2 still at the 1984 level, accounted for only 9O5

per cent of GDP.
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IV. PUBLIC FWP11CE

287. She main problem of public finance- regains the heavy budget deficit and its
financing by the central bank,, it should, however, be noted that there was a

f^^S1^ b^dt t i h 128
, , be noted that there was a

f^^S^ b^dget aSgrG£P-tes in the 1285-1986 fiscal year When compared
to 19^-1985. 'ihus, as a result of the austerity measures and the restructuring

ector the general budt dfiit d f
e austerity measures and the restructuring

lfe public sector, the general budget deficit was reduced fron .|US29O5 million
to $US24.3 million. This development corresponds to declines of nearly 27 per
cent and 36.4 per cent, respectively, in total expenditure and revenue.

V. EXTERNAL TPJ\DE, H*LZ\NCE OF P.AYMEMTS AMD EKTE^mL DEBT

288. Guinea Bissau has a chronic external trade deficit, 'Ihile there has
virtually been no increase in exports since 1983, imports grew by 26
per cent in 1385 after a decline of nearly 20 per cent in 1984. The trade deficit
was atxMt $03123 million. There was a chronic current accounts deficit in the
oalance of payments which, during the period 1980-1985, accounted on average

?U P?™o °f,?P- AS Cf 31 ******* 195-S the external debt of Guinea-Bissau
a at *'Joi/J million with debt servicing payments amounting to &US10 million.

Ae Fcocl arsd agriculture

289. Agriculture value added grew by 2.6 per cent in 1986 after a sharp decline
of about 15 per cent in 1985. That revival in the orowth of the agricultural
sector was largely due to the various measures taken by the Government under the
econorac and fiannciai stabilization programme., As part of the package, the
Korld Bank financed a programs for jjnportina essentialagricultural inputs,
irachinery and spare parts, The Bank is also preparing a large-scale assistance
programme for the agricultural sector costing a total of SUS20 million „ It
includes incentives to farmers and appropriate support for extension service.

290. Guinea Bissau also received considerable assistance from E&O in the areas of
planning, food security, the development of seeds, forestry planning and
legislation for the developrient of 2,5 irdllion hectares of forest with vital
species, livestock protection and the development of fisheries. However the
country still remins heavUy dependent on food aid.. Thus, vtorld FcxDd Programme
assistance for the renod 1984-1987 is estimated at 15,000 tons of foodstuffs.

-^-? Y the n:inufactur^ sector, vhich barely attained 2 per cent of
an 198d, has virtually regained the sane since 1982 because of a shortage of

spare parts and difficulties in securing supplies of raw materials, jfenufacturin
output is dominated by the agro-food industries sector which produces 75 per cent
of the manufactured iterns consumed znd. more than 50 per cent of the iobs in the
sector o *
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VII. EflPra-ffiNTMIOW OF TK3 SUBSTANTIAL NEW PBOGRMME

OF .ACTION

292 o The first roundtable of the development partners of Guinea-Bissau was

organized in Hay 1984 in Lisbon, Portugual. The total cost of the projects

submitted was $US249 million of which IlS million or 47 A per cent Was supposed
to be direct project assistance. About $U5161=9 million was pledged* Since then,

no evaluation of the implementation of the investment programme has been undertaken.

However, a sectoral consultation on agriculture was organized at the end of 1986.

It made it possible to correct the imbalances in the allocation of funds which f

until 1903 B had given priority to infrastructure at the expense of food production.

The activities are supported by a special programme for assistance to Guinea-Bissau

drawn up in July 1985 following the study mission of the United Nations

Secreta y-General and ineasures taken under the economic and financial stabilization

progranms.

293 c According to available estimates, flows of financial resources were favourable

in 1985 and 1986 increasing frcra $US85,(S million to 3US91.6 million. Eiey were

mainly composed of aid (93.3 per cent) on concessional terms.

VTII „ IEDHK-OTJM PHDSPHCTK

294. With the continuation of the effective implementation of the economic and

financial stabilization programme combined with favourable weather conditions

for agriculture to flourish, the 5 per cent average annual growth in GDP projected
in the economic development plan could be attained. The optimistic growth

forecasts are based on existing development potential such as fertile land,

considerable fishing resources, considerable forestry and mineral resources.
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LESOTHO

I. OVERALL GROWTH PERFORMANCE

295* The Lesotho economy witnessed a turn-around in 1984 when Real GDP grew by
3.7 per cent after two consequetivs years of an average decline of 0.7 per cent
in 1982-1963. The growth momentum was maintained in 1985, though at a slower
pace, as GDP is estimated to have registered a 2.4 per cent increase in real
terms. In both years, the major impulse cams from the agriculture and manufac
turing sectors which posted growth rates of 25.1 and 43.5 per cent in 1985 and
26.4 and 31 per cent in 1966, respectively. On a per capita basis, however,
the gain in GDP growth in 1985 was almost matched by the rate of population
growth which resulted in a mere 0.1 per cent increase in per capita GDP.

296■ The inflation rate averaged around 15 per cent in 1985 but expected to have
increased significantly in 1966 following increases in sales tax up to 12 per cent
from its previous level of 6 per cent. Also the progressive depreciation of the
RSA Rand, hence the Maloti, had serious implications for domestic inflation.

II. MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS AND POLICIES

297O The landlockednes of Lesotho and its heavy economic dependence on South Africa
(RSA) continue to be the major obstacles to economic growth and development
performance. Political tensions in the subregion exposes Lesotho to an economic
back-lash by RSA, a country which absorbs 90 per cent of its exports, provides
95 per cent of its imports and employs about 23 per cent of its labour force in
various economic activities, notably the mining sector. The depreciation of the
Rand in 1985 resulted into a de-facto devaluation of the loti leading to serious
implications not^only on domestic inflation but also on Lesotho's external debt
obligations and increased non-budgeted outlays which enlarged the budget deficit
in FY65/86. Further, about 60-70 per cent of Lesotho's recurrent income comes
from the cormxin Customs Revenue Pool. This situation poses problems of: excessive
dependence on one source of revenue? loss of fiscal discretion) the price raising
effect of the high conman external tariff barriers to trade and the possible
negative polarization of development.

2933= The alternatives to widen the revenue base is severely limited by the slow
growth of the taxable sectors of the economy. Income tax rates are already high,
and the burden they impose on tax payers has been exacerbated by the effects of
inflation. In order to broaden the tax base the government had taken the following
measures: (a) Company tax rate wera increased from 37.5 to 45 per cent other
than company profits earned from manufacturing activity which will continue to be
taxed at 37.5 per cent; [b] to avoid tax evasion on savings deposit and interest,
financial institutions are required to deduct 10 per cent at source on interest
income over M240 per annum* Cc) a ID per cent deduction on contract payments by
the government for its transport and construction contracts; and (d) increases
in the rate of sales tax from 6 to 12 per cent.
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299 o The government recognizes that after several years of huge public spending

aimed at enhancing the country's productive capacity, production and employment

have shown negligible or no response at all to such massive investments. This
is particularly evident in the agriculture sector where so many project initiatives

had failed and which had exhibited a long-term trend of declining output and

hence an increased dependence on food imports.

3GC The main objective of the Fourth National Development Plan (1966/87-1990/91)
which was launched in 19B6 is to*maximize national income and employment. To
achieve this, the government plans to: increase agricultural production through

expanded irnigational activities? develop water and energy resources* promote^
domestic resource-based industriesi encourage domestic and foreign private initiative

in industry and mining; establish large-scale labour intensive agricultural/rural
development prograrrmes; and restructure the educational sector as well as implement
national training and employment policies to meet the expanding needs of the economy.

III. EXPENDITURE ON GDP

301 The most striking feature of the Lesotho economy as seen from total
available resources and the pattern of its utilization is that the country
consumes more than it produces domestically. In 1984/85, for instance, GDP
was about 49 per cent of the level of final consumption expenditure. This
wide gap is filled by imports through large flows of migrant income from abroad.
Gross fixed capital formation showed a 32 per cent increase in absolute terms
in 1985 compared to the previous year and as a proportion of GDP, it increased
from 30 per cent in 1984 to 36 per cent in 1985 reflecting the high increases in

both private and public investment.

IV. PUBLIC FINANCE

302. The budget for FY8B/67 provides for a total expenditure of M463.3 million
which is up 15 per cent or. the previous fiscal year. Of this amount PI197.9 million
is allocated for capital expenditure and M177 million for recurrent expenditure,
which together represent a 30 per cent increase over the FY65/86 appropriations.
Statutory expenditures at M83.3 million indicate a real growth compared to
FY85/86 (at M62 million), of which 92 per cent will go towards debt service
payments: interest payments of M35.7 million and repayments of principal of

M41.1 million.

303 A considerable drop in real terms is envisaged in government finance during
FY86/B7 due to a substantial fall in receipts from Lesotho's share of the conTnon
customs revenue pool estimated at M147 million down from M161 million in FY85/86.
Government revenue is heavily dependent on this source of income (averaging
60-70 per annum) and this fall will create a very wide resource gap. Recurrent
revenue is estimated at M241.2 million up 0.9 per cent in absolute terms over
the FY85/86 intake of M239 million but taking into account the current level of
inflation, this is considered a steep fall in real terms. The revenue short fall
will be made up largely from substantial increases in development grant:
M93.36 million; concessionary loans: M50.45 million and conmercial bank financing

of M78.23 million.
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V. EXTERNAL TRADE, BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND EXTERNAL DEBT

304. Following the sharp increase in exports of manufactures (textiles, clothing,
footwear, wool and mohair and canned food) total export receipts rose from M41.8

in 1984 to M47 million in 1985 while imports increased from KM639.8 million in

1984 to M756 million in 1985 accounting for 64 per cent of GNP. The upsurge in

imports is due to the high growth of final consumption expenditures induced by

increases in salaries of civil servants and by larger migrant worker remittances.
These remittances which finance the bulk of Lesotho's imports rose from M507 million
im 1984 to M600 million in 1985 or about 50 per cent of GNP.

305„ The current account of the balance of payments which suffered deficits from"
1981 to 1983 showed a surplus of M37.5 million and M30 million in 1984 and 1985,

respectively. This sudden shift is attributable to a sharp increase in unrequited

transfers, resulting from a big increase in Southern African Customs Union

compensation from M81.7 million in 1983 to M129.6 million in 1964. In 1985, the

current account surplus declined to M30 million as a result of only slight growth

in unrequited transfers and higher imports,

306, At end-1985, the total external outstanding public debt amounted to M4QQ million

compared to M248 million at end-1984 or a 55 per cent increase. The increase

reflects, to a large degree, the depreciation of the loti in 1985. Interest

payments made up 3 per cent of the average outstanding debt in 1985, while the

share of principal repayments was 8 per cent. About 85 per cent of the present
outstanding external debt was contracted on concessionary terms. The government

is taking very prudent measures to minimize its external debt obligations and to
keep debt service within manageable proportions.

VI. SECTORAL PERFORMANCE

A- Food and Agriculture

307, Lesotho recorded a bumper harvest of crops as well as increased livestock

production in 1985, Sorghum recorded a significant increase of 62 per cent from

33,768 tons in 1983/1984 to 54,823 tons in 1984/1985. Maize production
increased by 16 per cent to 92,400 tons, while output of beans at 2,500 tons

was double the 1984 production. However, wheat production was only 12,000 tons,

40 per cent less than in 1984.

30C, Despite the good performance of the past two years, the grain balance sheet

of the country leaves very much to be desired. For instance, the share of domestic

production of maize, wheat and sorghum in total supply has decreased considerably

since the bumper harvest of 1977/1978. By then.the tonnage of domestic supply

of these major cereals accounted for 64 per cent of total supply but dipped to

a mere 38 per cent and 39 per cent in 1982/1983 and 1983/1984 respectively.
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B. Manufacturing

309. Lesotho's manufacturing sector is relatively small contributing around
6 per cent to GDP in 1985. After a lull in 1983, the growth ot the sector re
bounded strongly in 1984 and 1985 recording rates of growth in value added of
44 and 31 per cent, respectively. This growth perforronce was brought about
by a favourable industrial environment and the efforts of the Lesotho National
Development Corporation (LNDC) in providing financial assistance to entrepreneurs
for the establishment and operation of small scale manufacturing enterprises.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEW PROGRAMME OF ACTION

310. With the assistance of UNDP, Lesotho organized a roundtable meeting with
donors from 14 to 17 May 1984 at which a Public Investment Progratrme (PIP)
costing some M490 million was presented. This meeting was follaed-up by
sectoral consultations for water and sanitation held 11-13 3une 1985. Special
sectoral consultations for integrated rural development and for employment
generation are planned for 1987.

•311 According to a recent government submission, total resource requirement for
Ini'lnplementltion of national program^s under the African Priority Programs
for Economic Recovery, 1986-1990, amounts 119.6 million. Of. this amount,
US25B.4 million is expected to be available leaving a revenue gap of USS561.2 million

VIII. MEDIUM-TERM PROSPECTS

312 The growth prospects for the Lesotho economy in 19B6 appear better than they
were in 1985. The rains that fell in 1985 resulted into a substantial improvement
in agricultural sector performance in 1965/1986. In addition the continued
expansion of private investment and the sustenance of growth in trade and industry
will beextremely vital to enhance the overall growth momentum. According to
ECA prelim™ estates real GDP is expected to record growth rates of 3.1 per
cent in 1986 and 2.8 per cent in 1987.
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I. OVERALL GFOfmi PERFORMANCE

313. Economic activity in Malawi in 1985 was less buoyant than in 1984. Peal
GDP increased by 2.8 per cent slightly below the 3.3 per cent growth rate
registered in 1984. The lower output growth in 1985 was attributed largely to
a combination of severe weather conditions and the lagged effects of comrodity
prices.

314 Heavy and prolonged rains produced mixed results for the agriculture sector.
While it enhanced food crop production it retarded output of cash crops. As a
result, agricultural output grew by a mere 0,9 per cent in 1985 compared to 5.6
per cent in 1984. This affected manufacturing output which showed a modest
increase of only 1.3 per cent in 1985 as compared to a rate of 2.6 per cent

increase in 1984. This sluggish growth in the key sectors had an unfavourable
impact on the rest of the economy and thereby depressed overall real GDP growth.

315 o The external trade position deteriorated in 1985 mainly because of low
comodity prices for Malawi's main export crops and the devaluation of the Kwacha
by 15 per cent in April 1985 which made import expensive. Consumer price inflation
accelerated due largely to the continuing external transport bottleneck. The
country s overall balance of payments deteriorated sharply recording a deficit
of MK104.7 million as compared to a surplus of MK91 million in 1984I

ii ■ mbjof. development prcbl&is smd policies

316. The Malawian economy is precaainantly agriculture-based and hence the
sluggish growth in the agriculture sector had an unfavourable impact on the rest
of the economy depressing total domestic output. A ccxrbination of prolonaed and
heavy rains and the lagged effects of low commodity prices adversely affected
agriculture production especially in the estate sector. As a result, the
growth rate declined in all the productive sectors especially in the cioemstic
resource-based manufacturing establishments.

317. Malawi's international trade outlets continue to pose serious problems to
economic activity. Malawi Pailways which carries the bul* of the country's
exports and iirports suffered greatly from the closure of the Beira and Nacala
rail links to the Indian Ocean. Inflation accelerated in 1985 to 15.1 per cent

^2L^Cent ^lm lar?ely aS a reSult Of hic3her frci*ht «** for^oorts.The devaluation of the Malawi Kwacha has escalated import costs and hence '
contributed to the inflationary tendencies in the economv. The budget deficit
has widened from K109.4 millicn in 19P''85 to i revised 1985/86 cstiirrto of
K115.9 million,, ' . ...

318. Implementation of the government's structural adjustment programs continued

^J^ ?°?? c*>3ective of increasing productivity and efficiency. A third
structural adjustment loan covering the period 1935/86 - 1988/89 has been
obtained from the Vfarlri Bank and drawings have already started
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EXPEMDITUFF CN GDP

319. Nominal GDP increased by about 10 per cent in 1985, a decline from the high
rate of 18 per cent in 1984. While real QDP slowed down, the growth of the GDP

deflator also decelerated to 8,1 per cent in the year, chiefly because of a

substantial decline in export prices,

320 e Consumer price inflation increased from 11 per cent to 15 per cent in 1985.

Total domestic supply grew at about 19 per cent due to the sizeable increases in

net airports which changed from a deficit of K45 million in 1984 to a surplus of

K93.4 million in 1985. This worsened position on the balance on aoods and

non-factor services was attributed to a combination of a slow-down in both
export prices and volumes and a substantial ixicrease in imports.

321e ^ the demand side, the rate of growth of total consumption was around 18

per cent in 1985 while as a percentage of GDP it increased from 83.4 per cent in

1984 to "89.3 per cent in 1985 due largely to increased private consumption. It
is estimated that the share of consumption will drop to 86.8 per cent in 1986.
As a result of the government's austerity measures, public consumption was
contained at virtually zero growth in 1985.

322. Fixed investanent absorbed a substantial proportion of the supply of goods
and services to the economy increasing nonimally by about 26 per cent. One
share of domestic savings in GDP declined from 16.6 per cent to. 10.7 percent
between 1984 and 1985 but expected to rebound modestly to 13.2 per cent in 1986.
Nonetheless, this considerable decline in domestic savings and of net long-term
capital inflows meant that a large part of the investment was financed by
drawing down on reserves,

IV. PUBLIC FINANCE

323. The revised budget estimates for 1985/86 indicate that recurrent revenue
plus grants amounted to K497.8 million, an increase of 16 per cent over the
original estimate of K429,2 million. This improvement in government receipts is
attributed to increases from all major tax sources. Total expenditure will
be K613.7 million of which recurrent expenditure claims K419.8 million while
development expenditure will account for K167.9 million and extra-budgetary
outlays another K26 million.

324 „ Despite improvements in the revenue account, the overall budaet deficit is
expected to record a 4 per cent increase to K115.9 million (6.2 per cent of GDP)
above the original estimate of Kill,7 million, Tto finance the deficit, the
government expects K73.5 million fron foreign loans and K42,4 million from
domestic borrowing,,

325. The 1986/87 budget estimate for total revenue is K564.4 million of which
recurrent receipts will provide K512.1 million and arants of K52.3 million. Cn
the expenditure side, the recurrent account will absorb K458.3 million and
development expenditure will take the remaining K136.1 million. The overall
budget deficit is expected, to be reduced by 31 per cent to K80 million (3.9 per
cent of GDP) compared to the 1985/06 revised estimate.
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V. EXTERNAL TRADE, BALANCE a*1 FRUITS AM) HXTEWX DEBT

326- The balance of payments out-turn in 1985 was worse than expected as the
deficits on both the current and capital accounts widened. The overall balance-
of-payments positixsn recorded a deficit of K104.7 million, compared to a surplus
of K91 million in 1984. Preliniinary estimates indicate a balance of raynents
surplus of K22.3 million in 1986.

327. In 1984, the current account deficit was only K22.7 million (0.9 per cent
of GDP) but deteriorated sharply to K185.8 million in 1985 (9.2 per cent of GDP).
Forecast for 1986 indicate a reduction in the current account deficit to K152.9
million. The surplus on merchandise trade was reduced by 40 per cent to K124.1
million in 1985 from a bigger surplus of K217.3 million in 1984. The smaller
trade surplus resulted from a 6.1 per cent fall in total exports fran K446.7
million in 1984 to K419.6 million in 1985 while import rose by 29 per cent to
K295.5 million in 1985 from K228.9 million in 1984. However, total merchandise
exports are projected to increase by 10 per cent to K475 million in 19B6.

?Sh ? non-factor services account recorded a deficit of K172.3 million in
1984 before widening to K217.5 million in 1985 and in 1986 the deficit is expected
to worsen to K245.6 million. The deficit on factor services also deteriorated to
K99.6 million from K81.2 million in 1984 due to large interest payments but a
decline in the deficit is eminent in 1986 to K92.8 million. The balance on net
long-term capital in 1985 was K49.3 million or 52 per cent below the 1984 level
It is estimated to increase to K207.5 million in 1986.

329. In 1985, total external debt of Malawi stood at K106.5 million with a debt

&£*^J^° °123;6 pQr Cent" ^ a result of n£9Otiations on rescheduling of
debt payments, the Government obtained a debt relief of Kll.7 million in 1985
SKt^ ^P^ented a considerable drop In relief measures compared to the

of K33.3 million. It was expected that the national debt service ratio
reased when the debt relif t ttl ^^f

llion. It was expected that t
have increased when the debt relief to parastatal

SECTORS PERFORMANCE

Food and Agriculture

by °-9 ^ cent to 1985 as a^^t 5.6 per cent

Although the general v^ather conditions were good for nost
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331. The growth of estate agriculture remained generally low at 1.2 per cent in
1985 as against zero growth"" in 1934. Despite the stimulus of relatively high
producer prices in 1984 and 1985, tobacco output declined by 5.2 per cent in
the south. Depressed internal prices were a major unfavourable factor for the

other two major estate crops, tea and sugar.

332. The provision of agricultural inputs during 1985 were generally good.
Sale of fertilizer,one of the most important input into small holder agriculture,

went up by 21 per cent as compared to the 1984/84 growing season.

Bo Manufacturing

333. Manufacturing output in 1985 increased by only 1.3 per cent compared to a

rate of 2.6 per cent in 1984. Reflecting the reduced growth in the agricultural

sector, output of large scale enterprises that process export crops declined by

5.4 per cent. Low growth in large scale agriculture were also responsible for

the marginal increase of 0.7 per cent in manufacturing output for domestic

consumption. The 1984 increase of 13.7 per cent for export industries

decelerated to only 7.6 per cent in 1985. Oily industries producing intermediate

and capital goods produced relatively high growth rates in 1985 as they were

stimulated by increased investment expenditure.

C. Transport and Communication

334. The performance of the transport sector also contributed to the slackened

growth. Output in the sector declined by 0.9 per cent, pulled down by a sharp

decline of '9.6 per cent in the air, rail and lake transport sub-sectors. This

fall reflected in part a further switch of freight movement to road transport

sub-sector which grew by 4 per cent. The traditional international trade route,

i.e. rail links to beira/^facala in Mozambique continued to be virtually closed

through out 1985 and the alternate "Northern Corridor" was only functioning

partially.

335 „ In the communications sector, demand for telephone service increased by

10 per cent during 1985 while connections went up by around 9 per cent from 18,251

at end-1984 to 19?856 at end 1985* International links were also improved.

International telephone exchange capacity was extended from 512 trunks to 1024

trunks and a facility for manual and automatic transmission provided.
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OF THE SNPA

336. In 1985 the government concluded negotiation with the Pforld Bank for a
Third Structural Adjustment Loan (SALIIIJ totalling US$114 million. The
IBRD/IDA will provide 28 million SDR? the special "facility for sub-Saharan
Africa contributing 38.7 million SDR and the remaining from bilateral donors.

337- In addition to this structural adjustment package, the Government continues
to implement the. three-year Extended Fund Facility Jorgramme aareed iwth the IMF
in 1983. Also the EEC will provide financial assistance to Malawi totallinq
114 million ECU under Lome III.

% I? Februaxv' 1986 Malawi organized a consultative group meeting in Paris
with the assistance of the T'forld Bank. The donors endorsed^Malawi•s adjustment
efforts, development strategies, and sectoral priorities and cormitted to assist
tne Government acquire the required capital inflows.

MEDIUM -TERM PP0SPH7TE

339. Forecast for 1986 show significant improvement in overall outout conditioned
on an expansion in agricultural production especially small holder"activities.

r^SS^ ^p.T^V3 Gxpected to «*»** f™ the 0.9 par cent growth rate
recorded m 1985 to 4.0 per cent in 1986. .^nail-holder agriculture is projected
to increase its output in current prices by K33.6 million to K837.8 million
^^ agriculture is also expected to show marked inprovement. The spill-over
ertects of increased output in agriculture to other sectors is eminent as

S^f^"^ pro:iected ^^ * manufacturing of 3.6 per cent and'the transport
sector by 4 1 per cent. Overall output in real terms is projected to grow at
4.2 per cent in 1986 as compared to 2.8 per cent in 1985. "
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MALI

I. OVERALL GROWTH PERFORMANCE

340. The Malian economy seems to have recovered during 1985-1986 from the economic

disturbances which followed the inflationary upsurge after Mali joined UMOA in June

1984. The resumption of normal rainfalx which revived the agriculture sector

triggered »ff relatively high economic growth in 1985. At 1981 prices, GDP rose

by 7.1 per cent and stood at CFAF 412.4 billion compared to CFAF 384.9 billion in

1984. But the economic re«#r*ry slowed down in 1986 when the growth rate of GDP

in real terms fell by 4.1 per cent. During the same period, the overall balance of

external payments and that of the budget improved despite the external debt burden

and stagnation in public revenue.

II, MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS AND POLICIES

341. During the period under review, the supply side of the Malian economy

remained dependent on the weather which determined the situation in agriculture

the main source of value added and a sector with a strong linkage effect on the

rest of the economy. Agricultural production for both cash and food crops was

revived as a result of the expansion of cultivated land and a more intensive use

of agricultural- inputs coupled with-Trormal rainfall.. However, the food situation

remained precarious because of difficulties in building up stacks stemming from

the. length of the lean period. Industries, whose activities depend on agricultural

performance did not react as expected to the recovery because they still had the

same problems of management and organization of production.

342. Generally speaking, most of Mali's problems centre around: (a) the persistent

imbalance and-the.State1s liquidity and external accounts problems despite efforts

to revive the economy; (b) the unsuitability of distribution channels tied in ^

with the imperfect nature of the market. Thus, with rest>ect to public finance,

during the 1985 and 1986 fiscal years, considerable expenditure on personnel

amounting to nearly 60.per cent «f all recurrent expenditure was incurred and a

considerable volume of debts matured while the resources of the Caisse aoutonome

d*amortissement were definitely inadequate.

'343. The restructuring excercise undertaken by the Government was somewhat

hammpered by: (a) the inadequacy and the unpreditability of incomes, based in

the main, on rural activities; (b) the lack.of accompanying measures such as

the placement of graduates; (c) problems in making savings of costs in the

State sector; (d) the fact that some external financial assistance was not provided

on time, and (e) the low liquidity of financial institutions such as the
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ffanque de developpement du..;MaXi (BDM) and the Comptes cheques postaux (CCP) which

did not make it possible to inject enough dynamism into the productive capacity

of the private sector. The loans portfolios of these two institutions were affected

by the heavy debt of publiccorpOratiOns and enterprises and broblems in cash
allocation which resulted in considerable transfers among accounts to liquidate

the current transactions of the State. Tus, on 31 December 1985, the debt due

to BDM by COMIEX and SEPON and SCAER were estimated at 6.2 billion and 7 billion

CFA francs respectively, '' ' ■ '

344. The external accounts still have deficits-although the situation began to
improve in 1984; this is due to the fact that they are mainly based on the cotton
industry and developments in food production.

345. The main imbalance in the distribution channels was identified in the cereals

market whose shortcomings with respect to the centralized mode of organization were

aggravated until 1984 by considerable declines in food production. The liberaliz

ation excercise did not result in flexible prices since they remained unattractive;
the producer's reaction to the announced prices was to become increasingly

discriminatory depending on their cash requirements and the particular period of
the season. It should also be pointed out that there are difficulties in

decentralizing the activities of the Office des produits agricoles du Mali (OPAM)

because of the absolute need to reduce operating expenses.

346. In view of the various imbalances, the Malian Government has begun implementing
an economic and financial recovery and reform programme backed by IMF stand-by

arrangements side by side with an economic reform programme concluded with the

United States of America on 17 September 1985. As far as public finances are

concerned,, the activities undertaken with IMF assistance aim at: (a) clearing up

the payments arrears of the public sector., improving revenue collection and

■ubstantially reducing expenditure; (b) as far as external payments are concerned,
the aim is to balance current payments. Thus, in addition to the redundancies in

the public service and the introduction of a selective hiring policy, the State
has^encouraged the voluntary departure of *00 civil servants spread out over a
period- of three years and supported by credit facilities, The UNDP is providing

financial assistance for the preparation of projects for private enterprises and a
reconversion and placement fund for those whoso departure trims the public service.

^ As^far as reforming the public nector is concerned, the Government • r'
has initiated a trimming exercise to. match objectives and areas of intervention

with costs and available resources. Support for a .minimum guaranteed producer
price and the redefinition of the supervisory role of the Government have made it
possible to maintain the level of even minimal productive activities which should
also be strengthened by the local counterpart fund for cereals, the programme

guarantee and monitoring fund and the establishment of a genuine investment budget.
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The implementation of the above-mentioned measures appears to give great

satisfaction to the donors. However, the Government still has financial difficulties

despite a marked improvement in the rate of revenue collection. There are also

social tensions as a result of the lack of r"apidly applicable accompanying measures

for compensating and/or placing those who were laid off from the civil service.

4 ... III. EXPENDITURE ON GDP

349. During the 1985-1986 period, the share of final consumption in GDP shrunk

from 89.2 per cent to 85.4 per cent. The share of private consumption declined

from 78.1 per cent to "76.5 per cent while that of public consumption fell from 11.1

to 9.9 per cent. The resources deficit also fell from 19.6 per cent in 1985 to

the equivalent of 15.4 per cent of GDP in 1986. The investment rate which stood

at about 30.2 per cent remained relatively high making it necessary to secure

external financing for capital formation amounting to 17.5 per cent of GDP per

year.

IV. PUBLIC FINANCE

350. According to the data available on the implementation of the 1985 budget as

at 30 September'1985, a clear improvement was noted in performance compared to the

same periodin the previous fiscal year as a result of the efforts made by the

tax assessment and collection services within a difficult economic climate as well

as cutbacks in expenditure. Thus, three months before the end of the financial

year, implementation rates were 65 per cent for revenue (CFAF 38 billion compared

to forecasts of CFAF 58.5 billion) and 66.5 per cent for expenditure totalling

CFAF 38.9 billion. Tax revenue accounted for 69.1'per cent of resources while

personnel costs dominated recurrent expenditure' with 53.8 per dent.

351. The attempts to achieve economic recovery were continued during the 1986

fiscal year. ,The measures taken led to: (a) a stabilization of expenditure on

salaries and scholarships at their 1985 level; (b) the establishment of a-genuine

investment budget; and9 (c) the harmonization of customs procedures for revenge

collection purposes. *

352. The budget surplus was forecasted to be about CFAF 100 million. This forecast

does nrt appear to have been achieved because of the crisis in the cotton industry

and problems in obtaining cash to settle some operating expenditures. However, the

deficit in the State's consolidated operations, when compared t» achievements was

considerably reduced to about 1.2 per cent of GDP in 1985 and 0.2 tier cent in 1986

as against 4.5 and 1.9 per cent in 1981 and 1984 respectively. The tax burden was

equivalent to about 9.5 per cent of GDP.

V. EXTERNAL TRADE, BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND EXTERNAL DEBT

353. Judging from the production statistics of cast) crops and information on

export earnings from the sales of cotton and gold, exports would appear to have

declined,by 6.6 per-cent in 1985 and 17.3 per cent in 1986 corresponding, respectively,

to earnings of CFAF 78.4 billion and 64.8 billion. The decline in cotton prices
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of more than 45 per cent [CTAF 335 per kilo in 1985-1986 compared to CFAF 615 in
the previous season) largely explains this trend aggravated by a decline in the
livestock trade because of the need tc reconstitute livestock after the losses of
animals during the'years of drought,

. 354o Imports (FOB) also declined by nearly 18 per cent in 1985 and 23 ner cent in
1986, i.e. CFAF 132 billion in 1985 and 101.6 billion in 1986. This decline in
imports waste mainly to: the decline in -w* ^4--f^-a^h^^^^n^<^^^ur:h

tLCtZ M ^Vnd/U^.f X!85 and 198C ^ich was the result of good rainfall
and the availability of considerable stocks of sugar; as well as the reduction in
oil and natural gas prices and the decline in the United States Dollar which
resulted in foreign exchange savings equivalent to CFAF 3.8 billion in'1985 and
2.7 billion in 1986.

355. Overall, the trade deficit was reduced from CFAF 77 billion in 1984 to CFAF
53.6 billion and 36.8 billion in 1985 and 1986 respectively. There was also an
.improvement in the balance of '^f^^^^-nt arrwrM- vi+h +^ jn«nu A
rrar cc >, v'-n- +. ,lrt >. x. •-.-.-™ . account vitn the deficit dropping, from
CFAF 55.4 billion to 40.4 billion. This recovery was the result of the favourable
showing on the balance of unrequired transfers which, on average, compensated
for 96.1 per cent of the deficit of the balance of services estimated'at CFAF 78.4
billion and 65.2 billion in 1985 and 1986.

356o The overall balance-of-payments deficit which was CFAF 65.1 billion in 1984
(excluding the consolidation of CFAF 75 billion by the French treasury which in
fact caused a surplus of CFAF 9.9 billion)was reduced to less than CFAF 20.7 billion
m 1985 and then it fell below CFAF 1,6 billion in 1986 as a result of net caoital
flews estimated respectively at CFAF 34.7 billion ana1 CFAF 38.8 billion. The
financing of thes., deficits was estimated at CFAF 6.8 billion and 2.7 billion
respectively of which CFAF 5..2 billion and 4.5 billion vere for the repayment cf
debts and CFAF 1.(3 billion vrene for payments of 1986 arrears.

357. The above reductions in deficits brought down the external debt servicing
ratio to 5.2 per cent in 1985 and 8.ff per cent in 1986 compared to 13 per cent in

1984. On the basis of available projections, about $V$ 76S9 million was probably
^lVf *> service the external debt in 1985 (261.7 million for the principal and
,JSUS15.2 million for interest). It is expected to rise to £US 89.8 million in 1986-
73.5 million for tlsc principal and 16.2 million for interest;

VI. SECTORAL PERFORMANCE , '

A. Food and Agriculture

358. In real terms this sector, which accounts for an average of 45.6 per cent of
GDP grew by 3.3 per cent in 1985 and 5.0.per cent in 1986 after experiencing an
annual average decline of 10.2 per cent between 1981 and 1984. Agriculture"and
stock breeding contribute, respectively, averages of 46.6 pnd 32.0 per cent of the
sector's production while fisheries and forestry account for the remaining 21.4
per cent. _. .

These performances are attributable to the clear upswing in agricultural
production which grew at an annula average rate of 7.2 per cent as a result of the
following factors: (a) improved rainfall; (b) greater supervision and supply of
more production inputs; (c*-the willingness of the farmers themselves to overcome
famine and achieve self-sufficiency in food; and, (d) the raising of producer prices.
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360. The danger of attacks by locusts and other pests that hung over the 1986-1987

crop season seems to have been contained despite the fact that considerable areas

of land, estimated at 400,000 hectares, were infected.

361. There were increases in production of all crops: 10 per cent for food crops

such as millet, sorghum and maize and 7.8 per cent for cash crops such as groundnuts

and cotton. Trends in production figures .show, however, that traditional methods

of farming predominate and that the productivity of the sector, which is heavily

dependent on rainfall, is low. Indeed, the production elasticity assessed on the basis

<rf the cultivated areas is only 0.10 per cent for food crops and 0.23 per cent for

cash crops. In addition to poor agricultural productivity, the marketing of food

stuffs is poor; this appears to be the result of the need to set up seed stocks

and to meet requirements during the lean- period and the fact that farmers are having

problems adjusting to the new foodstuffs market liberalization measures.

362. The unfavourable lifestock situation stems from the policy being promoted by

the authorities to limit the impact of drought which resulted in a decline of 10.6

per cent in real terms of the ralue added of the sector between 1981 and 1985.

However, an improvement of 6.9 per cent was recorded in 1986.

B. Industry

363. Th© breakdown nf value added-of this sector, which on the average-

accounted for- 12.7 per cent of GDP during, the period under review was as follows:

53.7 per cent for buildings and public works; 19.5 per cent for food industries;

11,1 per cent for handicrafts; 7,0 per cent fpr textiles industries; 5.5 per cent

■ for extractive industries and energy and 3.2 per cent for chemicals and building

materials industries. The sector as a whole grew, in real terms, by 32.9 per cent

in 1985 and 9.3 per cent in 1986, This increase in the value added of the sector

which follows a period of' stagnation and in some cases, a decline, is due-to: (a) the

improvement in production conditions of the textiles and food industries which

benefited from performances in agriculture; (b) an adequate supply of energy

following the filling of the Selingue dam; and, (c) the measures for restructuring

the parastatal sector which, following the opening of the capital of the Societe

dfequipement du Mali (SEMA) and the reconstitution of the operating funds of

TAMALI and COMATEX revived activities in the buildings and public works sector and

made a portion of the manufacturing industries profitable again.

364c Activities in the extractive industries sector were marked by a decline in

investments in the petroleum sector because of the decline in world prices and

difficulties in selling the gold produced at Kalana and Loulo at a profit. However,
prospects are promising.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEW PROGRAMME OF ACTION

365 „ As part of its implementation of the SNPA, Mali organized two roundtables with
donors for the economic recovery and development of Mali. The first was in December

1982 to finalize the financing of the 1981-1985 five-year plan and the second was
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in December 1985 for the financing of 12 priority projects. However, as a result
of increased pressure on public funds, attention appeared to have been shifted to
the priorities of the various financial recovery and reform programmes concluded
with the International Monetary Fund and the economic reform programme signed with
the United States of America.

366. Experience has showed the harmful effects of adjustment, stabilization or
restructuring programmes undertaken in most African least developed countries. The
market mechanisms are not adequate to manage growth and development in subsistence
economies. Indeed, although the level of growth in 1985 was substantial,'one of

the hopes of the Government for the implementation of the third stand-by arrangement
signed with the IMF was to secure support from donors for the cotton industry
■during the two or three upcoming seasons. Despite the good performances and
promises made to support production, the cotton sector was affected by the decline
in prices. The same thing happened with respect to the settlement of the public

debts estimated at 2.8 bUUon CFA francs for ~he 1^85 financial year,

i67p1QThe latest statistics on aid flows show a total net flow of gUS 316.6 million
for 1984 including gUS 95.9 million in concessionary aid and gifts the bulk of
which came from Development Assistance Committee (DAC) member countries.

VIII. MEDIUM-TERM PROSPECTS

368. Growth prospects for 1987 are expected to be lower than for 1986 with reaj.
GDP growth projected at 3.3 per cent. Growth rates are expected to decline by
at least half for all the sectors estimated at 2.5 per cent for the primary sector,
H.2 per cent for secondary production and 3.8 per cent for the tertiary sector.
The contraction in domestic demand should trigger off a rise in domestic savings.
However, a sharp deterioration is expected in the current account and the overall

;anon °f Pay?ents which should stand, respectively, at -73.3 billion CFA francs
and -39,7 billion CFA francs.
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OVERALL GKC5*EH PERFORMANCE

369 After a period of sustained growth during the 1960s, the econany of Mauritania
stagnated until the-mid-1980s. This situation was the result of recent years of
warfare and the low world market prices for iron, ore,a rajor foreign exchange
earner. However, with the implementation of austerity measures and improvement

dnclairatic conditions, rfeuritania's GDP <19fi2 constant factor costs) increased
at an average annual rate of 2 per cent in 1985-1986.

II. MfiJCR DEVKSJOPME3>?r PRCBCEflS AND POLICIES

370. In November 1985, the Government prepared in co-operation with the IMF and
the tforld Bank, an economic and financial recovery programme covering 1985-1983

I5ie. objectives of the prograrme

(a) to achieve and maintain a real growth rate of 4 per cent;

(b) to improve investment productivity?

(c) to balance the 19B6 State budcret and gradually to establish, a budget

which would cover 15 per cent of public investment in 1988;
(d) to reduce and bring down to 10 per cent of CDP the 1988 balance-of-

payments deficit.

371. Eased on a good performance rating under an IHF supported programme based on ar
agreement signed in 1965, another stondy-by credit of 12 million SDFS

$US14.1 million) vras provided to Jiauritania on 2S ^pril 1986 for a 12 subsequent

months.

III. EXPE-DIOJRE a^ GDP

372. Total consumption vhich accounted, fece IOC .G per cent of GDP in 19S4 increased
by 8.2 per cent in 1985 and by 1,4 per cent in 1986 or an average of around 88.0
per cent of Q3P, Private consumption alone accounted for 83 per cent of G£>PO

Fran -CO8 per cent of GDP in 1986, gross domestic savings accounted for 4E7 per

cent in 1985 and 11 per cent in 1986 thus providing for nearly half of total gross
investment,, Gross fixed capital formation, which had fallen by 21 per cent in

1985, went up by 26 per cent in 1986 ? accounting for 24 per cent of GDP at current

market prices. Imports of goods and services account for 73 per cent of (TSP
while exports account for 59.5 per cent, Ihese financial and trade deficits keep

economic development dependent on external inputs.
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IV. PUBLIC FINANCE

373. By pursuing a policy of austerity in. order to limit administrative expenses f

revising customs tarriffs and strengthening the tax-collection services,

Mauritania has been able this year to achieve a budget surplus of $698 million.

However, expenditure to pay off the foreign debt continued in deficit. In this

regard,, the foreign debt for 1986 has been rescheduled over nine years with four

years grace period following a Paris Club meeting held in mid-Hay, 1966 o

V\ EXTERHftL TRADE, BAIAMCF CF PAPISMS flND EXTERNAL DEBT

374. The trade surplus which amounted, to $US10.4 million at current prices in

1985 is reported to have increased to $US32.7 million in 1986. Food* aid annually
accounts for nearly 10 per cent of total imports while i*on ore and fish make up

more than 99*5 per cent of exports*

375. The services account deficit which hac1 in 1985 decreased by 5.8 per cent

as compared to 1984, increased in 1986 to $US7.4 million thus exceeding the level

of two years ago. The interests due have decreased, by $TJS0.1 million as compared

to 1985 in vhich year the decline was by $OS3J6 million.

376„. Even though increasing by 9.5 per cent, private and public transfers rerrain
too low to cope with the current account cleficit which has been constantly

declining since 1984 34.7 per cent in 1985 and. 15 per cent in 19S6, The

overall balance-of-payments deficit increased by 8O3 per cent in 1985 and 33O5

per cent in 1986 to equal 17.7 per cent of GDP, The net financing required is

calculated at $US88 million. After rescheduling, debt servicing "{interests and
principal) declined from $US199,6 million or 29,6 per cent of GDP to $US65.9

million or 9.C per cent of (DP bringing total external financing required to

$US153.9 million,, Of this amount, 35,7 per cent is financed out of current

official development assistance and 73,6 p&r cent financed out of capital inputs
thereby achieving a surplus of $US1484 million.

VI. SECTORAL- PEBEOTMRNCE

A. Food and agriculture

377, Traditionally, Mauritania has. a rural econany with a predominant livestock

subsector that provides a livelihood for the bulk of the rural population. Very

substantial quantities of cattle are exported. Livestock grazing accounts annually

for more than 16 per cent of GDP., However, in 1982/83 and"in 1983/84f grazing
land was so reduced that cattle could not be kept and had to migrate or dk
by starvation if not by large-scale slaughtering.
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376. Progrfcsaiv&ly, irrigated farming is taking the place of traditional rain-fed

fanning. However, the process is being held back by the unresolved, problems of

the l-ianantali c&m. which have to do with power distribution p agricultural develop

ment and navigability of the river. In 1982-1984, the consumable harvest,

barring losses and processing, was 15,000-20,000 tons which covered less than

10 per cent cf the country's needs.

379 . In 1985 F the rains which were satisfactory both in quantity and distribution

produced a harvest of 75e000 tons, Nrnctheless,, this output covered only 25

per cent of consumer needs. This year, Mauritania's emergency food aid needs are

estimated at nearly 100 f 000 tons of cereal. Food imports and aid continues to be

necessary to feed the people of Mauritania. However, the food aid which was

distributed free of charge in past years has negatively affected the grain produce

market. For this reason a fcod--for-wc-rk programme co-ordinated by the food
security ccrmis'sirii and irriplcrenter;. with the technical assistance of lecal miniter

ministries anC authorities was acbptc;* in a?y 1985 t ; put" an-end ts feer ."'Gpendency.
Fishing provides mere than half tho ttrl cxpr rts. In 1984, the fic^ire was

50 .V4 per cent, in 1985 it was -19,2 per cent ?jt1 was 51.2 per cent in 1986.

E. Industry

380= Generally, industry has remained little developed and unprofitable because

of errontious investment decisions. The mining sector, that of iron in particular,

constitutes the main source of exports for the econany. Towards the end of the

1960s, it contribute*:' 30 por cent of CUP. In the late 1970s, it was providing

11 per cent and since 1984 has been providing more than 14 per cent- Other

minerals are copper (the production of which was stopped in 1978 and. should be

resumed in 19G7), gypsum and phosrhates which have yet to be exploited= The

1985-1983 public investment programme accords priority to the maintenance of the

existing plants and. the intensification of mineral and petroleum production.

VII. TRAMSPORT fiND

381. Ihe 'friendship pert1 located a few kilonetres fran JTouachkchott received its

first ships this year. It eliminates the transit of imports through Dakar which

is 600 km. away and could serve ?iali -whui the 'road of hcpec being built is

Since the beginning of January, telephone subscribers in EJouackchott,

Fosse and Akjoujt have direct access to automatic international and

domestic connections.
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VIII, HiPLEMEMTATiai CF 3HE SUBSTiOTIKC, TO? PFOGKAMME OF

382 <, The results achieved v?ith external assistance are -very encouragingo The debt
rescheduling and LDC club rreiribership of 1986 augur for the coming years a

rehabilitation and recovery of the econony* As far back as 1985, Mauritania

received fron the United. Nations system more than $U53C million. One third of this

vras provided under technical assistance, another third under food aid and the

rest under development assistance.

IX. MH3IUTC-TER-5 PPOSPFCTS

383, The basic problems of Mauritania lie in the fact that being an agricultural

country, its third economic and social development plan cave priority to

infrastructures (50 per cent of investment) viule its, fourth development plan gave

priority to the zoning sector anc infrastructure by providing them with 31 and

20 per centj respectively,of the overall investment. In contrast with these policy

orientations of the past, the 1985-1988 econcraic and financial recovery plan

accorded priority to the Oevelcpnent of agricultural production (36.6 per cent)

rural and uifcan water supply (22.7 per cetnj and with the benefits expected to

accrue frar« the l-lanantali dam, augur for the coming years a radical drop in the

need for food aid if not actual food, self sufficiency.
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L OVEPALL GIOHH PERFORMANCE

384 „ In 1985-19S6, Niger went through economic and fianncial difficulties

characterized bys (a) a marked decline in the world prices of uranium, the
nain export product of the country which widened the trade balance deficit?

(b) a heavier external debt-servicing burden which reached a record level of

nearly 47 per cent of export earnings despite the fact that the payments ware

rescheduled several times and the Governments introduced considerable readjustment

measuresc

385, Thusp after four consecutive years of negative growth between 1901 and 1984 ,

the GDP at 1980 prices, improved considerably in 1385 when it registered a growth

rate of 11.0 per cent„ In 1986? however, its growth rate fell to 5.6 per cent.

In real termsf the GDP in 1985 was CPAF 460.2 billion and CF&F 486.0 billion in

1986.

II. MAJOR DEVELOPMENT FRQHUE4S £KD POLICIES

386 o Niger has three types of probleross {a) problems relating to the physical

environment? (b) institutional problems? and (c) problems of management. One

physical problems have to do with adverse weather conditions such a& persistent

cycles of" drought and very high temperatures. 'Xhey have hampered the activities
of the rural sector which provides the bulk of value added and is the main source

of durable growth. The decline in agricultural production and the loss of a

considerable portion of the country's livestock affected all sectors of the

economys almost all the agro-industriesr particularly oil mills, came to a

standstill, food imports rosQ sharply and caused an imbalance in external payments

and many people moved to Northern Nigeria and Ttorthern Benin,.

387„ As a result of the uranium boon,, the State created relatively cumbersome

institutional structures, was omni present in alrnost all sectors of the economy

and hired a plethora of civil servants. As a result, an expanded system of

subsidies was set up to offset the losses of the state sector; this created
considerable distortions in the price structure and drove up current expenditure .-

particularly wages, to a level that the public finance structure of a low-incomG

economy could not support.

388, As far as human resources management was concerned, the policy which was

adopted to promote the private sector did not create enough jobs to reduce the Govern

ment expenditures eSome mistakes were xrade with respect to the allocation and
maintenance of physical and financial capitals large infrastructural projects

were implerroited mostly in the urban centres at the expense of directly productive

sectors and as a result of the reduction in capital expenditure, the existing

capital stock became obsolete.
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389. The relatively ambitious investanent policy which was pursued until 1983

resulted in considerable official debt to local financial institutions and to the

outside world. Overall, the above-mentioned imbalance in public finance was

confounded by a persistent deficit in external payments which were rrainly dependent
en the activities of the modern sector and on uranium prices „

390, In order to deal with the various constraints, the Government of Niger

adopted in 1983 drastic measures initially designed to reduce dcemstic and

external financial imbalances, she measures were supported by three stand-by

arrangements concluded with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and a

structural adjustment programme concluded with the Vforld Bank worth about $US16

million which was to take effect on 1 npril 1986 „

391 o Government action in 1985-1906 fecussed on (a) the management of public

finances,, (b) agricultural policy, and (c) the strengthening of the countryIIs

physical find human resources capacity. Ihe reform of public finances covered

both expenditure and the mobilization of resources by (a) reducing current
expendituret {h} adopting a rolling triennial programmes approach to public

investments ? (c) mcbilizing domestic resources particularly by strengthening

tax collection structures and making them iruch more efficient, and (d) ensuring

that the external loans contracted v?auld not affect the country 1Js ability to

honour its debt-servicing cenmitments.

392 o The freeze in the recruitment of some categories of civil servants and the
introduction of charges for the use of public services generated sane savings.

However,, the growth rate of capital expenditure which was 3 per cent in 1985-1936

was well below the target objective of 10 per cent. The investments programme

adopted for 1985-1986 and 1987-1988 which vras geared to the directly productive

branches and the maintenance of existing socio-economic infrastructure was

already higher than the objectives set in terms of investment rates (15.9 per

cent in 1985 and 1986) „ Finally, a value added tax wasxintroduced and the* tax
on petroleum products was revised as a result of the reform of the system of

taxation,

393. Ihe new policy on indebtedness vfoich was designed to offset the decline in

the supply of external credit resulted in less borrowing fron abroad and greater

domestic borrowing. Ihe State gradually withdrew from public enterprises and

opened up the capital of the major state enterprises and corporations., markets

were liberalized and a restrictive price subsidies policy was introduced „

394 „ &s a result of the agricultural policy implemented during the period under
review, the noiopoly of the office des procuits vivriers due Niger (Oral) on the

marketing of grains was withdrawn since the Office had to set up a secutiry stock

of not more than GO,000 tons, "ihe policy made producer prices purely indicative,

liberalized grain imports and exports, abolished subsidies on the prices of

agricultural equipment and restructured agricultural credit institutions.
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111 = EXPENDITURE CN GDP

395 0 <jfa£ serious economic recession of 1384 caused a sharp decline in the rate
of investments to 1,3 per cent as against 11.4 per cent in 1933 and a decline
in domestic savings equivalent to 4.5 per cent of GDP for a deficit in resources

of about 5O8 rxsr cent of GDP, In 1985 and 1986 public consumption levelled off

at around 12.7 per cant of GDP while private consumption shrunk to about 82 , 3

per cent of GDP as a result of the control of public spending and redundancies

which cut dewn the disposable incases of households. During the saxm period,

the investrnent rate grew in real terms frou 11=8 to 13.3 per cent while domestic

savings rose by the equivalent of 5*9 per cent of GDP to 10oe per cent? thus,

the external financing required for capital formation declined from the equivalent

of 5.9' per cent to 2,7 per cent of Q?o Overall, out of a GDP of CFAF 460.2

billion in 1985 at 1980 prices F CFAF 432 „ 9 billion went into censurrptien and

CFAF 54.3 billion into investments? the resources deficit was CFAF 27 billion.

In 1986, those aggregates were CFAF 436 billion, CFAF 435,9, CFAF 63.2 and
CFAF 13.1 billion respectivelyo

IV. PUBLIC

396, -xho 1SC4-12S5 budget deficit was CETF 300 million particularly as a result
of the decline in tax revenue of 2 A per cent? expenditure grew by 12 „ 2 per

cent. In 1935-1986/the budget surplus of CFAF 4o0 bullion* at 31 March 1986
deteriorated by the end of the fiscal year (30 September 1986} despite the budget
austerity rn^asures implemented by the Gcwernment. She projected deficit was to

be about CFA? 5,9 billion, iBe.f earnings of CFAF 74 billion and spending of
CFAF 79.9 billicn. However, the ratio of taxos to GDP which retrained relatively
low accounted for an average of 0.2 per cent of GDP.

397, 'Ihe constraints affecting the State budget of Niger includes (a) the heavy-

dependence en earnings derived from activities of the modern and external trade

sectors which have declined sanewhat -ever the past few years ? (b) extensive

borrowing at ccranercial rates to support the five-year development plan and offset

the decline in uranium earnings? (a) the weakness of the revenue base aggravated

by the freeze in salaries.;, (d) the unsuitability cf the value added tax system
which was portly responsible for the decline in ocononic activity^ and (e) the

inefficiency of the State sector „ There \*is also a deterioration in capital

stock as a result of the levolling off in capital expendituren

EX3EBKAL TRADE, mUWCE OF SaXMENTS AND EXTETOWj DEBT

398 • Durirjg the 1985-1966 period, fcwc t^pes of cenrodities accounted for more
than 96 pat cent of Migex's exports^; tiiey were uranium, Wiich accounted for
85,3 per cant of expert earnings and livestock products which provided 10.7
per cent of such earnings. These two groups of products depend on factors beyond
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the control cf the Governrtsent of Niger i.e., world derrand and prices for uranium

and weather conditions for livestock products. Cn the whole, expert earnings
should begin to increase considerably in 1986 to CFAF 130.1 billion after a
decline of 15,3 per cent in 1985 to CEAF 112.6 billion which corresponded to a
decline in uranium earnings of 4.6 per cent and of livestock earnings of 16.7
per cent.

399. Ifce cenpositien and volume of irrpcrte depend on weather conditions. Foodstuffs
energy products and raw materials and capital equipment accounted respectively for

an average of 23,5 per cent, 20o5 per cent and 25,2 per cent of imports,, The

decline in manufacturing activities resulted in a stabilization of the oil bill.
Thus, iirports declined, by about 11,1 per cent in 1986 as a result of good
harvests and the selective imports policy introduced by the Government. Ihe value
of imports consequently dropped to ™l& 141.3 billion as against 158.9 biliicn in
1985. Mote should also be taken cf the inportance of the budget line cn other
imported products (which account for an average of 30.8 per cent of the total)
cn which little information is available.

400, The sharp decline in export earnings in 1985 caused a trade deficit of
about QTM1 46c3 billion and resulted in a 70,3 per cent coverage of iirports by
exports. The situation was expected to iirprovo in 1986 and bring the deficit
down to CF£F 11.2 billion and raise the rate of coverage cf imports by exports
to about 92.1 per cent.

r

401. ^he deficit in the 1985 trade haiance was aggravated by the deficit in
services with an increase of nearly 02 per cent in unrequited transfers
(mainly grants) „ Ihus, the deficit in current payments more than

doubled to OF?F 25.7 biliicn'as against CF&F 10D5 billion in 1984. In 1985, net
capital flows remained re3.atively lev causing a total overall deficit of CFAF 16.6
billion financed, largely through drawings on r-ff1 resources „ The clear reduction
in the current payments deficit in 1586 ves not supported by significant capital
movements. rIhe overall deficit was therefore reduced by CFflF 1.5 billion cnly.

402. Niger's balance-of-naynients problems are linked in the main to the its
heavy dependence on uranium because the food self-sufficiency policy initiated by
the Government seems to have brought foodstuffs iirports under control. Capital
inflows in 1985 and 1986 were not enough to cover the debts contracted during the
uranium boon,

403 „ Bis volume and servicing of the external public debt remain critical despite
the fact that the Club de Paris agree:! to reschedule debt payments in 1983,
1984 and 1985 and the taidcn Club also agreed to such an exercise in 1984 e Such
rescheduling reduced the debt servicing ratio from 34 „ 5 per cent to 32 „ 2 per cent
in 19^3, 46.5 per cent, 30.5 per cent in 1984 and 46.9 per cent to 33O3 per cent
in 1985. Mthough the rescheduling exercises produced an upturn in short-tenr
public investments P they nevertheless rnortgaae the country's solvency in the
medium-term particularly because of relatively high interests on overdue payments.
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According to available estimates., the total outstanding external pjblic

debt increased frcri CF£F 400 billion in 1984 to 438,6 billion in 1985? only

CFAF 51.5 billion was repaid in 1984 and CFftF 48.3 billion was repaid in 1985O

CFAF 66 billion and 60,5 billion were required to service that debt before the

rescheduling exercises in 1984 and 1985 respectively, i.e., CF&F 43 = 2 and 43

billion respectively-after the rescheduling. "£he decline initiated in 1985 and

■which appears to have continued in 1986 should be credited to both the rescheduling

exercises and the selective policy follow^ by the Government with respect to

the financing of projects from external resources„

VI. SECTORAL EEHPORffiNCS

A. Food and agriculture

405 o The agriculture sector is the most important in the economy and accounts for about
45.4 per cent of GDP formation, 20 per cent of export earnings and 15 per cent of

public spending. In addition, it provides a livelihood for 80 per cent of the

population „ It is dominated by subsistence faming and is heavily dependent on

the vicissitudes of the weather. Thus, the abundant and veil distributed rains

that fell in 1985 and 1986 triggered off a recovery in agricultural production

and a rehabilitation of the livestock population after the 1983-1904'and 1984-1985
periods of drought. Between 80 and 90 per cent of the grazing land in the

livestock breeding areas became useable again. However, heavy locust attacks

that destroyed areas of up to 350f000 hectares around Oaallam, Filingu€, Tahcua

and. Joure affoctet1, the harvests.

406c After increasing by nearly 57-1 per cent in 1965, foodstuffs production
declined slightly during the following crop season, ffhe harvests of millet,

sorghum and boons were satisfactory irainly because of financial support and

supervision provided by the Government as part of its feed self-sufficiency policy*

As a result of such assistance, the land used to grow cash crops whose production

stagnated ves planted with food crops o

407„ In real terms, the agriculture sector recorded growth rates of 17.3 and 6.7
per cent in 1985 and 1986 as against ~ 12 „ 9 per cent in 1984. The growth rate of

agriculture fell by 19 „ 9 per cent to only 1 per cent while that of stock, breeding

declined from 19=9 per cent to nearly 12 per cent<

Bo Industry

408 o This sector continual to be dominated by the production of uranium; Niger
is the tenth world producer and fifth exporter of the metal which accounted for

about 7 o 7 per cent of GDP forration airing tho period under review and registered

an average annual growth rate of about -3.2 per cant, The slump which has affected

the world uranium, market for a number of years brought about a stagnation in
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delivery prices f a decline in production from 3354 tons in 1984 to 3179 tons and

then 2917 tons in 1985 and 1986 while sales recovered somewhat in 1986 after a

decline of about 13 = 7 per cent in 1985,

409 „ Uranium is still a strategic product in the investment policy of Niger, The

Government was compelled to scale down its investment programme following the sharp

decline in prices and a contraction in the demand for uranium ore. However, prospects

in the mining sector are still bright? there are considerable reserves of

molybdenum, coal, iron, cassiterite and traces of oil in the eastern Niger Paver
basin and the Lake Chad basin.

410 „ Ihe activities of manufacturing industries are still small in volume and

accounted for about 1=6 per cent of GDP during the period under review. They

were hampered by the snail size of the local market which was linked to the small
population and low incases,, the land-locked nature of the country and its

consequences on production costs, the shortage of raw materials particularly in

periods of drought and the shortage of management and supervisory staff. Ihe

installed capacity of almost all the agro-industries is considerably under-utilized.

Overall,, the activities of manufacturing industries declined in real terms from

15 = 0 per cent in 1985 to 2O9 per cent in 1986. The State is using the OPEN and

Centre des Metiers d'Art programmes to proirote the very c^namic handicrafts sector,

411O Niger is still heavily dependent on imported energy products. She coal mine

which was carKnissioned in 1980 supplies coal almost exclusively to mining companies,,

Shis resulted in considerable deforestation. During the period under review, the
energy sector, **dch accounted for about 2.1 per cent of GDP, grew at an annual

average rate of 12.5 per cent, Ihe building and public works sector is the one

that benefitted most from the economic boon brought about by the uranium boom and

the considerable public investments derived from uranium earnings o Over the past

few years^ there was a decline in activities? the growth rate in real terms was
14.5 per cent in 1986 as against 16.2 p^r cent in 19G5 and the annual average

contribution to GDP was around 3.7 per cent.

VII o JKHLE^SNTATIOM OF SHE SUBST£1TTXRL MI3? FH0GRRM4E O

412. Niger, has not yet organized any review meetings. Ihe most recent account

of external aid flows to Niger dates back to 1984. It shows the predominance
of aid frcm the Development Assistance Carcnittee (DAC) nottoer countries.

Overall external financial assistance has been declining since 1901; it fell from

$US371.2 rrdllicn to 139,7 million in 19G4 particularly as a result of the decline
of more than 92 per cent in assistance from OP^3C nember countries between 1982 and
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1984 and tiie deterioration in ncn-a^cessional aid flews. She catpDsiticn of .aid

flews shows :(aj the dat^rminaticai • of the State to reduceits dependence en i ~

external loans and {b),-jBa£■ willlngnjSss^^-'vdco^''doiM^^-to increase the portionj
of grants which rose from 35.9 per cent in* 19&1 to 87*3.-per cent in 1984 even ■-

though that increase was not enough to meet external capital requirements. Mftie

declining* trend in net flows of non-concessional aid which begun in 1984 steins

from the considerable external copirdtaBnts and the arrbiticus public investments

programme iirplemanted during the urar).iurfi bocmo

413o According to the initial estimates available for 1985, Niger's external

financing, requirements were probably CFIXF 90e2 millplcnr they were covered by
CF2\F 58ol billion in grants, CFPF 11A billion in:nfcn-ncnetary capital, GF.AF 4.3

billion^ in-net menetary capital and CFAF 20 billicn in miscellaneous financing
of which (MF 17,8 billicn want into reschedulina the external clebt*

VIII = riEDIUi'I-rIrEPf-i PROSPECTS

414. Bccnonic qrewth is expected tc i>e rna'ihtained. at the saijug. level iB 1986-1987

as in 19S5--I936 vTith a real GDP grpwth rate' "of about 5O^ per'cent/ Foodstuffs

production' should remain at the sane level while uraniu^i sales should,increase
by about 5 per cent. Substantial capital mdveraents are expectai to bring down the
overall balance~of-payments deficit to about CFAF 12 billion despite the

deterioration in,title..tra^. balance deficit and in the current payments deficit*

ttie main constraint wilj'.still be the servicing of the external debt which"would
require fresh rescheduling exerciser

415. TSiese projected trends take into account the uncertainties of agricultural

production as well as the slow down in the crewth rate of the livestock sector as

the livestock herds are built up again e Ibey are also based on the best '

perfonnances expected from the adjustment measures and the iJicrease in the portion

of investments in the directly productive sectors „
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I. OVERALL GEa/ffi PLEFOHMANCE

416= She growth performance of the Rwandese economy during the period 1982-1984
have been less than satisfactory. GDP (at constant 1980 factor cost) grew by an
average jo£ 1% per annum-during this period. However, the economy experienced a
recovery in 1985 when GDP rose by 4.5% as against a steep decline of 3.6% in 1984.
It is estimated that GDP increased by 4.6% in 1986 as a result of some big push coining
from key sectors: agriculture with a growth rate of (6%), manufacturing (3.1%),
construction (5.9%),commerce (3.6%) and services (3.4%).

II. MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PROBLJSviS AND POLICIES

417. Rwanda's economic performance is dulled by two major constraints: its land-
lockedness which intensifies the country's vulnerability to transit neighbours and
a high population gixwth. About 90% of the country's external trade are transitted
through nei^ibouring countriess Uganda, Kenya, Burundi and Tanzania. As such any

disruption on these routes (such as the civil strife in Uganda) can be detrimental
to the smooth functioning of the economy. For instance, transport costs more than
doubled between 1977 and 1980 which made imports very expensive and led to inflationary
pressures notably sharp price increases of consumer goods.

418 „ On the other hand, a high population growth rate of 3.7% per annum puts an
enormous pressure on the land, riie agricultural sector occupies 95% of the population
and average agricultural acreage under cultivation per family is about 1.03 ha. The

soil is deteriorating rapidly through extensive exploitation and erosion. Agricultural
production is also weakened by inadequate supply of inputs (notably improved seed
varieties and fertilizers).

419 „ The government had announced that it will continue to strengthen the UMUGANDA

schemes (the ad-hoc mobilization of the population for public works) throu^iout the

country. E^ch citizen is expected to give one day a week to UMUGANDA. These schemes

concentrate on the development of social services, such, as: the building of schools,

the extension of the water supply and the expansion of health centres. In 1984,
UMUGANDA1 s contribution to GDP was estimated at $10 million and the schemes also

contributed Rw fr 10 billion towards the Rw fr 125 billion 1982-1986 investment plan.

III. EXPENDITURE OK C3DP

420, Total consumption which represented about 99% of GDP in 1985 grew by 3.3% in 1986

compared to growth rates of -1.9 and 3.9% in 1964 and 1985, respectively. Public

consumption levelled-off at 16% of GDP over the same period as a result of government's

stringent control of public expenditures. On the other hand, the share of private

consumption in GDP increased from 79% in 1981 to 82% in 1985 but expected to

decelerate to 80% in 1986. The overall average propensity to consume of 97% in

1986 leaves only 3% for domestic savings whereas the gross fixed investment/GDP

ratio was about 19%.
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IV. PUBLIC FINANCE

421 • Since 1983, the government had been implementing an austerity programme with ,
IMF's assistance. However, there had been noticeable pressure on the budget lately

as evidenced in 1985 when recurrent expenditures increased by 1% over the 198U
actuals as well as a 15$ increase in development expenditures: Rw fr l6.Ul billion
and Rw fr 2.86 billion, respectively. Total expenditures in 1986 is estimated at
Rw fr 22.35 billion. The development budget has been set at Rw fr 3.6 billion, ■
to be funded mainly by the sale of bonds and internal borrowing.

422 c t^e total cost of the investment envisaged in the 1982-1986 development plan

is estimated at Rw fr 125 billion, of which Rw fr 23 billion (or 18%) was to be
provided by the government* However9 given the trend in government outlays up

to 198U, which amounted to an average of only Rw fr l.h billion, it seems unlikely
that actual government contrxbutions to the investment programme would have been

realized by end-1986. This explains the country's increased recourse to foreign
aid and soft loans to meet the overall targets of its development plan.

V. EXTERNAL TRADE, BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND EXTERNAL DEBT

423. Rwanda's external trade balance has been consistently in deficit throughout

the 198O-198U period. The total value of exports was around Rw fr 1^.5 billion in.,19
while imports were valued at Rw fr 27-9 billion. This yielded a trade deficit of
Rw fr 13.h billion in 198U. The balance on services has always recorded a structural

deficit, mainly as a result of the land-lockedness of the country. The increasing
high transport costs, which is also partly explained by the rise indomestic prices
of petroleum products combined with the difficulties of transiting imports and

exports through neighbouring countries, has contributed to the poor showing in

the country's external trade.

424. The deterioration in the trade balance was somehow attenuated by official
transfers as well as improvement on the capital acount with a high inflow of

concessional loans. Het changes in foreign reserves reached $10U million in
November 1985 compared to $111.96 million in November 198U.

425. External debt as at end-June, 198U, was Rv fr 23.6 billion, but debt service
remains within manageable proportions at $12 million (7.5$ of export earnings).

VI. SECTORAL PERFORMANCE . ■■

(a) Agriculture

426.Agriculture occupies 95% of the population, a share of h2% in GDP and accounts

for 8O5S of the country!s export earnings. Food crop production increased from 5-V
million tons in 1981 to T.k million tons in 1985. The main food crops are plantain,
sorghum, maize, sweet potatoes, cassava and beans. However, the rapid population
growth occasioned an excess demand over domestic food supply in 1985 which led the

government to import well over 50 thousand tons of cereals.
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127. The objectives of the Five Year-plan (1982-1986) was to achieve an overall
average annual growth rate in food production of 3-5$ based on an assumption of

2.6% population growth rate. But the population is growing at 3.7^, which was
higher than the anticipated rate of increase in food production which implies that
per capita food production deteriorated sharply.

J28o As for cash crops 3 coffee production reached 32,1*00 tons in 198U and 30,000 tons

in 1985. Provisional figures for tea production are: 837OO tons in 198U and 9,U00
tons in 1985. Production of other industrial crops: pyrethrum extract and quinquina
bark-progressed very slowly during the I98H and 1985 growing seasons. In 1983, the

estimated animal population: 6^7,000 catties9 139,000 pigs, 352,000 sheep and
ls0l69000 goats.

429. Forestry is constituted of 13,000 ha. of natural forest, 80,000 ha. of

artificial forest, and 73000 ha. of planted savanna. This does not satisfy the

needs of the population for fuel wood and other requirements and as such the

government is encouraging the replanting of trees.

(b) Industry

■330o The industrial sector in Rwanda is very small and produces mainly for local
consumption. Some agricultural export commodities, notably coffe and tea, are semi-

processed locally. A I98I survey revealed that there are more than 100 manufacturing

enterprises, some of which are foreign owned. Growth of the industrial sector *.

is limited by the small domestic market^ shortages of foriegn exchange for importing
raw materials and irregular supply of electricity.

(c) Services

431. The services sector which includes international transport and communication,

general domestic trade and tourism has performed quite well in 1985' The recovery

in the tea and coffee exports increased transport activities towards the seaports.

The government has been pushing the construction of a 120 km tarmac road between

Kayonza (east Kigali) and Kakitumba (on the border with Uganda). But there are

delays in the completion of the project caused by financial difficulties emanating

from the reluctance of some donors to participate in the project. However, the

Bixth highway roject (1986-1988) has been granted additional finance from BADEA

($7-6 million), the World Bank ($11.0 million), UNDP ($1.0 million) and Prance

(^UOOsOOO). The completion of this highway will improve freight movements via Uganda.

Canada is donating an aircraft to Air Rwanda together with spare parts and training

arrangements for Rwandan pilots and technicians at a cost of *U.iil million. The

government is also considering the possibility of installing a $68 million television

network.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEtf PROGRAMME OF ACTION

432. UNDP assisted the government of Rwanda to organize a Roundtable Conference with

donors in December 1982. The Government's submission consisted of succint analysis

of the country1 development strategies and policies backed by an investment programme

costing Rw fr 237 billion. According to ECA's assessment of resource flows in the

context of the SNPA3 external assistance flows based on donor commitments at the

Roundtable has not been commensurate with the funding requirment of the programme. In ?.9c5

total cumulative flow of external aid on concession terms was only around $200

billion over a four year period.
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VIII. MEDIUM-TERM PROSPECTS

433. The improvement in the security situation in southern Uganda ushered well for

regular deliveries of coffee to the Port of Mombassa. The impact of the Brazilian

drought on prices is now expected to endure until 198?. With an initial quota of «/

U70,000 bags (of 60 kg) of coffee and accumulated stocks betweenl00,000 and

150,000 bags, Rwandan foreign currency earnings should rise significantly especially
from -arabica coffee exports. If such high export tonnage flows out in 1987, government
revenues would increase substantially and there should be a significant improvement

in the balance of payments position. According to ECA preliminary estimates, real
GDP (constant 1980 factor cost) is expected to grow by h.€>% in 1986 provided the
anticipated 6% growth in agriculture is realized.
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SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE

I. OVERALL GROWTH PERFORMANCE

434. Except for 1982, the economy of Sao Tome and Principe has been declining
since 1980. In 1985, GDP at constant factor cost declined by 4.4 per cent. This
slow-down which continued in 1986 has been due mainly to the decline in production *

and prices of Cocoa, the main agricultural product, which account for 40 per cent
of GDP. Per capita GDP fell drastically from #US 486 in 1980 to gUS 328 in 1984.

II. MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS AND POLICIES

435. Sao Tome and Principe is one of Africa's smallest, poorest and most isolated
island country in the Gult of Guinea. A major deterrent to the economic progress
of the country is its mono-commodity dependence. With the mass departure of the

Portuguese after independence, which bereft the country of skilled and managerial
personnel, cocoa output, which, on average accounts for 90 per cent of export

earnings, dropped from 11,586 tons in 1973 to 4,640 tons in 1976. Production was

improved to 7,376 tons in 1979 but low world market prices for Coeoa since 1977/78

had^resulted into a slump in export earnings. The country could not afford

agricultural inputs such as fertilizers and other necessary equipment for the

Cocoa Estates, hence production began to fall again. The situation was aggravated
by the 1982-1983 drought and by 1984, Cocoa output was no more than 3,378 tons.

436. Two national development plans covering the periods 1982-1985 and 1986-1990
have been prepared and put into effect. The rehabilitation of the Cocoa Estates
has attracted foreign private investments as well as capital flows from the IDA/IBRD,
the French aid agency (CCCE) and the African Development Bank. This aid inflttx
coupled with external assistance under the IMF supported recovery programme, are

aimed at redressing the imbalances in the economy especially the restoration of
agricultural production to pre-independence levels. In a policy statement issued

by the Government in October, 1986, increased emphasis will be laid on private
sector initiatives in commerical and industrial activities.

III. EXPENDITURE ON GDP

437. Owing to a sharp decline in private consumption (averaging -7.5 per cent per
year) overall consumption, which in 1984-1985 accounted for 117 per cent of GDP,
has fallen by an average annual rate of 4.3 per cent between 1980 and 1985 or a

proportion of 110 per cent of GDP- At the same time, public consumption has risen

steeply by 25 per cent* The results have been wide fluctuations in gross investment

which declined by 45 per cent in 1985 as compared to 1980. And yet, not counting
1982-1984 when there was a major drought the trade deficit has been declining. In
1985 it was^at 77 per cent of its 1980 level but accounted for 167 per cent of

export earnings and 50.1per cent of GDP at constant factor cost. A persistent
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rsource deficit which was then equivalent to 25 per cent of GDP is now no more

than the equivalent of 14 per cent and yet the country's economic development

still depends on foreign inputs.

IV. PUBLIC FINANCE

438 „ In 1984, the 50 per cent increase in expenditure alongside a 15 per cent

decrease in revenue yielded a budget deficit equivalent to 71 per cent of GDP*

Sixty-one per cent of this deficit was financed out of external borrowing. Since

19819 such deficits have made the Government to rely increasingly on extra-

budgetary resources both from domestic and external sources. As a peroantage

of GDP, capital expenditure has been following a cyclical pattern (26.3 per cent

in 1981, 57.3 per cent in 1982, 23 per cent in 1983 and 54 per cent in 1984).

V. EXTERNAL TRADE, BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND EXTERNAL DEBT

439 „ In 1983, the drastic import reduction measures introduced significantly

improved the trade balance which had been in deficit since 1981. Exports (F.O.B)

declined between 1931-1983 at an average annual rate of 34,5 per cent. The decline

h,as been due mainly to the fall in cocoa production caused by the drought, the

aging of cocoa plantations and also by a drop in world market prices for Cocoa.

In 1985, total exports amounted to, #US 7.1 million while the value of imports

stood at gUS 22 million implying a trade balance deficit of #US 14.9 million.

Preliminary estimate for 1986 indicate that exports, and imports increased to

£US 10 million and $US 26 million, respectively. The current account deficit

widened from #US 8.3 million in 1985 to gUS 11.6 million in 1986. In view of

these trends, the overall balance of payment has remained in persistent deficit

during the first half of the 1980s.

440. As at end-1935, the total disbursed Public External debt was estimated at
#US 65.1 million. Of this amount, around 25 per cent consisted of commercial loans

whose interest rates ranged from three to 8,3 per cent. The remaining debt was

contracted on concessional terms with very favourable credit terms including

interest rates of 1 to 4 per cent and grace periods of 8 to 13 years. Debt

servicing accounts for around 30 per cent of export earnings.

VI, SECTORAL PERFORMANCE.

A, Food and Agriculture

441. Being the country's main economic activity, agriculture offers good prospects

for development because of the climate and the relatively fertile soil. Annually,

it contributes more than 29 per cent of GDP but the seetor is suffering from an

acute shortage of manpower to manage the plantations and maintain the equipment.
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442. Cocoa production showed a marked recovery in 1985 and 1986 with output of
3,500 tons and 4,000 tons respectively although these are below the production

level of the pre-drought years. As mentioned earlier, the Government is under

taking a major rehabilitation and privatization of the Cocoa Estates, for which
financing has already been mobilized.

B, Industry

443o The industrial sector is relatively undeveloped accounting for less than
10 per cent of GDP. Manufacturing activities are limited to the processing and

manufacture of soap, soft drinks and beer. The Government is making modest

efforts to promote the development of agro-industries. According to the current

policy of the Government, strong emphasis are placed on the development of

artisinal fisheries, consolidation of existing industries catering for the

domestic market, and the encouragement of foreign private investment as spelt

out in the investment intensive code of 1986.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEW PROGRAMME OF ACTION

444„ With a view to mobilising more financial resources in order to pursue its
•development objectives, Sao Tome and Principe organized a roundtable with external

aid agencies to finance the 1986-1990 five-year plan. The meeting was held at

Sao Tome lat-e in 1985 with the main objective of. improving the tight external

financing situation. From 17 to 22 May 1986, the Government organized a donors'

meeting in Sao Tome with the assistance of UNDP. No information is yet available

on aid flows emanating from the -commitments made at these meetings,

VIII. MEDIUM-TERM PROSPECTS

445n Development prospects of the country are shaky due to the heavy reliance of
the economy on a single commodity (Cocoa) whose production is vulnerable to erratic

weather conditions and the price of which is determined on the. world market. With

the likelihood of better world prices in 1987 and with the agricultural rehabilitation

efforts paying-off- in terms of enhanced production especially of Cocoa, the economy

is expected to be somehow resilient in the years ahead. However, in view of lagged

effects of policy measures, real GDP growth rate in 1987 is forecast to decline by
5.3 per cent.
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I. OVERALL GROWTH PERFORMANCE

446. The Sierra Leone economy remained severely depressed in 1985/B6 following

years of stagnant output and declining productivity in almost all sectors,

combined with weak prices for the country's exports and declining terms of trade.

In absolute terms, GDP Cat current market prices) is estimated to have increased

by 35 per cent from Le 2,582.2 million in 1984/65 to Le 3,466.0 million in

1965/86. However, real GOP declined by 15 per cent in 1985 compared to the

previous year.

447. As a result of a huge increase of an estimated 71 per cent in the money

supply in FY 85/86, coupled with declining output and a sharp fall in imports

due to foreign exchange shortages, the rate of inflation, as reflected by the

Freetown Consumer Price Index, rose from 56.4 per cent in 1984 to 75.6 per cent

in 1985 and is estimated to have increased further to 80 per cent in 1986. ..With

salaries remaining essentially fixed, except for the bonus granted to workers

during fiscal year 1984/85, real income declined markedly.

II. MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS AND POLICIES

440,= The stagnation of the economy occasioned by the drastic fall in output in

all sectors, notably agriculture and mining* and the rapid decline in per capita

income due to a high annual population growth rate of 2.6 per cent, have been

the major macro-economic problems facing the country. With the severe shortage

of foreign exchange, the incentive to conduct corrmercial transactions outside

official trade and exchange system had persisted. In fact, the financing of the

foreign component of development programmes had suffered due to the suspension

of disbursements arising from failure to meet overdue debt service payments. Gross

imbalances had also occurred in fiscal accounts which, together with expansionary

monetary policies, had accelerated the rate of inflation.

449. It was against this background that the government concluded a stabilization

prograrrme with the IMF aimed at arresting the deteriorating trends in the economy.

The IMF had approved the use of Fund Resources totaling the equivalent of

SDR 50.36 million of which SDR 23.16 million will be drawn in 1987 under a standby

arrangement in support of the Government's Economic Recovery Prograrrme for 1986/87.

An additional SDR 27.2 million will be provided over a three year period under

a structural adjustment facility.

450. As part of the policy package, the government introduced a flexible market

determined foreign exchange system by mid-1986, and eliminated subsidies on

petroleum products and rice. The import licensing regime was liberalized, and

retention facilities for foreign exchange previously accorded various exporters

were abolished and full surrender obligations put in force. A Government Gold

and Oiamond Office CGGDO) was set up to export gold and diamonds so as to improve

the flow of foreign exchange through official banking channels.
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451° To accelerate food self-sufficiency, the government had embarked upon a

Green Revolution Programme which envisages a gross investment of LJS2112 million.

It is expected to increase rice production up to local market demands and cut off

rice importation. Production of other food crops is also expected to increase

substantially. Producer prices of major agricultural corrmodities, including ,

rice, have been increased substantially, as an incentive to stimulate production.

In an attempt to mobilize savings for use in the agriculture sector, the government

is to establish two new rural banks whose two-prong objectives would be to

encourage rural dwellers to save and to provide quick-disbursing credit facilities

for farmers.

452. To diversify the economy and reduce dependence on agriculture and mining, the
government is embarking on actions aimed at improving the performance of the

manufacturing sector. The Industrial Development Act is to be reviewed in order

to lessen the extent of administrative interventionj providea stable and neutral

policy environment and increase support to small-scale industries.

III. EXPENDITURE ON GDP

453, According to ECA Preliminary Estimates, final consumption expenditure was

105 per cent of GDP in 1986 up from 99 per cent in 1985. This is a reflection

not of quantitative expansion but of the impact of the high rate of inflation.

The share of private consumption in GDP increased from 66 per cent in 1985 to

95 per cent in 1986 while that of public consumption declined moderately from

11 to 10 per cent.

454, The low level of public investment is evident by the decline in gross fixed

capital formation from 12 per cent of GDP in 1985 to 8.7 per cent in 1986. The

decline in investment is explained by the slump in private sector economic activity,

diversion of development expenditures to recurrent account and the accumulation

of domestic and external arrears which eroded the government's capability to

borrow from capital markets.

IV. PUBLIC FINANCE

455= The 1985/66 budget out-turn indicate a considerable drop of 14 per cent in

recurrent revenue from a budget estimate of Le 426.7 million to Le 368 million.

However, grants and development receipts increased by Le 6.3 million to

Le 104.3 million as against the budget estimate of Le 98 million. Actual total

government revenue is estimated at Ls 472.3 million, a 10 per cent drop compared

to the budget figure of Le 524.7. On the other hand, total expenditure increased

markedly due to unbudgetted expenditures for rice and oil subsidies which claimed

about 43 per cent of recurrent expenditure. Hence, instead of a budget estimate

of Le 771.1 million/ actual expenditures reached Le 1,305.6 million resulting
into a budget deficit of Le 833 million as against the estimate of Le 190 million.

About 87 per cent of the deficit was financed from the domestic banking system

leaving the balance to be funded from non-bank sources.
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456. in the 1986/87 budget, total revenue including grants and development

receipts is projected at Le 1,451,7 million while total expenditures will amount

to Le 1,622.5 million, giving an estimated overall budget deficit of Le 170.8

million. Subsidies on rice and oil have been abolished and the government intends
to minimize its recourse to domestic banking credit to finance the budget deficits.

As such, the 1986/87 deficit will be financed largely by non-bank sources.

V. ..EXTERNAL TRADE, BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND EXTERNAL DEBT

457c Preliminary estimates by £CA indicate that the value of total exports in

dollar terms increased from US2155 million in 1984 to US2206 million in 1985
against a backdrop of intense across-the-border smuggling activities of important

tradable corrmodities which reduced the quantum of exports through official^

channels. Imports declined considerably from an estimated US55377 million in 1984
to US2297 million during the same period on account of inadequate foreign exchange

availability for external transactions.

4560 The trade deficit of US291 million in 1985 is projected to increase slightly
to US296 million in 1986 despite anticipated reductions in both imparts and

exports. These negative movements in both the current and capital accounts led
to a substantial increase in the overall balance of payment deficits in 1985.

459, Total external long-term public debt outstanding at end-1984 is estimated
at US2341.6 million with an annual average public debt service due between

1985-1987 estimated to be around US234a million. Since 1975, Sierra Leone had

had four multilateral rescheduling of its external debt obligations and negotiation
in 1984 with the Paris Club Creditor nations resulted into a rescheduling of

about US250 million of the country's debt,

VI. SECTORAL PERFORMANCE

A. Food and Agriculture

460o Developments in the agricultural sector in 1985 were mixed. Increases in

production were recorded for rice and coffee - whereas the output of cocoa and

ginger fell. Milled rice output increased from 363,000 tons in 1984 to
405,000 tons in 19B5 and coffee from 2,006 tons to 10,127 tons during the same

period. Cocoa output dropped from 11,230 tons in 1984 to 9,614 tons in 1985

and ginger from 60 to 42 tons.

461O As part of the government's structural adjustment programme, appropriate

incentives will be provided to smallholder farmers to increase production.^ A
system of guaranteed prices corrmensurate to world prices for export conmodities,

will be introduced as a back-up incentive to the annual increases in producer
prices. The Government's Green Revolution Programme will cost about Le 220.5
million in 1987 and Le 166.3 million in 1988 of which the external assistance

component is 93.2 per cent and 89.1 per cent respectively.
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; : B. l^Tanufacturing

462462O The contribution-of manufacturing to GDP is, still very low, estimated at
around, 5 per cent. In 1985, there was a considerable decline in output of^un
manufactured products. The major i.ason for the low capacity utilization in
most industries is"the-acute shortage of foreign exchange needed to inport raw

reduce the^extent of administrative intervention in the industrialistorand to
promote a favourable investment climate. uu^unai sector and to

463. The mining sector experienced considerable difficulties in 1985. The cutout
of bauxite rose from 1.04 million metric tons in 1984 to around 1.34 million tons
in 1985, an increase of 27.9 per c,nt. Rutile production also increased by
19.4 per cent from 82,428 metric tons in 1984 to 93,400 metric tons in 1985
Production of iron ore was halted in March" 1985 following withdrawal of the'
expatriate management of the flarempe Iron Ore Mine. Financing is been sought
while management contracts are in the making for the reopening of the Mine
Diamond output was down in 1985 to 66,000 carats from 95,000 carats" in 1984
Mining costs continued to rise, while shortages of fuel and mining equipment
have stifled the industry. The government intends to start the Kimberlite
diamond mines project at a cost of betw&en US29O-US2140 million with a projected
yield over the life span of the project of about 8 million carats of diamond

VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEW PROGRAMME OF ACTION

464. The government is to organize a donors' meeting in 1987 to seek external
assistance for its public investment programme C1985/86-1987/68] which was costsd
at Le 703 million in 1985. With the floating of the Leone, the total pro^rW
cost, in local currency terms, now stands at over Le 3,500 million. According
to official sources, UNC? and the World Bank are assisting the government to •
organize the donors conferencG.

VIII. MEDIUM-TERM PROSPECTS

4S5. The most pressing problems facing the Sierra Leone economy remain those of
an escalation in the general price level, inelastic public revenue, acute shortage
of foreign exchange, rising recurrent expenditure and mounting external debt

?if10nS' Jhe.va^10i:s measures and policies pursued by the government in
f mixed results1984/85 were of mixed results.
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466o Price controls were ineffective in the face of economic forces while the
Government Gold and Diamond Office (GGDO) had failed in its efforts to improve
the banking system's supply of foreign exchange or to reduce the incentive to
the smuggling of precious minerals. The anti-smuggling effort paid off some
dividends but it is doubtful if the returns are worth the efforts, particularly
as the economic incentives to smuggle remain as attractive as ever.

• In broad macro-economic terms, the government's structural adjustment
prograrrme aims at reducing the current account deficit in the balance of payments
from 3 per cent of GDP in 1985/86 to 2 per cent of GDP in 1986/87. The overall
fiscal deficit is projected to decline from 14.5 per cent of GDP in 1985/86 to
7.4 per cent in 1986/87. However, according to ECA preliminary estimates, real
GDP is expected to decline by as much as 10 per cent in 1986 although a slight
recovery is eminent in 1987 and 1988.
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SOMALIA

I. OVERALL GROWTH PERFORMANCE

468O The Somali economy recovered slightly in 1985 with a 2.9 per cent increase in
GDP after two consequetive years of general economic slow-down. From a pre-drought

growth of 11 per cent in 1982, Real GDP slipped to a negative 3.7 per cent in 1984

due largely to low agricultural outtmt and, most importantly, the closure of the

traditional export outlet for Somali cattle which usually net the government about

80 per cent of foreign exchange earnings. Livestock number had recovered from the

1933 drought but the lagged effects of better climatic conditions deoressed the

agricultural sector growth to a mere 4.1 per cent in real terms in 19S5 and conse

quently led to a drop in per capita GDP by 0.1 per cent.

469. Adverse developments in the external sector still persist which implies a

continued worsening of the balance of payment t>ositions chronic fiscal difficulties

and an increasing debt burden. The inflation rate at 94 per cent in 1984 decelerated

to 30 per cent in 1985 as the government adopted tough fiscal and monetary policy

measures to redress the imbalances in the economy.

II. MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS AND POLICIES

Somalia continues to face acute economic and financial difficulties despite the

series of adjustment and stabilization programmes adopted during 1984-1986. The

scarcity of raw materials and other essential inputs had constrained production in

key sectors, especially agriculture. Banana production (second largest export earner)

declined tc its lowest level in 1985. Export of livestock to such traditional market

as Saudi Arabia is still facing resistance due to the rinderpest scare although the

government had mounted an expensive campaign to eradicate the disease.

471, To redress these problems, a number of policy measures were ennunciated to

increase the efficiency of the production sectors. Improved farming methods including

the expansion of area under cultivation for staple and cash crops, are expected to

enhance agricultural production.

472. The Somali shilling was depreciated by 32 ner cent in September 1984, followed

by a further devaluation of 29 per cent in January 1935 (with a two-tier exchange rate)

in an effort to correct the imbalances in the country's exchange regime and to promote -

exports. These gradual devaluations were insufficient to redress the external imbalance

and hence the government opted for a foreign exchange auction system in September, 1986

at which the exchange rate is set by market conditions.
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473O The growing debt repayment obligation had also contributed to the financial
problems facing the country. The debt-service payments at end-1984, including arrears,

reached £225 million. In the face of slackening export demand, and adverse developments

in international financial markets, the situation became more precarious in 1986. As such,

the government is seeking external resources amounting to 2636.3 million to finance its

national recovery programme (1986-1990).

474. The government had acquired an IBRD backed agricultural sector adjustment credit

of SDR 55.1 million (£64.3 million) with its associated conditions of phasing out

subisides on diesel and petrol, removal of controls on veterinary drugs; improving

interest rates for agricultural savings, liberalization of grain marketing and

introduction of floor prices for purchases and auctions of agricultural produce. Other

major reforms include the promotion of private sector and foreign investment; improving

the performance of public enterprises; and greater mobilization of domestic resources.

III. EXPENDITURE ON GDP

475. According to ECA Preliminary estimates, total consumption in absolute terms

amounted to 4 per cent above GDP (at constant 1980 prices) in 1985 because of the

inflationary impact on private consumption which alone accounted for 79 per cent of

GDP. The share of public consumption in GDP was somehow stable at 25 per cent in

1984-1985. Estimates for both private and public consumption expenditures shares in

GDP show some moderation in 1986 and 1987 at 74 per cent and 24 per cent, respectively.

476. Gross fixed capital formation is estimated to have increased by 44 per cent in

1985 over the 1984 level mainly as a result of substantial injection of public sector

investment in rehabilitating the agriculture sector. Further increases are expected

in 1986 and 1987, though at comparatively lower rates of 6 and 18 per cent, respectively;

IV. PUBLIC FINANCE

477= The main' features of Somalia's fiscal situation is the persistent budgetary

deficits and the increased recourse of the government to the domestic banking system to

finance these deficits despite restraints and controls on public expenditure under the

stabilization programme. The country also relies heavily on external sources f bridge
the budget gap. The overall deficit as a proportion of GDP increased substantially in

FY84/85 to 23 per cent as compared to about 10 per cent in FY83/84, Most of the

increases in the deficit were largely due to a simultaneous drop in revenue and an
unprecedented increase in total expenditures.
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V. EXTERNAL TRADE, BALANCE OF PAYMENT AND EXTERNAL DEBT

478. The performance of the external sector was erratic, mainly because of poor climatic
conditions and policy changes in traditional export markets for Somalia's main export
commodities. The low level of agricultural output was reflected in a substantial fall
in banana exports, the main stay of the economy.' Since 1983, cattle exports to Saudi
Arabia had remained blocked due to health reasons (rinderpest). While gains from
exports of incense, (Somalia is the largest world producer) to the Golf area were
considerable and in spite of the recent measures introduced to rationalize imports, ■
notably regulations to prohibit imports of luxury goods and incentive to boost exports,
the balance of payment position is still precarious.

479 e External payment arrears reached an unprecedented level in 1986 and was worsened
by the insistence of several bilateral Arab funds on prompt repayments and refusal to
negotiate debt rescheduling. The IMF had provided $20.5 million for balance of payment
support in 1986 of which ?10.5 million was to be used for the foreign exchange auction
system and £10 million for other foreign exchange needs of the government.

480o Somalia's external indebtedness had increased substantially in recent years. As "
a percentage of GDP, it rose from 49.8 per cent in 1981 to 69.6 per cent in 1984.

Consequently, the debt-service/GDP ratio jumped from 2.1 per cent in 1981 to 6.6% in
1985 or an equivalent of 55% of total exports of goods and services. In Absolute terms,
long-term Public debt outstanding at End-1984 is estimated at ?1>233 million. The
average annual debt service payments due during 1985-1987 is #132 million.

' . VI. SECTORAL PERFORMANCE

.- ' ■ . A, Food, and agriculture

481. About 35% of GDP was generated from the livestock sector while the share of crop
cultivation was around 10-11% in 1985. Notwithstanding, cereal production improved "
considerably from 302 thousand tons in 1981 to around 454 thousand tons in 1985 due to
the return of substantial rainfalls. Due to diseases and adverse weather conditions
livestock production decreased tremendously: Cattle from 3.95 million heads in 1981 to
3.6 million m 1985; sheep from 10.2 million heads in 1981 to 9.7 million in 1985- and
goats from 16.5 million heads in 1981 to 15.7 million in 1985. Despite the Government's
effort ^establishing new quarantine facilities with US assistance at Kinmayu, Badhera
and Mogadishu, the exports of livestock did not recover sufficiently to its previous
levels. A large scale.project in aid of livestock activities and testse fly eradication
is expected to start in 1987 with financial backing of U.K. and Italy,

30 i lanufacturiixT

482. The manufacturing sector still remains small and undeveloped contributing below
10o of GDP. The public sector dominates industrial activity accounting for over 80% of
industrial output and about 95 per cent of the gross domestic investment. Excess
capacities are evident in most of the industries and actual capacity utilization is
estimated at under 33 per cent on the average. In addition to the scarcity of raw
materials, the manufacturing sector is faced with production and management problems
and an inflexible price structure.
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VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEW PROGRAMME OF ACTION

483. With the assistance of the World Bank, the Somali Government organized its first

consultative Group (CG) meeting in October, 1983 at which it presented a public invest

ment programme PIP) within a Policy Framework aimed at stabilizing the economy,

restoring productive capacity and building a base for self-sustained growth. The

estimated fundxng requirements for the PIP, (as adjusted in 1985) was £304 million in 1984

and £278 million in 1985. Another CG meeting was convened in January, 1985 to

specifically reorient project aid pledged at the 1983 meeting to balance of payment

support because of the country's low level of foreign exchange reserves at the time and

difficulties in rescheduling its debt.

484= The estimated actual flow of external financial and material assistance for the

PIP as a whole was 46 per cent and 54 per cent of expected flows in 1984 and 1985

respectively, which is a respectable performance relative to the drastic decline in

resource flows to LDCs in general. However there was considerable slippage in programme

implementation due to Somalia's low absorptive capacity and the complex disbursement

procedures of donors. The Government's projection of resource requirements to finance

its public investment programme during 1986-1988 is 21,030 million (i.e. 2340 million

in 1986, SS329 million in 1987 and 2361 million in 1988). The total estimated cost of

Somalia's national recovery programme under the 1986-1990 African Priority Programme

for Economic Recovery (APPER) is $1,458.6 million, of which £822.3 million is the

estimation of likely available resources (Domestic: 2147 million and External: 2675.3

million)

VIII. MEDIUM-TERM PROSPECTS

485. The Government plans to keep the inflation rate down to 20 per cent in 1986 through

the Adoption of austerity measures prescribed in the 1986 Budget. Agricultural pro

duction may improve slightly but food aid would be required at even higher levels. The

debt burden is expected to intensify with an estimated debt-service ratio of over 120

per cent which implies a substantial diversion of the already very meagre foreign

exchange earnings to debt service payments. According to the Government's revised

national accounts figures, GDP (at 1977 factor cost) is expected to grow at an average

annual rate of 4.6 per cent during 1986-1989 which is well below the SNPA growth target

of 7,2 per cent projected for the LDCs during the same period.
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I. CVER&LL GROWTH PERFORMANCE

436, in recent years, the Sudanese econory has witnessed severe economic and
financial difficulties occasioned by a combination of factors, principally, the
huge external debt and related heavy debt service obligations? significant drop
in agricultural production and poor shewing of other export-oriented sectors
vtiich had led to a contraction in foreign exchange earnings ? a sharp deteriora
tion in the balance of payments and the chronic budget deficits =

ftfter three consecutive years of GPP slippage, a recovery was signalled
in 1985/86 when a growth rate of 4O2 per cent was registered triggered largely
by an exceptional growth of 29.7 per cent in agriculture value added. Nonetheless>
given the inherent acute shortages,, especially those associated with the lack of
foreign exchange to finance imports, the inflation rate galloped by a further
35 per cent in 1985/86=

II. .HAJOR DSJELOEMEHF PROBLEMS flND PCfLICH

488. Tis alluded to earlierP a nsjor developmental problem facina Sudan is the
country's mounting debt burden and the growth in arrears. Total'external debt
has been estimated at some $10.7 billion at end-1986 while arrears exceeded

export earnings several-fold 0 .Arrears to the 3I1F alone now stand at rou^ily

$300 million and agreement on the payments is yet to be reached so as to allow
the country to use Fund resources vfoich was. suspended in February 1985 including
a $900 million loan for balance of payirsait support. "* Ifie E*p decision also
disrupted development programmes and projects which were expected to have
received $500 million in external aid from other donors.

489. The poor export performance at a time of considerable slow down in external
resource flows puts further strain on the economy. Consequently, new investment
has been affected and many of the existing plants were either operated at low

capacities or ceased production altogether for lack of essential imported inputs.
The budgetary situation also remains tight although the deficit in 1986/87 is
21 per cent lower than the actual deficit of IS3632.5 trillion in 1935/86. Iftis
fiscal position has been aggravated by the poor performance of public sector
corporations, whoP in spite of the considerable rehabilitation efforts, have

increased their liability with the central bank fron 1,5563 „ 3 million in 1984 to
LG1207.9 million by June 1936 excluding coimitments to the central Government such
as interest on capital; water and land charges and cost of local corponent of

importso OJie economy continues to suffer from excess liquidity as the money

supply increased by about 21 per ajnt during 1986. This together with shortages -
particularly foreign exchange, related shortages - had further aggravated the
already acute inflationary pressures .
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490. In an attempt to sustain the economic recovery, the government is

intensifying its efforts to rehabilitate the key comiodity-producing sectors

of the ccorory0 Highest priority has been given to boosting agricultural and
industrial production as evidenced by increased budgetary allocations. A short-

term plan is under preparation venose rrain objective is to remove the structural

imbalances in the econaiy.

491- Regarding the fiscal position, measures ware taken toe improve tax
collection and enhance -the efficiency of parastatal corporations ? reduce

unnecessary public expenditure including the streamlining of the civil service

structure as well as curtail the reliance of regional governments on extra-

budgetary financing* Financial controls will also be administered more rigiorously

and a limit on Government borrowing from the banking system will be raintained at

a maximum of 10 per cent of public expenditure „ The government is also taking

measures to agree with its major donors on the iranagenient of its outstanding debt

while emphasising the efficient utilization of new lines of credit to support the
recovery programme o A new credit policy has also been instituted by which special

preference is been given to production activities.

III. EXPENDITURE ON GDP

492. Foth private and public consumption expenditure have been increasing over

the past few years o Public expenditure continued to escalate in response to

increased costs of government services as well as the high costs associated with

support for drought-affected citizens and an increased inflow of refugees from

neighbouring countries. Private consumptionr on the other hand, failed to

respond to the decline in real inccsnes and continued to rise through liquidation

of private assets. As a result, don^stic savings continued to fall at a pace of
1.2 per cent annually during 1931/82 - 1985/86.

IV. PUBLIC FINANCE

493. ijhe 1986/87 budget estimates total domestic revenue at LS2683 million
compared with LS1997 million realized in 1985/86. This upsurge is based on anti

cipated increase in revenue mainly from non-tax sources as tax revenue is

expected to rise only marginally frorr LS1656 million in 1985/86 to LS1670 million

in 1986/87. Total expenditure is estimated at LS5542.0 million of which LS3616

million is earmarked for recurrent expenditure and the remainder for development
budget outlays.

1986/37 recurrent budget exceeds that of 1985/36 by about 41 per cent

which is explained by the application of the new wage and salary structure for

government employees.- and the increased allocation of operating funds to govern

ment units to enable them improve their efficiency. The rise in development

allocations frorr. LS62C million in 1985/86 to LS1380.6 million in 1986/87 reflects
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increased allocations for all sectors^ agriculture rising by 51.2 per cent,

energy and raining by 213 o 7 per cent and transport and communications by 205-2

per cent. On the fcrfiole, the gross deficit is estimated at LS285932 million in

1986/87, about 68 per cent of which will be met fron commodity aid and grants,

another 24 per cent from loans and the balance from local sources.

V. EXTERNAL TRADE, BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AMD EXTERNAL DEBT

495. The external payments position renains the weakest aspect of the economyo

She deficit on the current account is expected to rise from LSfil million in

1965/86 to I£257 million in 1986/87, This sharp deterioration arises from the

quadruppling of the trade deficit to IS944 million which is closely linked to

a substantial rise in imports L, particularly government imports „ 'She invisible

account is expected to show a surplus of T/:687 million in 1986/87 mainly as a

result of an anticipated rise in Sudanese migrant remittances.

496. The net out-turn on the capital account is expected to result in a surplus

of LS245 million, thereby reducing the overall deficit in the balance of payments

to L£3 million in 1986/87= It is to be noted however that these estimates do

not fully take into account the repayment of substantial outstanding commitments

and arrears«,

497O Sudan's external debt is estimated at about $I007 billion at end-1986o

Intensified efforts are being made by the government to sedc agreements with

major creditors on the modalities of managing this debt*

VI. SECTORAL PERFORMANCE

Ao Food and Agriculture

498. Adequate rains in the 1985/86 and 1986/87 seasons have greatly enhanced

rain-fed agricultural production. After the disastrous drought years of 1982/83 ~

1984/35/ food production picked up markedly in 1985/86. Production of dura and

dukhn the major staples, increased by 227.7 per cent and 170.8 per cent respectively

in 1985/86 and wheat by 15103 per cent. Hence, the country vas able to redress

shortages in food deficit districts and build up scedes* 3Siis, coupled with

international relief efforts,- was instrumental in reducing the number of drought-

affected people from about 8 to 4 million by the end cf 1905/86* Preliminary

estimates for 1986/87 put dura production at between 5000-6000 tons which amounts

to an increase of between 40 to 65 per cent ccrnpared to the previous seasono Also,

millet oroduction is expected to more than double to 15000 tons.
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499 D As for cash crops, cotton-production is still affected by poor international
demand and decline in prices, an accumulation of unsold stocks and the emphasis

placed on food crops based on the experience of the severe drouaht conditions
between 1982/83 - 1984/85. Value added in the irrigated subsector, where

the major cash crops are produced, declined by 4.5 per cent in 1985/86. Hence,
to boost production and allow further expansion in the irrigated area, the

Roseires dsac, will be raised by an additional 10 litres to a'height of 490 metres
implying an increase in the dam's current irBximum-storage capacity fror. 3 million

cubic metres to 6,6 million cubic metres of water„

500 o The government is pursuing a vigorous sales policy to clear accumulated

stocks through a variety of arrangements vdiich in turn allows it to redress the

prevailing acute foreign exchange situation- New hcpes are pinned on a new

medium-long staple variety which has been tested successfullyo Ctoce production

begins, the country is expected to be a rajor world supplier of rredium-long

staples as well as the existing extra-long staples.

Bo Etenufacturing

501 o £janufacturing contributes soms 9 per cent of ODPO Structurally, it is
narrow-based with food and textile industries constituting over two-thirds of

output* The growth, of the sector has boon seriously hampered by lack of essential

inputs, spare parts, finance and shortages in power supplyo Production of

textiles, for instance, dropped by 25 per cent in 1965/86 owing partly to severe

competition from imports <, Likewisep cement production fell by 14 per cent in

1985/36„

502. r[he government is currently reviewing the entire functioning and.
institutional setting of the sector o The changing of publicly owned factories

into joint ventures is likely to continue as well as rehabilitation and moderniza

tion* In this regard, the four poblicly-owned sugar factories are being

rehabilitated to restore full capacity operation from the current level of

around 70 per cent.

VII. FiELHffiNTMEION OF THE SUEOTWIAL T-JJ^t PBQGRAPt-ffi! OF AdTOM

503° The Sudanese Government organized a T7orld Bonk consultative meeting in
Paris in January 1983 at which a public investment programme (PIP) was presented

to donors along with the policy framework for its irrplementation. The latest

country submission on financing reciuirernents for Sudan's national economic

recovery package under the ONPAfiEFD (1986-1990) is slated, at US$2913 million of
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ras;

VIII o MEDIlM-flEEM PBOSPBCTS

504 span's economic prospects is heavily dependent en the

and rneasures to expand irrigation activities *hich

to meet its

forces, BCA

by
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TOGO

I. OVERALL GHOfTFd FERTOFMfitTCE

505. During the period 1980-1983, the Togolese economy went through a deep
recession and real GDP showed an annual average growth rate of about -4=1 per

cent per year. Ihe factors roost responsible for the deterioration of the economic
situation during this period vends the steep decline in the price of phosphates,
a long spell of drought and a considerably hiaher external debt.

506 o ihe economic and financial recovery efforts initiated in 1984 with a real
GOP growth rate of 1-4 per cent were carried further in 1985 and 1986, vten GEP
grew by 3.3 and 2C9 per cent respectively. Onis upturn uas the fruit of

(a) sustained action to improve the situation of public finances? (b) substantial
inflows of concessional aid; (c) the cancellation of nearly a sixth of the
foreign debt? and (d) better manageiroit of the debt.

I±c FiAJOE DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS .AND POLICIES

507-in 1985-1986, nest productive sector of the econony performed well, with the
exception of the mining sector. Obstacles to Togo's development were mostly of a
financial nature. As a result of the fourfold increase in the price of phosphates
and the subsequent doubling of budget revenue in 1975, the Government launched an
ambitious public investment programme characterized by a highly escpansionary
fiscal and iranetary policy. Substantial investments were thus"made in the
industrial and tourist sectors at the expense of the rural sector,, at the same
time the State increased subsidies to public enterprises, hiring nore civil

servants and increased actual real wages. 'This trend persisted until 19S3
despite the fall in phosphate prices which could not be made good, by the favourable
prices of coffee, cocoa and cotton, The Government was caipelled to borrow
extensively rrostly at the market rate in order to meet near irreducible recurrent
expenditure-- maintain an annual investment rate equivalent to about 25*4 per cent
of GDP while at the same time servicing its external debt with about 20 per cent
of its export earnings. These problems vjere compounded by (a) the disruption of
trade with Nigeria and the external payments problems faced by land-locked
countries in the subregion *hich reduced the transit role of the port of Lome
which had had to be renovated at considerable cost? (b) the weakness of the
French franc to which Togo's currency is pegged? (c) the narrowness of the
incane base wiiich recced any prospects of broadening the tax base and (d) the
weak linkage effect of investments mads in specific areas on the rest of the
economy„

508. in its search to find solutions to the above-mentioned nrcblans, the
Government launched stabilization and structural adjustment programmes with the
assistance of the International Jfcnetary Fund (IMF) and the Ebrld Bank. These
mapped out tho priority economic and financial policy measures pursued since 19G0.
From 1S79 to 1985 the IMF concluded in support of these programmes four stand-fcy
agreements in the amount of §U8U1X million out of which $US60 million were
actually used, The tforld Bank provided two structural adjustment loans«
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regard to the directly productive sectors of the economy, the objective is to

ft£f^!? ^.level of ^ivity in three key sectors," "agrieulture.to achieve
food &J.f-sufficiency! ironing and iranufacturing industries. Action in this
area covered faS expansion, the phosphoric acid project with the objective

S^MCreaf itS °UtpUt to 24 P™ "**■ of ^ aPOts by 1990 and there
should be more trade with EOOfflS member countries; (b) researchs oil prospection
aver nore than half of the country and agricultural researchTlc) Se PrOSpGCtlOn
^^*"10* ^ribu"** channels fcr agricultural products' in particular

incentives for private nationals workii*, in thTindustrial
^ GXanpUon efferti coverage and financing of

^l'b^^fi±r^t °f *e.a^ustaent and. stabilizaticm effort is to reduce
the budget deficit and the imbalance in current payments. Onus, along with an
increase in revere, expenditure vns reduced through selective recrStent? 7

salariSi? ^ PKmotions, a 20,7 per cent reduction of the investment
S*8*31 T3 ltS 1S8°lavGl the le^^ °f til lidS^Sof 5 per cent en salaries in the public and private sectors

™m .■?ith4.reeard ta institutional reform, the State withdrew from unprofitable
SSn^ er?riSGS ma ^tituted strict investment nanagaent wJiich led to
production stoppages at the ScciSt.5 des ciments de l'Afrigue de 1'Quest (CDffiD)
which alone contributes.about 7.3 per cent to the repayment of the

S^?^^*611181*** to 1985 *"success of ^T^teit^
p to the

1985° *"success of

Ill, EXP&DITURE ON GDP

SL2%£Z?Z?^,?^%J**»^ *ich ™*° desi^ to strictly
5 S?.SSS S.. S^rS

consur^txon grew by 26.6 in 1985 and 10,6 per cent in 1986 *hile pri^
ccnsunption grew by 6.5, 4O5 and 18.7 par cent respectively during the

ilfS^ flfTilfion ^ggoultng^e^j^, the
investrosnt rate v^s maintained at around 22 per cent of GDP per year
On average 48.4 per cent of net domestic savings was used to finance gross
^^™1™:1 .^e donestic deficit in gcxxls and services increased steadily

1984 °n ™ tO ^P 48°5 haiion to 1986p as car^red to
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IV, PUBLIC EENRNCK

513. Qn the basis of estimated disbursanents, the budget deficit (excluding grants)
grew fran CF£F 23,9 billion in 19G5 to C3BF 27 billion in 1986, including
CFAF 3.6 and 2 5 billion respectively in outstanding paymentso On average, 66.9
per cent of these deficits were financed through qrants and loans includino
19.8 per cent from dcmestic sources and 13.3 per cent fran external resources.

514. Recurrent expenditure which declined in favour of capital expenditure qrew
apace with total earnings at the rate of 6U6 per cent per year. Public and"
publicly'guaranteed debt absorbed about 28,3 par cent in spite of rescheduling
while operatic expenses amounted tc- approximately 51.2 per cent of the total.

V. EXTERNAL TRfiDEr BftLPJSCE OF PAYMENTS flND EXTERNAL DEBT

515O m 1985, Togo's exports which consisted minly of phosphates, coffee, cocoa
and cotton amounted to CEBF 108.9 billion, an increase of 2.5 per cent over 1984,
while imports increased by 15.2 per cent tc CPAF 117.6 billion francs. This poor
export performance was due to a 67.5 per cent decline in income fran cocoa while
income from phosphates grew by only 4.9 per cent* Ihis resulted, in a trade
deficit of approximately CFAF 8,1 billion in 1985, ccnpared to CFAF 7.6 billion
in 1984. Tho situation was probably much worse in 1986 when the deficit rose to
CFAF 23.5 billion as a result of a 9,5 per cent decline in export earnings
following the worsening of the crisis in the mining and cocoa industries and a
3.d per cent increase in imports designed to support the revival in investments
and the policy to boost consmrption, Tlie rate of coverage of iirports by exports
regained high at around 86o7 per cent. " '

516. The overall balance of payments went through fairly erratic fluctuations
during the period under review. After 3. deficit of CFAF 6 billion in 1984, it
showed a surplus of CF£F 12.6 billion francs in 1985 before registering another
deficit of CF£F 7.3 billion in 1986 „ These trends reflected a rise
in net capital inflows of 75-6 per cant in 1985 and a decline of 32.3
per cent in 1986 • at the sane time, services remained stagnant around CFRF 41
billion following an increase of 9 per cent in 1985. The current account deficit
averaged B.6 per cent of OT

517,, Togo's official debt which, on 31 Decoder 1985 amounted to approxiirately
CFiW 293*7 billion or 93.1 per cent of GDP, was 8,4 per cent lower than in 1984
It declined further by 7.1 per cent in 1986. The Paris club aoceobed a rescheduling
of the debt on five occasions in 1973 7 1981, 1983, 1984 and 1985. which brought
the debt service ratio down fran 31.2 per cent of exports to 15 per cent in 1985

and 1986. Under ite 1983-1985 financial program, Togo ■ s total external debt oveZ
to private sources were also rescheduled as at 31 December 1983 B Togo is not

expected to request any further rescheduling of its debts in 1986 since financinq

should be provided under the United Nations Trust Fund, African Developpient Bank, by
the «Caisse contrale de cooperation econonique*, and the European Bconanic Carmunity
(SEJC) und.er 0TAB£K
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VX, SECTORAL PKHPGBMRNCE

A. Food and agriculture

518, about 80 per cent of the active iv^lation earns its livelihood fran the
agriculture sector **iich, during the period under review contributed 31.3 per

cent of GDP with a nominal annual growth rate of 8 per cent or 1 per cent in
real terms, ttie performances of the farming seasons varied according to the

crops. During the 1985-1986 season, there was an increase in the production of the

following crops:: yam (6 per cent)F rice (16,7 per cent), cotton fibres $27.9
per cent). Oocca and coffee production declined by 8,2 and 6O9 per cent
respectively „ The former group of crops enjoyed good rainfall and a substantial

increase in producer prices \*iich, with the exception of rice,mado the country

relatively self-reliant; the interventions of the Office Ttegolais de

ccrrcnercialisasion des ce~reales (Tcgolese Cereal J&rketing Board - lOGQGRAIIl) brruoht

stability to the grains market, Th^ main obstacles remain ineffective manageraecit",
insufficient investment in the rural sector, ageing ceffee and cocoa plantations,
unsuitable farming methods and the little use of agricultural inputs on which

subsidies arc being phased out.

519 o Duriiig the period under review, the mining sector, which fetched approximately
40c4 per cent of export earnings and accounted for 8,2 per cent of GDP went

through a deep recession registering a decline in real growth of around 7,3 per

cent. Thu Office togoleis dos phosphates COT?) made substantial transfers of funds
to the Government's coffers over a long period of time; at one point such transfers

accounted for 14.7 per cent of total budget revenue, ^part froa the decline in

world phosphate prices the other causes of the current crisis in the sector- *gere

the little attention paid to the restaicturina of DIP under adjustment prograirmes
and the lack of accounting by past managurent which resulted in a freeze on
financial assistance„

520, ihis sector accounted, for 7 per cent of OT5 and grew at an average annual rate
of 4,9 per cent in real terms. Sfost of the institutional reforms were carried cut

in the sector including the closure or privatisation of public enterprises. The
current trend appears to be towards the promotion of grail- and medium-sized

private enterprises. 1hus? since 11 £pril 1986f the manufacturing sector has been

enjoying a special tax system reflected in (a) the abolition of all export taxes
and duties on industrial products and (b) the reduction by 75 per cent of import

taxes on all raw materials and sard-finished products and 50 per cent on finished

productso However, the substantial contraband trade in industrial goods seems to

be competing with locally produced industrial goods that are already handicapped .by
the limited size of the domestic market.
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521 o The share of buildings and public works in GDP grew from 8 to 11=4 billton

CFA francs (at 1980 prices) between 1985 and 1986, However, that share was
adversely affected by the production stoppage at CBffiO.

VII. BffiLSEHTBEEON OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEW PFDGRftMfiE OF flCTKW

522 Trrom 20 to 24 October 1986, the Gcvarnment of Togo organized a sectoral
round-table on econonic and socio-caaltural infrastructures which followed a

donor round table held from 26 to 26 June 1985 and another in March 1986 on rural
development. She total cost of the programs on economic infrastructures is
approximately 108.6 billion CFA francs which could be broken down as follows:
(a) 8.7 billion for transport and coninunications; {b) 35,7 billion for water
supply and sanitation; <c) 10.2 billi.cn for urban development and environment
and (d) 11 billion for energy. Pledges made amounted to about 11.2 billion CFA

francs.

523. «})© progrsrtmc on socio-cultural infrastructures costs 56.2 billion CFA francs
of which 30O8 billion goes to education and training, 12.2 billion to health,
5.3 billion to mforration and 5 billion to youth and sports, *total pledges of
7*5 billion CFA francs vjere made,,

524„ The objectives of the programmes includes (a) rehabilitating and
strengthening existing infrestructures ? (b) promoting participative development?
(c) making the country self-reliant in energy particularly following the
commissions of the Nangbeto dam; (d) strengthening Togo's role as a transit
country and opening up the country's vnterland? (e) developing human resourcesj
and if) strength£ning the countryvs irranagonent capacity. On the v*ioleP the donors
agreed in principle to the strategies submitted and the financing requested.
Financing was often deferred to permit batter project preparation and the

establishment of mechanisms likely to pranote co-financing.

525. No .estimates are available on the volume of aid that Togo had received since
the"first donors round table was held? however, all indications are that the
volume of grants and concessional lewis arc on the increase even for aid that
is not directly linked to projects vM.cn grew fran 8.9 billion CFA francs in 1983
to between 15 and 16 billion CFA francs in 19C4-1985 and to 18.6 billion in 1986 c

VTII. MEDIUE3-ra$S PB0SPHTH3

526. should the Government follow through with its restructuring efforts public

finances should inprove further in 19*17 with a deficit of about 3.8 billion CFA
francs including grants and a declining external debt whose servicing is expected
to absorb approximately 5C per cent of public revenue „ Okie global external

payments deficit is expected to be about 1.2 billion CFA francs because of a clear
recovery in the trade balance. Overallt the stagnation of the investment rate and
the slow reaction from the private sector to the State's withdrawal from
unprofitable public enterprises should bring down the growth rate to an estimated

2.2 per cent in real terms.
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UGANDA

I. OVSPALL GHXIH

527. The recovery of the Ugandan economy that was signalled between 1980 and
1983 foundered in 1984 because of the Civil ™are With a seemingly improved
security situation in 1935, the econorny was expected to pick up but the

persistence of such problems as shortages of foreign exchange, currency over-
evaluation, acute shortages of essential goods, price distortions and a thriving
black market, made it difficult to revive the economy,

528. Heal GDP is estimated to have declined by as much as 5A per cent in 1985.

A modest recovery is eminent in 1986 with a projected GDP growth rate of 2.4

per cent fuelled essentially by improved coffee export earnings.' Despite the

paucity of data on trends in consumer price indices, corparisons of commodity

price increases suggest that the rate of inflation is running at well over
250 per cent per annum.

II, 2IAJOR DSVEUffMrr PROBLEMS AND POLICIES

529 „ Since the 1970s, the Ugandan econany has been greatly affected by political
instability. Production activities have been ravaged by wars to the extent

that in 1985, some parts of the country were totally cut-off from the main
administrative and economic framework* The rain problem, areas that has attracted
Governments urgent attention include? (a) rehabilitation of the war-ravaged
areas (b) revitalisation of the industrial infrastructure (c) removal of the

disequilibria in the monetary and price structure including, in particular, the
reduction of excess liquidity, control of rampant inflation and reforming the
exchange rate system*

530. in the 1986/87 budget, as part of a significant currency reform, the
government announced the abandonment of the two-tier exchange rate and set asim

exchancre rate of US$1 = USh. 1400 which implies a dc facto revaluation of the
Ugandan shilling. Indeed, in the face of very limited export earnings, slow
response in international assistance and a relatively heavy debt burden, the

government plans to use its foreign exchange earnings very prudently. A priority

list of essential goods has been established for which scarce foreign exchange
will be allocated to iitiporters o To minimize the inflationary iirpact on real
income the government raised the salaries and wages of public sector employees
by 50 per cent and also made changes in company tax rates, customs duties and
sales tax as a means of increasing recurrent revenue.

533.O Other measures include,, inter£liaf the selling of private properties that
ware nationalized after the Asian expulsion and which had not been reclaimed by
the original comers? the re-examination of parastatal bodies including the
winding up of inefficient government institutions and a substnatial increase in
producer prices of key export commodities, viz coffee, cotton, tea and tcbacco
as an incentive to boost production e
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III. EXPENDITURE CN GDP

532. Domestic expenditure on GDP continued to show substantial increases in
both public and private consumption. During 1985/86, public consumption
increased as a result of an expansion in government services for emergency
relief in the war-ravaged areas and the provision of free education in sane
parts of the country. Private consunption in nominal terms also continued to
expand rapidly mainly as a result of the inflationary trends. The general
decline in real income had dissipated the initiatives to save and consequently,
gross fixed capital formation had stagnated.

. IVo PUBLIC FINANCE

533^ Actual total recurrent expenditure for FY85/86 was around USh. 514.3
billion viiile revenue, including development receipts, amounted toUSh. 402.5
bxllaon leaving an overall deficit of U Sh, 104.6 billion. This huge budget
deficit was occasioned by increased dexrand on aovernment services fors
anergency relief; increases in salaries and wages of public sector employees?
and higher cost of external payrsents resulting from the continued depreciation
of the shilling. *^

ri3JL° 1??,5ud9et for 1386/87 estimates total spending to rise by 119 per cent to
U Sh. 1127.5 billion, a decrease in real terms taking into account a rate of
inflation estimated at 250 pxsr cent. Sane u Sh. 509.7 billion is allocated for
recurrent expenditure of which 31 per cent will be spent on defence. Statutory
I???ntilif- t**3geted at u Sh. 134 billion; develcprient expenditure is estimated
at u Sh. 474.1 billion and statutory development at U Sh. 9O8 billion. Revenue
is up by 90 per cent at U Sh. 777O8 billion of ^iich, u Sh, 487.3 is to cote
rrom taxes \^ile development revenue is budgeted at u Sh. 273.7 billion, The
overall budget deficit of u Sh, 349.7 billion will be financed from domestic bank
sorrowing and non-bank sources including increases in taxation,.

V. EXTERNAL trade; BfilANCE OF PASMPHES ffl© EXTERNAL DEBT

^zS^ ^l^8' the eKP°rt ***** of 'rJhe Ogandan economy had narrowed down
to coffee thus by 1985, official statistics show that nearly all the export
earnings of US$380 million consisted of receipts fran ooffe^ In iMS?the
^1Sa^SS5rt?^f"!pOrts havG si^ifi^vitiy dropped from US$428 million in
fnS•??*?? ^lion in 1985. -JSiis crop ^fleeted the country's arowing
inability to raise enough foreign currency to finance imports, ^'government
nas begun an intensive export drive and one approach been experimented is
Diiateral barter trade vfaich is txpected to bring in over US$40 million per
year
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536. The country experienced substantial trade deficits between 1980 and 1982
although by 1985 a surplus was recorded in the trade talance larqely because of

^E^°n ^J?***3' ^ th& ^P1^1 account, a surplus of $27"million was
f***^ ™W83 aS a result of substantial use of borrowed resources, particularly
from the IMF. However by 1934 repast of the country's debt owed toJ£r££^
in excess of authorized drawings to the tune of $10 inillion hence the start of
the balance of payment disequilibria which persisted up to J.98&,

5?L* Acc?rdin5 to recent information, Uganda's external indebtedness is !
estimated at around US$1-5 billion, /athcugh the oovernment has been able to
pay an estimated debt service of USS2C0 million in" 1985, this level represents

Si2fJ^JF-SV* total e*P°rt <*****• Mb poses a n^r SSS?
tafE?^ ^ ™ SG sta0naticn ^ ^G «ow °f Official Develcproit Aflsistance
(QDft), the ongoing efforts to establish economic recovery will te adversely
artectedo

VI. SECTORAL, EE3JPCM1AICE

A. Food and Agriculture

"S.^gricuiture raoains ^ key sector ^ Uganda,s short_tem recovery

long-term^development„ The sector involves around 90 per cent of the r
accents for ov^S per cent of exp.rt c^m^gs and contributes a la^?
SS^SlHii0!?*?^ 5over™ent revenue. Although overall aoricultural
output dropped by 5.5 per cent In 1S35 compared to 1984, the food sectoTseems
,to have mtetained its historical rcsil™ to internal SstomoSiS
TSS^r? the very favourable clitic and soil conditions

toed production is estimted to have remained favourable.

P^uc^on would seem to have declined if coffee exports are any
S S alt^* its noterorthy that in 1985 a lot of coffefwas snuqgled
™ ^ S?^ f^ that only 2'5 mllllon to9s v.^re officially id
months before the end of the 19e5/1986 coffee season, only 1.7

S ^STis^S tet ^1986 coffee ;

Manufacturing

is plagued- ^ serious Problens of
d h

^^6 ^Tfaf^^ EeCtOr is plagued- ^ serious Problens of lona-term: -
neglect, lack of spare parts and other essential equipments for the'rehabilita
tion of ailong plants as well as a very low level of productivity S^veral

T
et? .^fr fW ^^^s ^ «Fital ^sp but lacked working

well. Sow industries even stopped operations because

^ ibl f ^A ^SSSSn^ni*^ T f "resultant high cost of essential inputs.
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VII . BffiLQffiMTSTiaT OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEH PROGRAMME OF ACTOT

541. with the assistance of IBRD- the Ugandan Government organized a third

consultative group meeting in Paris 24-25 January, 1985 to solicit donor

support, in terms of fijiancial and material resources, for the implementation

of the national economic recovery prograrrane - Ine current estimate of resource

requirements to finance public sector investments under the recovery programme

up to 1990 is put at £2500.1 million, of which, according to indications,

51164.1 million (domestic? $77.4 million and externals ?10£7.1 million) may

be available. This leaves a resource gap of C1335.7 rilli^n for viiich international

support would be required to ensure the successful realization of the objectives

of the country's economic policy package. Under Lcme III, Uganda's aid

allocation is estimated at Ecu 125 million „

VIII. MEDIGM-TEFM PBOSPBCTS

542. political stability under the present regiire and favourable weather

conditions to boost coffee production (the irajor foreign exchange earner)

are the two principal factors in assessing Uganda's economic prospects. The

upsurge in world coffee prices in 1986 is expected to be maintained in 1987,

which, combined with the suspension of the 100 quota, would enhance Uganda's

foreign exchange earning capacity and bring about an upturn in overall economic

performance o Based on this optimistic scenario, EC&'s preliminary estimates

indicate that the growth in real GDP of 2O4 per cent in 1986 will accelerate

to 7.4 per cent in 1987.
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TANZANIA

543. Despite the severe financial difficulties that continue to plague the
Tanzanian economy, the recovery that was signalled by a 3 per cent GDP qrowth

rate in 1984 was maintained in 1985 though at a lower rate of 2.3 per cent with
much of the growth emanating from the service sector. The key production sectors
registered negative growth in 1985 with agriculture (46 per cent of G3P) receedino
by 1.6 per cent as compared to an increase of 2.6 per cent in 1984.

544o The sluggish growth in agriculture depressed the overall growth in real GDP
in 1985 below the annual population growth rate of 3.3 per cent litplying a decline
in income per capita of about 1 per cent. In cumuiative terms, this trend
represents an 11 per cent drop in real per capita income since 1980, estimated at

Shs. 1159 in 1985. Excess demand persisted in 1985 but less pronounced as in
1984, the year the iirport liberalization scheme started, improvement in the
food supply situation as well as availability of other basic consumer goods
contributed to the drop in the inflation rate officially estimated at 28 per cent
in 1985 as compared to 36 per cent in 1984=

II- MAJOR V&JUJJ&SZW PEOPLE'S ALE) PRICES

545. Since 1981/82r Tanzania has been experiencing a recurrence of the same
problems only with varying degrees of intensity. ^The current situation can be
described siinply as - acute shortage. The acute shortaqe of foreign exchange
due to drastic fall in export earnings as well as drop in external "resource flow,
has meant acute shortage of raw materials and other essential inputs and spare
parts which had an adverse effect on the key productive sectors/ Official prices
have ceased to reflect the underlying demand and supply situation and provide
widespread signals to the economy causing serious mis-allocation of resources.
These problems have also been compounded by natural calamities notably the 1902-
1984 drought. Inefficiencies within parastatal organization have contributed to
these problems through increased demand for subsidies.

546. The continued drop in export earnings has put pressure on foreign exchange
reserves which have been virtually depleted whilst the government's accumulated
external payments arrears has lept to $700 million.

rne^ium"tem Programmes iue, the national economic survival prograrrmes
and the structural adjustment programme (1982/1983-1984/85), the

Government had taken policy measures aimed at redressing the abawe internal
economic unbalances. These measures have largely been:"

- increasing agricultural output through increases in producer prices
especially of cash corps, by 5-10 per cent in reaJ terms or set it at
60-70 per cent of export prices,which ever is higher;

f^ contro1 on PukUc spending which led to a reduction in the budget
deficit. The civil service was reduced, by over 20,000 and freeze of
employment? and some subsid>-> eliminateds
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- reducing the growth of money supply which resulted in a drop in the

rate of domestic credit from 34 per cent in 1980-1984 to 21 per

cent in 1985?

jistitutional structure of the agricultural marketing parastatals

were substantially changed with a view to improving efficiency?

- exchange rate adjustments from Shs 8 = 1$ in June 1982 to

Shs 40 = 1$ in June 1986;

- Decontrol of the price mechanism which significantly reduced the

number of products under price control from about 400 product types

in 1973 to about 47 commodity types as of mid-1986.

548. Notwithstanding all the above efforts, the economic and financial situation

of the country had continued to deteriorate. As a sucession to the earlier two
medium-term programmes, the government has now embarked on the implementation

of a three-year Economic Recovery Prograrrme (1986/87-1988/89). ttie main
objective of the programme- includes increasing production levels in key sectors
especially food and export crops, through appropriate incentives and provision

of service; increasing foreign exchange earnings from exports with the aim of
improving the balance of payments position; reducing the budget deficit as well

as growth in money supply and containing inflationary pressures. Others include

increasing capacity utilization to a level of 60-70 per cent from its present

level of below 30 per cent; restore internal and axternal balance through prudent
monetary arid fiscal measures,,

549« in the first year of the programme exports are projected to about $410
million. Official and private transfers receipts plus medium and loner-term
capital inflow, itiainly from existing contracts and normal import support from
major donors is expected to, provide $743 million., Abstracting from iitport
requirements, other total foreign exchange commitments are estimated at
$560 million, including $237 million in service payments (mainly interest),
$180 million in amortization of sedium-and long-term loans, soma $30 million in
respect of IMF repurchases (including the elimination of $25 million overdue
obligations), and a cash reduction in commercial and other payments arrears of
some $25 million. In the absence of additional financing, total net foreign
exchange availability would thus amount to about $593 million. With the ERP in
place it is expected that additional financina of about $500 million would be
available, with resourses under the IMF stand by arrangement and the structural
ad3ustment facility providing $75 million and a World Bank multi-sector
rehabilitation credit of about $100 million.

III. EXPHMDniffE ON GDP

550. Since 1982 the structure of aqgregate demand has been characterised by
increases in the share of consumption in GDP (at market prices) alongside declininq
shares of investment and exports. In 1965, the ratio of total consumption (public
and private) to GDP rose frcm 95 per cent to 97 per cent with much of the increase
accounted for by private consumption.
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556. on the other hand, the value of imports increased by 12 per cent from

$839 million in 1984 to $942 million in 1985 which implies that export earnings

in 1985 could only finance 33 per cent of imports with the rest financed through

external loans and grants. Also iiriports by own-foreign exchanqe earners reached

$120 million under the import liberalization scheme which eased up the export/
airport financing gap.

557. Kibnetheless the acute shortage of foreign exchange had resulted into
accumulated external payment arrears of $700 million as at end March 1986 while

foreign reserves -had been,virtually depleted. According to IMP estimates,

Tanzania's external debt now stands at an equivalent of $3.5 billion with annual

debt service of 57 per cent.

VI. SICTORTiL

Ao Food and agriculture

558. Improved rains and general climatic conditions in 1985/86 crop season

produced mixed results for Tanzanian agriculture. While farmers boosted output of

food grains, the heavy rains were a deterrent to matured cash crops. As

reflected by the purchases of the National Milling Corporation (WC) - the best

agricultural production indicator so far - as well as those of cooperatives/
total tonnage of food grains (maize, rice, wheat, millet and beans) purchased as

of end March, 1986 stood at 311,500 as ccropared to 167,860 tonnes in 1984/85.

On the other hand cash crop production dropped by 28.6 per cent in 1985/86

notably the substantial production short fall in cotton output. Consequently

overall sectoral growth rate receeded by 1.6 per cent compared to an increase of
2.6 per cent in 1984 o

559D Parallel to weather conditions, agriculture in Tanzania is beset with such

crucial problems as inadequate incentive system especially with rewards to

producer prices for export crops which contributed to drastic drop in production.
Foreign exchange constraints limited the Government's ability to provide adequate

input supply (fertilizers and seeds) and necessary iinplements and tools to

fanners. There is also the acute transport bottleneck and storage facilities.

560. Policy measures have been taken and will continue under the Economic

Recovery Progranrne |ERP) - 1986/87-1988/89 - to redress these problems. These
include substantial increases in producer prices particularly of export crops at a
level equivalent to 60-70 per cent of export prices or 5 per cent in real terms
per annum whichever is higher. Other measures include improvement in marketing
structures and increased investincnt allocation to the sector which under the

1986/87 annual plan accounts for 29 per cent of the 44 per cent of total resources
planned for all the directly productive sectors. The investment and rehabilita
tion drive aims at enabling the sector's contribution to increase by 5.3 per cent
annually.
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Be Industry

561 „ As was the case in the past five years industrial output continued to

decline in 1985 falling by 6.4 per cent to Shs 2 billion from Shs 2.2 billion

in 1984 (1976 prices). Tfe sector's contribution to GDP declined from 10 per

cent in 1981 to 8 per cent in 1985 with roost of the industries operating below
30 per cent of installed capacities.

562. The major causes of this poor performance is the acute shortage of foreign
exchange to finance airports of industrial raw materials and other essential
inputs coupled v/ith -such production retarding factors as frequent power outage
and inadequate supply of water. Under the ERP, substantial foreign exchange
allocation will be made to priority industries to ensure the availability of
inputs and other requirements. The manufacturing sector has been allocated
about 9.8 per cent of the development budget„ The Governments' objective is to
increase the growth rate of the sector by about 4 per cent per annum.

vii„ rn?iJ}iTO7m'naT of the exjestatttial nest progr»is op

(smpa

563. Fran 10 to 11 June 1986, Tanzania organized a consultative group meeting

in Paris with the assistance of the Tforld Bank*. At the meeting donors pledged
about $130 million in addition to their normal aid canrdtments'. In pledging
donors conditioned continued additional assistance on the assumption" that a"
stand-*>y arrangement with IMF would remain operative.

564. Tanzania has already approached the Paris Club and other official creditors
for debt relief on current maturities in respect of medium ^nd long-term debt
and existing payment arrears in respect of all obligations. The projected debt
relief, combined with the expected external assistance would allow the import
bill to attain about $1,100 million, a level not far abort of the $1,200 million
established by the JScondrdc Recovery Programs and represents an increase in
real terms of some 15 per cent over the 1985 outcrare.

VIII. *ET>IUiyi'^TO PROSPECTS

565. The delayed implementation of the Economic Recovery Programme may undermine
growth prospects in 1936 but 1987 seem premising provided the anticipated foreign
exchange inflows to finance both recurrent and development expenditures
materialize. Ibtal exports are expected to improve considerably frcm the
depressed levels of 1985 to attain about $410 in,1986 and $442 in 1987. Such
inflows combined with further exceptional financina and debt relief, would
increase the import capacity of the country to support the adjustment effort in
rehabilitating infrastructure which is essential to sustain the expected improve
ment m production. Increase in producer prices and input availability to farmers
as envisaged m the Economic Recovery Pronraircrfc could reinforce agricultural
activity.
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566. With the expected foreign exchanae inflow in 1986/87, the external reserve
position is targetted to iicprove by some $20-$25 million while accumulation of
external arrears will be curtailed to the minimum. Inflation is expected to

decline below the current level of 28 per cent largely on account of tight
fiscal and monetary policies. Overall real (3DP is projected to orow at around
4.5 and 5 per cent in 1986 and 1987 respectively.




